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Resumen 

El rápido crecimiento de la población y el aumento del tráfico motorizado en el siglo pasado han 

llevado a una reducción de la densidad urbana, cambios en la distribución de usos del suelo, 

degradación de los espacios públicos y una disminución de la conectividad peatonal. Es por ello que 

debe ser una prioridad la implementación de nuevas configuraciones urbanas orientadas hacia la 

movilidad sostenible. La validación y la evaluación deben ser un paso esencial en el diseño e 

implementación de estas nuevas configuraciones urbanas, de manera que se puedan mejorar y elegir 

las configuraciones más adecuadas en términos de conectividad peatonal. Sin embargo, hay pocos 

métodos para evaluar las mejoras en conectividad peatonal de estas nuevas configuraciones. Esta 

tesis se enmarca en la búsqueda de nuevas herramientas de evaluación de la conectividad peatonal. 

De forma similar a lo que ha venido ocurriendo en las ciudades con la degradación de los espacios 

públicos y pérdida de conectividad urbana, el entorno natural también ha sufrido procesos de 

fragmentación como consecuencia de la creciente intervención humana. En las últimas décadas se 

han desarrollado un gran número de potentes metodologías para evaluar la fragmentación de los 

hábitats y se han propuesto una serie de nuevas intervenciones que pueden ayudar a mejorar su 

conectividad, como pueden ser la creación de corredores ecológicos.  

Teniendo en consideración todo lo anterior, en esta tesis se emplea una analogía entre los conceptos 

de fragmentación de los hábitats en el entorno natural y el de fragmentación urbana en la ciudad. 

Esto ha permitido utilizar las metodologías desarrolladas para estudiar la conectividad de hábitats 

en la evaluación de la conectividad peatonal con diferentes configuraciones urbanas. 

En la revisión bibliográfica sobre la movilidad peatonal se ha identificado que la mayoría de estudios 

sobre movilidad peatonal se centraban a nivel local. Sin embargo, la configuración urbana a un nivel 

macro también puede influir en la movilidad peatonal. A partir de esta revisión se desarrollaron 

cuatro investigaciones que se presentan en forma de artículo científico. Todas estas investigaciones 

se centran en Vitoria-Gasteiz, una ciudad del Norte de España, como caso de estudio. La primera 

investigación que se presenta en la tesis se centraba en analizar la distancia que los peatones están 

dispuestos a caminar en un ambiente urbano (Study I). Esta primera investigación sirvió de base 

para desarrollar tres metodologías basadas en modelos de hábitats que utilizan Sistemas de 

Información Geográfica y herramientas de análisis Kernel de densidad para evaluar los efectos de 

diferentes configuraciones urbanas.  

La primera de estas metodologías (Study II) se centra en la identificación de corredores peatonales 

que pueden ser priorizados mediante la eliminación de obstáculos para los peatones. Los resultados 

de aplicar esta primera metodología muestran que, con la implementación de los corredores 

peatonales, sería posible reducir los tiempos de viaje de los peatones en hasta un 6%. La segunda 

metodología (Study III), se centra en la identificación de áreas prioritarias de actuación para 

mejorar la conectividad peatonal, así como en la evaluación de los efectos de implementar una nueva 

configuración urbana como son las supermanzanas. Por último, el cuarto artículo científico (Study 

IV) presentado en esta tesis desarrolla el concepto de hábitat urbano para los peatones y presenta

una metodología para evaluar la conectividad peatonal que incorpora factores urbanos tanto a nivel

macro como micro.

Los resultados de aplicar estas tres metodologías en Vitoria-Gasteiz sugieren que es más 

recomendable utilizar metodologías abiertas, que permitan una priorización e implementación 

gradual de las inversiones en mejoras urbanas, en lugar de proponer configuraciones urbanas 

preestablecidas como una solución global para toda la ciudad. 
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Abstract 

Rapid population growth and motor-oriented urban designs have led to a reduction in urban density, 

changes in land-use distribution, degradation of public spaces and a decrease in pedestrian 

connectivity. This is why the implementation of new urban configurations oriented towards 

sustainable mobility should be a priority. Validation and evaluation must be an essential step in the 

design and implementation of these new urban configurations, so that the most appropriate 

configurations in terms of pedestrian connectivity can be improved. However, there are few methods 

to evaluate the improvements in pedestrian connectivity of these new configurations. This thesis is 

framed in the search for new tools to evaluate pedestrian connectivity. 

Similar to what has been taking place in urban areas with the degradation of public spaces and loss 

of urban connectivity, rural areas have also suffered processes of habitat fragmentation as a 

consequence of growing human intervention. In recent decades, a large number of powerful 

methodologies have been developed to assess habitat fragmentation and a series of new 

interventions have been proposed to improve habitat connectivity. An example of this interventions 

is the creation of ecological corridors.  

Taking all of the above into consideration, this thesis uses an analogy between the concepts of habitat 

fragmentation and urban fragmentation. This has made it possible to use the methodologies 

developed to study habitat connectivity in the evaluation of pedestrian connectivity in urban areas. 

In the pedestrian mobility literature review it has been identified that most studies on pedestrian 

mobility focused on the local level. However, urban configuration at a macro level could also 

influence pedestrian mobility. From this review four research studies were developed which are 

presented in this thesis in the form of  scientific articles. All these research studies use Vitoria-Gasteiz 

a city in Northern Spain as the case study. The first research presented in the thesis focused on 

analyzing the distance that pedestrians are willing to walk in an urban environment (Study I). This 

first research served as the basis for developing three methodologies based on habitat models that 

use Geographic Information Systems and Kernel density analysis tools to evaluate the effects of 

different urban configurations. 

The first of these methodologies (Study II) focuses on identifying pedestrian corridors in the city 

streets which can be prioritized by removing pedestrian obstacles. The results of applying this first 

methodology show that, with the implementation of the pedestrian corridors, it would be possible to 

reduce pedestrian travel times by up to 6%. The second methodology (Study III) focuses on the 

identification of priority areas for action to improve pedestrian connectivity, as well as in the 

evaluation of the effects of implementing a new urban configuration such as the superblocks urban 

configuration. Finally, the last methodology (Study IV) presented in this thesis develops the concept 

of pedestrian habitat suitability and introduces a methodology for evaluating pedestrian 

connectivity that incorporates physical urban factors at both the macro and micro levels.  

The results of applying these three methodologies in Vitoria-Gasteiz suggest that it is more advisable 

to use open methodologies to decide gradual investments in pedestrian mobility improvements than 

proposing global fixed urban configurations.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The planning and design of pedestrian-friendly urban environments have been 

receiving increased interest and attention these recent years. Walking could be 

considered as the most sustainable way to get around and it provides important 

health and social benefits. The rapid growth of motorization in the past century has 

led to a reduction in urban density, changes in land-use distribution, degradation of 

public spaces and a decrease in pedestrian connectivity. Since the 60s, critical voices 

started to rise against the prioritization of motorized mobility and its associated 

changes, stating that these changes could affect the social dynamics of cities (Jacobs, 

1961). Over the last decades, the idea that the improvement of walking conditions 

must be a priority has been infiltrating gradually in three key fronts. The research 

front had focused on investigating on the correlates of walking and in how conditions 

for walking can be improved. From the urban planning front, several initiatives have 

been focusing on incorporating new urban configurations and urban regeneration 

projects to enhance sustainable transport modes and pedestrian environments. 

Finally, the policy making front, is also gradually incorporating the necessity to 

improve the conditions for walking in transport policies, and as an example of this 

policies, the European Commission’s White Paper on transport states that, 

‘Facilitating walking and cycling should become an integral part of urban mobility 

and infrastructure design.’ (European Commission, 2011 p.8). However, despite 

these societal, planning and policy changes, along with the increase in walking 

research, walking remains considered as a secondary transport mode in most urban 

environments. 

Pedestrians are affected by different factors than users of other transport modes such 

as car or public transport. Because of that, many research studies have examined 

which are the main factors that influence pedestrians in urban environments. 

Walking have been consistently covered in several specific fields such as route choice 

(Guo and Loo 2013; Broach et al., 2015), transit accessibility (Munoz-Raskin, 2010; 

Zhao et al., 2003), accident analysis (Ewing et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2006; Yannis et 

al., 2007), physical activity (Weuve et al., 2004; VanCauwenberg et al., 2011) and 

urban design (Ewing et al., 2009; Giles Corti et al., 2013). However, some of these 

studies only focus in the needs of specific population groups (elderly, adolescents, 

children etc.) or include walking in the broader field of active modes. Additionally, 

pedestrians in urban environments have, to a large extent, been neglected in other 

classic fields of transportation research such as traffic flow modelling and trip 

forecasting (Lindelöw, 2016). This can lead to the fact that traditionally, walking has 

been considered in certain urban contexts, as a transport mode only useful for some 
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population groups or in intermodal travel chains, and not as an important form of 

access by itself. 

The successful movement of individuals by sustainable modes of transport is 

fundamental to maintain healthy city environments. The reduction of urban 

connectivity due to the introduction of urban motor-oriented configurations 

constitutes a threat to urban sustainability by increasing car dependence and 

increasing pedestrian travel times (Randall and Baetz, 2001). Facilitating individual’s 

movements by improving pedestrian connectivity has become a central theme in 

transportation (Dill, 2004), urban planning (Ozbil et al., 2011) and health research 

(Chin et al., 2008). Understanding how pedestrians move across the city and using 

that knowledge to improve the built environment is fundamental to recover the 

sustainability of our cities. The study of pedestrian connectivity is useful for urban 

projects because it helps to identify areas where the improvement of the streets 

would help to optimize connectivity and in consequence increase walking mode 

choice.  

As result of walking research and policy changes, there has been a growing interest 

in new urban development’s and urban regeneration projects oriented towards 

sustainable mobility in recent years’, in which walking is increasingly being included 

as a priority. Validation and evaluation should be an essential step in the design and 

implementation of these new urban configurations, so that they can be implemented 

once their efficiency is verified. However, the empirical validation of the efficiency to 

increase walking rates of new urban configurations is scarce because of the difficulty 

and high cost of obtaining pedestrians field data. The consequences of new urban 

configurations on pedestrian mobility and in the social dynamics of cities have, in 

their majority, not been deeply investigated. Additionally, some studies address scale 

considerations, pointing out the essential role that scale plays in the study of walking 

correlates in walking urban environments (Lindelöw, 2016; Vale et al., 2016). As in 

the spatial analysis of landscape patterns in which the results of relevant indicators 

at one scale are frequently not predictive at another scale (Turner, 1990), in urban 

environments the nature of the correlations also depends on the scale of the spatial 

dimension used for interpretation. This issue has been reported in the case of urban 

studies regarding walking as a transport mode. In recent studies, it has been reported 

that the spatial scale plays an essential role in the determination of urban priorities 

based on proximity-connectivity indicators. These studies recommended to take 

walking studies from the local (neighborhood) to the broader —city— level (Cho and 

Rodriguez, 2014; Milakis et al., 2015; Naess et al, 2019).  Both, validation and scale 

considerations should be considered in future studies when evaluating new urban 

configurations and their effects in pedestrian mobility. That is why this thesis seeks 
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to explore new forms of evaluating the impacts of new urban configurations in 

pedestrian mobility, taking into account the city level and not focusing only on the 

neighborhood scale. 

In the search for these new evaluation tools, as well as in the proposal of new urban 

configuration models, it may be useful to explore the methodologies developed in the 

field of landscape connectivity in which there has been a series of important advances 

in recent decades (Beier et al., 2008; Doerr et al., 2012; Correa Ayram et al., 2015). 

Connectivity has become a priority in conservation studies in order to mitigate the 

negative consequences derived by habitat fragmentation —the process of 

disaggregation of the landscape into habitat patches with an overall habitat and 

connectivity loss— produced by human activities.  

The fragmentation produced by motor-oriented configurations has similar effects on 

a city environment by producing smaller number of urban patches and an overall 

connectivity loss. In this sense, urban fragmentation has been defined by Rotem-

Mindali (2012) “as a spatial phenomenon that results from an act of disjointing pre-

existing forms and structures of the city and systems of cities”. Thus, in a certain way, 

a similarity between the concept of habitat fragmentation and urban fragmentation 

can be proposed, especially when considering pedestrian mobility. This analogy has 

been proposed before, but it was constrained to specific fields such as retail 

fragmentation studies (Rotem-Mindali, 2012), or in pedestrian mobility studies at a 

local neighborhood scale (Ortega et al., 2014). Taking this analogy to a broader scale 

may have functional consequences in the evaluation of pedestrian mobility. In this 

manner, landscape connectivity methodologies can be used to evaluate pedestrian 

connectivity changes derived from different urban planning policies. 

In this respect, by considering the similarities between urban fragmentation and 

habitat fragmentation it also may be useful to take the concept to the next level and 

explore in the urban environment the methodologies intended to assess connectivity 

measures in landscape conservation. One of the main approaches followed to 

improve landscape connectivity is to create a network of linear conservation 

corridors (Beier et al., 2008). In order to create conservation corridors, in landscape 

connectivity the species that are more sensitive (to several factors such as habitat 

patches area, type of habitat and barriers) are selected as focal species (Beier et al., 

2008). Thus, to plan sustainable transport corridors in the city, pedestrians are 

proposed as the “focal species”. In consequence, new urban configurations based on 

the creation of pedestrian corridors could be proposed. 

This thesis main goal is to integrate knowledge from the connectivity conservation 

field into the multidisciplinary field of “walkability”. Consequently, it explores if 
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landscape connectivity methodologies could contribute to evaluate and improve 

urban environments and their influence on walking. In order to integrate this 

knowledge, the first step was to understand how the built environment influences 

walking behaviors. As stated above, the role of walking in the urban context has been 

explored by researchers of several fields; transportation, urban planning, and health 

researchers. What has been done during the first part of this thesis is to provide 

research context for the influence of the built environment on walking and the new 

urban configurations that had been applied to improve pedestrian mobility. Such 

background would allow focusing the literature review of landscape connectivity in 

the models that could be a useful tool to evaluate pedestrian mobility in urban 

environments.  

1.1 Literature review 

This chapter gives a brief overview of the research context on the three pillars that 

the thesis is framed in. First, the different theories of how the built environment 

influences walking are presented and discussed. The chapter continues by presenting 

the main urban design theories that had been introduced in the implementation of 

new urban configurations. The third pillar in which this thesis is grounded is the field 

of landscape connectivity for which the most important strands of research are also 

presented. Based on the insights obtained from the review of the three pillars, some 

reflections on how the next steps can be directed are presented. Finally, such 

background would allow presenting the main motivations of the thesis and the 

research questions.  

1.1.1 Walking and the built environment 

This section will introduce the relationship between walking and the built 

environment. It has been proven in the literature that several factors such as 

socioeconomic and demographic circumstances, social-environmental issues and 

physical-environmental conditions of the built environment are correlated with the 

choice to walk (Trost et al., 1996; Shimura et al., 2014; Christiansen et al., 2016;). 

Unlike the other factors, to a greater or lesser extent the built environment can be 

controlled by urban and transport planners, while their decisions could affect the 

population on a relatively permanent basis. It is for this reason that there is a broad 

research field which focuses on walking mode choice and its relationship with the 

built environment. Within the studies that analyse this relationship, there are two 

main lines of research. The first line of research was supported by transportation and 

urban planning researchers, which were focused in examining the relationship 

between built environment variables and the choice to walk (Seneviratne and Morral, 
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1985; Hillier and Hanson 1989; Handy, 1996; Kockelman, 1997). However, in the last 

decades a new line of research that sought to analyse the relationship of the built 

environment and the physical activity of the population has emerged. This new line 

is mainly supported by health and preventive medicine researchers (Saelens et al., 

2003; Wendel-Vos et al., 2007; VanCauwenberg et al., 2011). 

A concept introduced in the last decades to describe the effects of the built 

environment on walking share is “walkability”. This concept was originally 

introduced around 1992 by the New Urbanist movement (Fitzsimons, 2013). Despite 

the earliest walkability references in academic papers were by urban designers and 

spatial planners in the nineties (Southworth and Owens, 1993; Southworth and Ben-

Joseph, 1995), the term was also embraced by researchers of the public health 

(Saelens et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 2007) and transportation research fields (Henson, 

2000; Sauter et al., 2008; Stangl, 2008). As early as in 2004, Lee and Moudon (2004) 

reported that walkability research in the fields of public health, transportation and 

urban planning is complementary, and they recommended multidisciplinary 

approaches to improve the understanding of the determinants of physically active 

travel. Additionally, it has been highlighted by several researchers the importance of 

using objective indices and scales to measure the relationships between the built 

environment and walking rates (Saelens et al., 2003; Sallis et al., 2004; Leslie et al., 

2007). As a consequence of the adaptation of the term depending on the research 

field, walkability does not have a single definition in the literature (Lo, 2009; 

Fitzsimons, 2013). However, in this thesis the explanation of walkability proposed by 

Fitzsimons (2013) has been used over this thesis. Fitzsimons (2013) states that “The 

core meaning of the term relates to facilitating and encouraging walking trips by 

providing both attractive routes and destinations and functional paths and routes.” 

In order to represent and measure how the built environment impacts walking 

choice, micro or macro level perspectives could be considered. According to Cervero 

and Kockelman (1997), influences of the built environment on travel demand could 

be organized into ‘the 3Ds’, density, diversity and design. From this three dimensions, 

density and diversity consider macro level features of the built environment, while in 

the design dimension, both macro and micro level features are included. Two of the 

main macro level variables included in walkability studies are proximity and 

connectivity. This two land use features have been reported as the two main macro 

land use features that influence walkability (Saelens et al., 2003), and consequently 

they were considered in most of the walkability indexes (Saelens et al., 2003; Lo, 

2009; Browson et al., 2009).  
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Proximity is influenced both, by the density and by diversity dimensions. The density 

in walkability studies is demarcated by the compactness of the urban environment, 

while the diversity is defined by the land use mix. It is a well-accepted fact that denser 

urban areas with a mixture of land uses have shorter distances between destinations, 

thereby facilitating higher walking rates (Saelens et al., 2003; Leslie, 2007). On the 

contrary, as distances between origins and destinations increase, whether as a result 

of lower densities or as a result of a poor land use mix, other travel modes become 

gradually more competitive than walking (Frank et al., 2005).  

Connectivity is influenced by the design dimension, which considers design features 

of the built environment. When considering walking studies, two different 

components of connectivity could be considered. From a spatial point of view, there 

is an urban spatial connectivity component, which can be understood as the 

permeability enabled by the directness of links and the density of connections in a 

transport network (Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2018). In the case of 

pedestrians, urban spatial connectivity can be defined by the directness of routes and 

the route distance for pedestrians for each trip (Randall and Baetz, 2001). The second 

component, which is going to be referred in this thesis as functional connectivity, is 

related to the path continuity and the impediments to the movement of individuals. 

This second component of connectivity is affected both by spatial connectivity 

(macro level) and by micro built environment factors (micro level) which also play 

an important role in the path continuity and in consequence in the movement of 

pedestrians (Southworth, 2005). It has been proved by several studies that micro 

level design features of the built environment, such as sidewalk availability and 

physical barriers could also influence travel mode choice and walking routes (Troped 

et al., 2001; VanCauwenberg et al., 2011; Guo and Loo 2013) especially, when the 

macro level requirements of proximity and the spatial component of connectivity are 

met (Alfonzo, 2005). 

Travel times have been addressed by several studies as significant predictors of mode 

choice (Cervero and Duncan, 2003; Handy, 2005; Frank et al., 2008; Milakis et al., 

2015b), and as in any other transport mode, travel times strongly influence the choice 

of walking. Recently, the concept of acceptable travel time has been presented 

(Milakis et al., 2015b). The concept of acceptable walking times is also related to the 

concept of “distances that individuals are willing to walk” which has been used in 

order to investigate the potential of modal shift towards sustainable transport modes 

(Morency et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2017). These studies conclude that the distances 

that different individuals are willing to walk can vary depending on the trip purpose 

(work, study, shopping, etc.) and other socio-economic characteristics (age, gender, 

occupation, etc.). However, it has been reported that acceptable travel times are also 
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influenced by individual´s perceptions depending on the travel mode and on factors 

associated to the built environment (Morency et al., 2014; Milakis et al., 2015b; Cole 

et al., 2017). According to Milakis et al (2015b), acceptable travel time is related both 

to the density and diversity dimensions. Thus, the potential of the built environment 

to offer greater individual´s acceptable distances and travel times is not only implied 

in the macro level (proximity and urban spatial connectivity) but also in the micro 

level (with the influence of streetscape elements such as street crossings or slopes). 

Different approaches have been considered to study the main built environment 

factors that could affect walking conditions. Qualitative, quantitative and combined 

approaches have been acknowledged by scholars. Regarding the studies that chose 

qualitative approaches, focus groups (Ferrer and Ruiz, 2018), semi-structured 

interviews (Ewing et al., 2009) and Delphi methodologies (Pikora, 2003) have been 

used. Walk-along interviews have been also used, either in groups (VanCauwenberg, 

2012; Kelly, 2011) or in interviews during individual guided routes (Brown, 2014). 

Traditionally, the studies with quantitative approaches used surveys methodologies 

to evaluate the main built environment factors that affect pedestrians. Direct 

comparison surveys of factors relevant to pedestrians have been used, either through 

direct choice with photographs (Bafatakis, 2015) or on a scale (Mateo-Babiano, 

2016). Questionnaires to rate a set of pre-determined built environment factors have 

been also used (Talavera-Garcia and Soria-Lara, 2015; Kaparias, 2012; Guo and Loo 

2013). However, surveys measure the perceived utility of the built environment 

factors based on pedestrians stated preferences. In the last decade, route choice 

models have been applied to walking studies in order to determine the importance 

of built environment factors based on real pedestrian decisions (Borst et al., 2009; 

Broach et al., 2015; Foltete and Piombini, 2010; Guo and Loo 2013).  

It has been argued that walkability studies tend to give more importance to the built 

environment characteristics at the neighborhood scale rather than the city scale 

(Lamíquiz, 2011; Cho and Rodriguez, 2014; Milakis et al., 2015) or even the actual 

walking routes characteristics (Guo and Loo 2013; Broach et al., 2015). Milakis et al., 

2015 state that both micro and macro scale built environment variables could 

contribute to reduce vehicle use, but they argue that city scale urban configurations 

have more influence on vehicle use than the urban form of the neighborhood scale. 

However, most of the new urban configurations and urban regeneration projects are 

still projected at the local neighborhood scale. In the next section it is presented a 

review of new urban configuration proposals, with special emphasis on pedestrian 

prioritizations. 
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1.1.2 New urban configurations  

In order to reverse the consequences of motor-oriented urban environments, several 

new urban design proposals have been put forward. The most direct attempt to 

improve the quality of the urban environment has been to pedestrianize certain 

urban areas. Traditionally, these new pedestrian zones have been implemented in the 

centre and old town areas of the city. The pedestrianization of the city center can be 

found in cities all over the world, including Copenhagen, where the process was 

initiated in the early 1960s (Gemzoe, 2001), several cities in Germany and the UK 

(Hass-Klau, 1993), Istanbul (Özdemir and Selçuk., 2017) and Seville, which initiated 

the pedestrianization of its city center in the last decade (Castillo-Manzano et al., 

2014). However, city planners and researchers have also incorporated the need to 

integrate sustainable active transport modes into the urban design of wider parts of 

the city (Castillo-Manzano et al., 2014).  

Among the new urban design proposals, it is also worth mentioning the concept of 

Shared Spaces which calls for the coexistence of all modes of transport through the 

introduction of new notions for traffic regulation and emphasis on public space 

design (Hamilton-Baillie, 2008; Karndacharuk et al., 2014). Although the idea was 

introduced by Moderman in the 70s, it was not until the Shared Space project 

(Hamilton-Baillie, 2008) that the exact denomination of Shared Space became 

common (Porto and Pozueta, 2008). Under this urban scheme, pedestrians have 

priority and the street is treated as a continuous surface without differentiating 

between vehicular and pedestrian zones (Hamilton-Baillie, 2008). Other related 

concept traditionally used in urban improvement projects is traffic calming (Huang, 

2000). Traffic calming focuses on the reduction of speed and intensity of motorized 

traffic to create a safe and comfortable environment for pedestrians. Unlike the 

Shared Spaces, traffic calming projects do not propose the complete remodeling of 

the public space and in consequence it has lower associated costs (Porto and Pozueta, 

2008).  

Another related theory applied in several cities is the pedestrian friendly concept 

which was applied to several urban developments, especially in North America. In 

these pedestrian friendly developments, the focus is also to create a more 

comfortable environment for pedestrians. The main difference with the shared 

spaces concept is that under the pedestrian friendly urban configuration the 

separation among the sidewalk and roadway is maintained (Porto and Pozueta, 

2008). In this broad theory of “pedestrian friendly” developments they can also be 

framed the Transit Oriented Developments which integrate transportation and urban 
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planning to provide a better pedestrian access to the transit stops (Schlossberg, 

2004). 

In recent years, city planners are proposing new urban configurations that had 

evolved from the traffic calming and shared spaces approaches. The “Réinventons 

nos places!” (“Let's reinvent our squares”) project in Paris (Paris City Council, 2016), 

the urban regeneration strategy and the implementation of priority residential areas 

in Madrid (Madrid City Council, 2017) and the superblocks model currently being 

implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz and Barcelona (Barcelona City Council, 2016) are 

examples of the new urban configurations designed to give global solutions to 

environmental and mobility challenges while increasing the opportunities for 

improving the availability and quality of the public space. In particular, superblocks 

are urban cells in which motorized mobility is transferred to streets on the outer 

perimeter, leaving the inner streets as shared spaces in which access by non-resident 

vehicles is restricted. In consequence, obstacles (traffic lights, pedestrian crossings 

and physical obstacles) can be removed from the inner streets giving maximum 

preference to non-motorized modes inside the superblock (Barcelona City Council, 

2016). 

However, most of this new urban configuration proposals are oriented towards the 

improvement of pedestrian conditions at the local neighborhood scale, and even the 

projects that have a more integral focus in all the city, as the superblocks model, they 

do not include solutions to favor pedestrian movements at the broader -city- scale. In 

this regard, a more intuitive concept to promote walking as a transport mode would 

be to provide pedestrians with linear pedestrian corridors. Although there are 

several experiences of the implementation of linear corridors such as the High line 

park in New York (Millington, 2015), the Cheonggyecheon River Urban Design in 

Seoul (Lee and Anderson, 2014), or Madrid Rio (Madrid City Council, 2018), to my 

knowledge, there are no real experiences in the implementation of a real network of 

improved pedestrian corridors. It is only with the creation of a dense network of 

improved pedestrian corridors all over the city, that the pedestrian connectivity 

could be enhanced at a greater scale than the neighborhood level. 

1.1.3 Habitat models 

Habitat fragmentation processes produced by landscape modification have direct 

negative impacts on biodiversity (Fahrig, 2003; Foley et al., 2005). Habitat 

fragmentation can be defined as a process of disaggregation of the landscape into 

habitat patches with an overall habitat loss (McGarigal and Cushman, 2002). This 

process is usually deriving directly from human activities, which usually are oriented 

towards fulfilling immediate human needs without considering long term 
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consequences (Foley et al, 2005). The separation of subpopulations as a consequence 

of the isolation of habitat patches impedes the flow of organisms, which may result 

in a threat to the persistence of entire populations and species in changing 

environments (Crooks and Sanjayan, 2006). On the contrary, well connected habitat 

patches facilitate the dispersal of individuals (Beier and Noss, 1998; Mech and Hallet, 

2002). Under this scenario, facilitating the correct dispersal of individuals among 

areas of suitable habitat is critical to maintain ecological processes (Fahrig, 2003; 

Rudnick et al., 2012). This is why landscape connectivity has become a fundamental 

concept in conservation planning efforts (Heller and Zabaleta, 2009; Correa-Ayram, 

2015). 

There are two main dimensions considered under the concept of landscape 

connectivity. One dimension refers to the “structural connectivity” which considers 

both the distance between occupied habitat patches and the physical characteristics 

of the landscape among them (Doerr et al., 2011; Correa-Ayram et al., 2015). The 

other dimension of landscape connectivity, known as “functional connectivity”, 

considers the potential of dispersal of species across the landscape, and it integrates 

the structural connectivity and the dynamics of specific populations (Doerr et al., 

2011; Correa-Ayram et al., 2015).  

In the last decades several methods have been proposed to incorporate connectivity 

in conservation planning. The use of resistance surfaces has become a popular 

method for modeling connectivity (Adriansen, 2001; Mancebo-Quintana et al 2010; 

Zeller et al., 2012). This method is based in computing the resistance of individuals 

to move across the landscape by providing a quantitative parameterization of the 

environmental characteristics of the landscape (Zeller et al., 2012; Correa-Ayram et 

al., 2015). Compton et al (2007) derived a model of connectivity based on the 

combination of a kernel density estimator (KDE) with resistance surfaces. Graph 

theory has been also successfully applied to derive models to study connectivity 

(Bunn et al., 2000; Saura and Pascual-Hortal, 2007; Saura and Tornè, 2009). In the 

graphs included in this type of models, the nodes represent suitable habitat patches, 

while the landscape connections among these patches, in which individuals could 

disperse, are represented by the edges of the graph. Both nodes and edges could be 

weighted to represent landscape characteristics (Bunn et al., 2000). Other method 

that enters under the graph theory approach is circuit theory, which has been applied 

to model connectivity by obtaining the cumulative resistance between points in a 

matrix (McRae et al., 2008; Joshi et al., 2013; Pelletier et al., 2013).  

The use of Landscape metrics (McGarigal and Marks 1995; Jaeger, 2000; McGarigal et 

al., 2002) have been also major trend to measure fragmentation and structural 
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connectivity, especially before the above mentioned methods were developed 

(Pascual-Hortal and Saura, 2007; Correa-Ayram et al., 2015). Indexes such as patch 

area, patch perimeter or patch shape metrics have been used to monitor changes in 

the landscape (Uuemaa et al., 2009; Petrosyan and Karathanassi, 2011). 

Nevertheless, although landscape metrics are still widely used because of their 

simplicity, their ecological relevance have, in some instances, been questioned (Li and 

Wu, 2004; Kupfer, 2012) and several limitations have been pointed out (Calabrese 

and Fagan, 2004; Li and Wu, 2004). However, landscape metrics are still used in 

combination with new methods (Cushman et al, 2013a; Pierik et al, 2016; Moqanaki, 

2016; De Montis et al., 2017; Ledda and De Montis, 2019), which has been pointed 

out as a useful path to incorporate a structural component to more functional 

approaches (Kupfer, 2012; Correa Ayram et al., 2015). 

One connectivity conservation intervention that has been proposed to enhance 

connectivity among habitat patches is the conservation corridors approach (Beier et 

al., 2008; Cushman et al., 2013b). Conservation corridors are continuous strips of 

landscape between habitat patches in which due to their intrinsic characteristics, the 

movements of individuals are facilitated (Cushmanet al., 2013b). In conservation 

planning one of the priorities is to identify corridors in order to permit gene flows 

and subpopulations connections (Beier and Noss, 1998; Mech and Hallet, 2002; 

Crooks and Sanjayan, 2006). To identify the existence of corridors and the 

importance of the barriers that are exposed, it has been proposed to evaluate the 

costs for the focal species to move across the landscape (Cushman et al., 2013b). The 

most used approach to evaluate conservation corridors is least-cost modelling 

(Adriaensen et al., 2003; Cushman et al., 2013b). Least cost modelling uses as input a 

resistance surface model to calculate the least-cost path between sources and 

destination habitat patches (Adriaensen et al., 2003). However, some limitations have 

been reported for least-cost modeling, such as their limitation to calculate corridors 

between single sources and destination pairs, or their results not showing the width 

of the least cost corridor or alternative corridors (Cushman et al, 2013b). For this 

reason, derivations of least cost modelling have been developed to overcome these 

limitations, such as the factorial least cost path analysis (Cushman et al., 2009; 

Cushman et al, 2013a). Other methods cited above have also been used to evaluate 

conservation corridors. Circuit theory has also been used to identify corridors. Under 

this theory it has been developed the concept of “resistance distance’’ which 

incorporates the effective resistance to link two habitat patches through multiple 

pathways (Mcrae et al, 2008). Resistant kernel approaches have been also used to 

evaluate the effects of barriers for a large number of habitat patches (Cushman et al., 

2010). 
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Given the broad range of methodologies developed to measure landscape 

connectivity, and the similarities that could be pointed out among individual’s flows 

in the landscape and in pedestrian urban movements, it may be interesting to explore 

its use to study urban connectivity. There have been previous experiences exploring 

the use of ecology indicators and methodologies in urban environments. Landscape 

metrics have been used successfully to characterize urban environments (Aguilera et 

al., 2011; Pham et al., 2011; Fan and Myint, 2014; Soria-Lara et al., 2016).  Least-cost 

modelling has been also used in urban environments in order to study retail 

fragmentation (Rotem-Mindali, 2012) and the effects of urban fragmentation in 

pedestrian connectivity (Ortega et al., 2014). 

1.2 Thesis motivation, objective and research questions 

As underlined in the introduction, there is a lack of evaluation tools to assess the 

effects of new urban configurations on pedestrian mobility. This thesis aims to fill this 

gap by exploring in the landscape connectivity field for methodologies that could be 

adapted to evaluate urban pedestrian connectivity. The conceptual framework of the 

thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework 
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Over the literature review, it has been identified that most of the research in 

walkability is structured in the neighborhood level. However, pedestrian movements 

may exceed the neighborhood level. Thus, the first step should be to investigate the 

urban walkable distance in order to analyse the spatial scale that urban planning 

policies should consider to take into account pedestrian mobility. This urban 

walkable distance serve also to set an improvement objective by studying the 

potential impact that new urban configurations could have in the urban modal split. 

These first steps are the foundation in order to set the baseline of the evaluation 

procedures of new urban configurations proposals. In relation to these new urban 

configuration proposals, the thesis proposes to introduce the concept of urban 

pedestrian corridors which is inspired in landscape conservation corridors. 

This theoretical discussion could be summarized in the following research questions. 

 RQ1: How much distance are pedestrians willing to walk in an urban 

environment? 

 RQ2: To what extent could car trips be reduced and transferred to walking 

with appropriate urban planning policies?  

 RQ3: How can we evaluate how different urban configurations affect 

pedestrian connectivity? 

 RQ4: How can we prioritize the city streets to develop a coherent network of 

pedestrian corridors? 

In the next chapter (chapter II) a description of the main research tools and 

methodologies used over the thesis is presented. In chapter III, the study area is 

described. Chapter IV constitutes the main body of the thesis in which the research 

case studies that explore the research questions are presented. These case studies 

have been published as scientific articles and in this thesis are presented in the 

preprint format with a separate reference list for each article. Finally, Chapter V 

presents the general discussion and conclusions, along with recommendations for 

further research. 
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2. METHODOLOGY  

In this chapter, all the methods used in the case studies are defined and described in 

detail. First the research methodology is discussed and a detailed description of the 

built environment factors as well as the methods for analysis and modelling applied 

is provided. Lastly, the study area is described in depth. 

2.1 Research methodology 

The present section describes the methodological point of departure of the thesis. In 

Figure 1 an overview of the research methodology used over the thesis is given. In 

this Figure the case studies are framed within the research questions presented in 

the research motivation section. The different methods that were used to answer 

those questions are also linked to the case studies. 

 

Figure 1: Methodological outline 

In study I survey analysis methodologies along with GIS network analysis were used 

to investigate RQ1 and RQ2. This study is an introduction to the mobility situation in 

the case study, and it provides a base line for the other case studies by analysing the 

walkable distance and the number of urban trips that could be replaced from 

motorized to active modes in the study area. Studies II and III present two 

methodologies using GIS tools in order to evaluate the effect of micro built 

environment factors in walkability. In these two studies different prioritization 

approaches to improve pedestrian mobility are also proposed. Finally, Study IV 

presents an open methodology that takes into account micro and macro built 

environmental factors that could be relevant for pedestrians in order to prioritize the 

city streets to develop a coherent network of pedestrian corridors. 
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For the above mentioned studies, aimed at quantifying effects of new urban 

configurations in the environment, it is essential to develop new reliable evaluation 

tools for the quantification of the effects of new urban configurations on walkability. 

The following subsections include a theoretical discussion of the urban factors and 

methodologies included in the case studies. First, the main -macro and micro- built 

environmental factors that had been identified in previous studies as relevant for 

pedestrians are discussed. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and other 

associated tools such as household mobility sources and GIS repositories have been 

used over the thesis in order to study how these built environment factors influence 

pedestrians and to develop evaluation methodologies. Thus, the main GIS tools and 

data sources that had been used over this thesis are also presented in separate 

subsections (network analysis, Kernel density, habitat surfaces).  

2.2. Built environment factors 

In the following subsection an outline is given of the main built environmental factors 

that have a proven influence on pedestrians. This section is divided in two 

subsections presenting the macro and micro level perspectives.  

2.2.1 Macro built environmental features 

As stated in the literature review, the macro built environment factors that impact 

pedestrian choices are proximity and spatial connectivity. In this subsection these 

factors are going to be presented from a more methodological point of view along 

with their relation with the case studies.  

One of the main determinants that affect pedestrian choices is the macro level 

proximity feature (Saelens et al., 2003). As stated above, proximity is influenced by 

the density and diversity dimensions (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Saelens et al., 

2003). These two dimensions are the main factors that determine the length of urban 

trips (Moudon et al, 1997; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Saelens et al., 2003).  

Density in urban studies could be defined as the number of units (people, houses, 

buildings etc.) per area (Forsyth, 2003). Several indicators have been used in 

pedestrian mobility studies in order to measure urban density which include; 

population, housing units and buildings heights per unit of land area (Forsyth et al., 

2007; Saelens and Handy, 2008; Brownson et al., 2009). Definitions of these density 

indicators could be consulted in (2005). In denser urban areas, origins and 

destinations are closer together, which can encourage active transport modes. 

Density indicators have been used along with travel surveys in order to explore the 

relation of density with walking and cycling rates (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; 
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Frank et al., 2005; Lee and Moudon 2006; Forsyth et al., 2007). Most of these studies 

indicate that urban density is strongly related with mode choice, and conclude that 

higher densities are related to greater walking rates (Frank and Pivo 1994; Cervero 

and Kockelman 1997; Frank et al., 2008; Ewing et al., 2003b; Saelens and Handy; 

2008), but they are exceptions (Forsyth et al., 2007; Oakes et al., 2007). 

It has been reported that diverse urban environments produce closer distances 

among residential building and urban activities (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; 

Saelens and Handy, 2008). The main driver of the diversity dimension is the land use 

mix. Different indicators have been used to characterize the land use mix of urban 

environments such as: land-use diversity factor, distance to destinations, job-

residents balance among others (Browson et al., 2009). As well as with the density 

dimension, land use mix indicators have been used in several studies in order to 

investigate the influence of urban diversity on walking rates (Kockelman, 1997; 

Saelens et al., 2003; Lee and moudon, 2006; Browson et al., 2009). These studies 

found a statistically significant relationship between urban diversity and travel 

behavior (Frank et al., 2005; Saelens and Handy; 2008; Browson et al., 2009).  

The other macro built environment feature that determines pedestrian choices is the 

spatial component of urban connectivity. As stated in the literature review, 

connectivity is influenced by the design dimension (Cervero and Kockelman 1997). 

While the proximity macro built environment feature considers distances between 

origins and destinations, spatial connectivity considers the directness of travel 

between them (Saelens et al, 2003). Different approaches have been followed to 

evaluate the spatial component of urban connectivity. Several indicators such as 

directness of pedestrian routes (Randall and Baetz, 2001), link node ratio (Ewing, 

1996) or block length (Handy, 2003) among others (Dill, 2004), have been used to 

study this first component of connectivity. From the urban planning point of view 

spatial connectivity has been also analysed with the Space syntax theories and 

evaluation techniques (Hillier and Hanson, 1989; Bafna, 2003; Penn, 2003). However, 

the usefulness of space syntax for urban analysis studies has been questioned 

because of the limited relationship between space syntax results and the actual 

functional characteristics of pedestrian choices (Ratti, 2004). Spatial Pattern metrics 

originally developed to analyse landscape patterns have been also used successfully 

to characterize the structural connectivity of urban environments (Pham et al., 2011; 

Aguilera et al., 2011; Fan and Myint, 2014; Soria-Lara et al., 2016).  Most of these 

studies conclude that spatial connectivity influence pedestrian choices since it affects 

the efficiency of walking by controlling the directness and alternatives of urban 

routes (Randall and Baetz, 2001; Saelens et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2005; Koohsari et 

al, 2014). 
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In new urban development’s the macro level features of the built environment have 

to be taken into account in order to create walkable urban environments (Ewing et 

al., 1996; Beatley, 2000; Dittmar and Ohland, 2012). Despite the great influence on 

travel mode choice of the macro level features of the built environment, these 

features are difficult to be changed in established urban areas. Still, the 

characteristics of these features are something that planners and policy-makers 

should take into account when planning in these areas. For that reason, these macro 

level features should be included in the methodologies intended to evaluate urban 

pedestrian mobility. 

Macro level features in the case studies. 

One of the objectives of study I, was to obtain the distances of a subset of walking 

trips obtained from a Household Mobility Survey. As stated above, walking trips 

distances are influenced by the characteristics of the macro level built environment 

features of the case study, and could be used in combination with pedestrian mobility 

rates as an indicator in a particular urban environment of the suitability for 

pedestrians of these features (Lee and Moudon, 2006). Walking trips distances were 

used in this study in order to define short trips that could be done by walking as the 

80th percentile of the subset distances. This short walking trip distances could be also 

defined as the distance that pedestrians are willing to walk for traveling. The 

threshold obtained in this study for short walking trips was similar to the one 

obtained in other studies performed in case studies with quite different macro level 

built environment features (Morency et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2017). The fact that this 

threshold is similar in different case studies reinforces the idea that the macro level 

features have a great importance in urban walking rates, since are the ones that 

define urban walking distances.  

In studies II and III, average walking travel times for the same subset of pedestrian 

trips are compared in order to assess the reduction of travel times when 

implementing two different urban configurations (in study II pedestrian corridors 

and in study III superblocks). Despite the proposed new urban configurations only 

affect the location of micro built environment factors (intersection impedances), the 

results of this studies proved that the built environment micro level could also have 

an influence on pedestrian mobility at the macro level by reducing average travel 

times. The methodological foundation of this studies is going to be presented further 

in the micro built environmental factors subsection. 

In study IV a proximity-connectivity model was incorporated in the methodology. 

The ultimate objective of this methodology was to provide a prioritization of the 

street network in order to identify the streets in where urban planners could center 
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their efforts to improve micro built environmental factors. In the methodology, the 

streets pedestrian suitability was measured with a combination of a habitat model 

and the referred pedestrian-connectivity model. The pedestrian-connectivity model 

was incorporated in order to take into account in the prioritization the streets that 

support higher pedestrian rates. The proximity-connectivity model is calculated by 

using the origins and destinations of urban trips and the threshold for walking short 

trips obtained in study I. The model output is an indicator of the streets that in terms 

of proximity and connectivity are more suitable for supporting pedestrian 

movements. 

2.2.2 Micro built environmental factors 

As stated in the literature review, pedestrian connectivity is also influenced by micro 

level built environment features of the design dimension. Functional connectivity is 

integrated by spatial connectivity and by the effects of micro built environment 

factors such as sidewalk availability, shade and physical barriers. A wide range of 

methods have been used to study which are the main micro built environmental 

factors that affect pedestrians. The currently available methods can be grouped into 

two categories, quantitative (e.g. Guo and Loo 2013; Talavera-Garcia and Soria-Lara, 

2015; Mateo-Babiano, 2016) and qualitative (e.g. Pikora, 2003; Ewing et al., 2009; 

Ferrer and Ruiz, 2018). In the literature review (section 1.1), the main studies that 

used these methods were presented. In this subsection the main micro built 

environmental factors that have been identified in these studies are discussed. Due 

to the importance that had in the development of this thesis, the micro built 

environmental factors acting as impedances for pedestrian movements are 

presented separately. Following, the micro built environmental factors are framed in 

the case studies included in this thesis. 

The micro built environment factors that are going to be presented in this section are 

the objective and perceived characteristics of the urban context that could influence 

pedestrians. Aspects of urban design such as sidewalks design, traffic density and 

presence of parks among others have been incorporated in the walking research 

agenda. The built environment factors that influence pedestrians could be clustered 

in accessibility, safety, comfort and attractiveness groups, and it has been reported 

they should be fulfilled following the order of that classification (Alfonzo, 2005). 

Talavera-Garcia and Soria-Lara (2015) did a review following this grouping of the 

presence of built environment urban factors in walking research and presenting the 

most relevant factors.  

Among the micro built environment factors that are included in the accessibility 

group, one of the more important are sidewalk variables such as width, maintenance 
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and type of pavement. It has been proved that these sidewalk variables have a great 

importance in pedestrian decisions (Pikora et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2008; Borst et 

al., 2008; Broach and Dill, 2015). Other accessibility factors are the obstacles and 

street slopes which also influence pedestrian routes by creating impedances for 

pedestrian movements (Troped et al., 2001; Borst et al., 2009; Koh et al., 2013; 

Broach and Dill, 2015). These two factors are going to be treated in depth in the 

following impedances subsection. 

Regarding the safety group, the micro built environment factors that have been more 

cited in walking research are lighting, intersection design and street traffic variables 

such as traffic volume or vehicle speed.  Lighting has been reported in several studies 

as an important variable, especially for women (Painter, 1996; Pikora et al 2003; 

Troped et al., 2003; Ferrer et al, 2015). Intersection and crossing design are strongly 

related with the obstacles factors included in the accessibility group. The design of 

these built environment features is relevant for pedestrians since in these urban 

spaces is where they found impedances for their walking routes. Thus, intersections 

are going to be discussed along with the obstacles and streets slopes in the 

impedances subsection. With regard to the street traffic variables, several studies 

have reported that they have a great influence on pedestrian’s choices. It has been 

proved that streets with high traffic volumes discourage individuals to walk (Pikora 

et al., 2003; Guo and loo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015). On the contrary, it has been 

reported that as expected pedestrian streets are a positive measure in order to 

encourage pedestrian mobility (Castillo-Manzano et al, 2014; Ferrer et al, 2015). It is 

to be expected that there is not only a safety component in this type of street 

variables, but also a comfort/attractiveness component. 

Finally, in the comfort and attractiveness groups there are included micro built 

environmental factors strongly related to each other, and in many cases it may be 

difficult to differentiate among them when performing pedestrian studies. As 

instance, the presence of trees in the streets is strongly related to the shade variable 

which in turn also related to the streets enclosure. All this “shade” variables together 

could have a major importance in pedestrian decisions depending on the climate of 

the city (Zacharias et al., 2001; Giles-Corti et al., 2005; Thorsson et al., 2007). The 

presence of trees variable is also related to the green, parks and open spaces 

variables, which all have a positive impact on pedestrians (Pikora et al., 2003; Borst 

et al., 2009; Guo and Loo, 2013). The street type is typically included in the 

attractiveness group, but as stated above, this factor is also related with the street 

traffic variables. 
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As stated in the literature review, recently route choice models are being applied to 

study the influence of the different built environment factors on pedestrian decisions 

(Borst et al., 2009; Foltete and Piombini, 2010; Guo and Loo, 2013; Broach and Dill., 

2015). These models investigate a limited set of factors in comparison with all the 

factors included in Talavera-Garcia and Soria-Lara (2015) review. However, the 

results of route choice models are based on real pedestrian decisions, and their 

results could be directly interpreted and included in GIS methodologies. Thus, that is 

why they have a prominent importance in this built environment section and in the 

research studies of this thesis.   

It is also important to note that the built environment factors could have both 

negative or positive impact. Ferrer and Ruiz (2018) classified built environment 

factors as barriers or facilitators according to pedestrian perceptions. Lee and 

Moudon (2004) categorized pedestrian mobility barriers grouping them as 

opportunity, safety, access and distance barriers. Distance is strongly related with 

travel time, and it has been reported that both are one of the main drivers of 

pedestrian choices. There is a group of micro built environment factors that create 

impedances for pedestrian movements increasing travel times. Because of their 

direct negative effects that these factor have on pedestrian travel times, they are 

going to be presented in depth in the next subsection. 

2.2.2.1 Impedances from built environment barriers 

Choosing walking as a transport mode is strongly influenced by travel time (Cervero 

and Duncan, 2003; Handy, 2005; Frank et al., 2008; Milakis et al., 2015). As explained 

in the macro level built environment features subsection, the proximity and urban 

spatial connectivity macro level features influence urban trips distances, which has 

an important influence in walking rates. The distance of walking routes, associated to 

travel times, has been reported as one of the main factors influencing pedestrian 

routes and decisions (Cervero and Duncan, 2003; Guo and Loo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 

2015). However, beside route distances, pedestrian travel times are also affected by 

micro level streetscape elements that could suppose impedances to pedestrian 

movements (Noland, 1996; Nourian et al., 2015).  

One of the urban spaces in which pedestrians are subjected to impedances are street 

intersections. In these intersections pedestrians encounter obstacles related to traffic 

signals which are intended to regulate vehicular traffic such as crosswalks and traffic 

lights. Pedestrian impedances in intersections regulated with traffic lights are due to 

green light waiting times. Traffic lights at intersections commonly prioritizes 

motorized traffic which ultimately results in greater waiting times for pedestrians 

(Noland, 1996). In crosswalks -pedestrian’s crossings which are not regulated by 
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traffic lights- pedestrians are also subjected to impedances (Ortega et al., 2014). In 

this other type of crossings, the impedance depends on diverse factors such as street 

vehicular traffic, speed limit, gender or age of individuals (Agrawal et al, 2008). 

However, it has been reported that pedestrian impedances at intersections are not 

only due to traffic signals waiting times, but also because of the cognitive impedance 

of turns (Nourian et al., 2015; Broach and Dill, 2015). This cognitive impedance of 

turns has been explained as a wayfinding impedance time while walking (Nourian et 

al., 2015, Broach and Dill, 2015). 

Another factor which acts as an impedance for pedestrian movements is the streets 

slope. Walking speed decrease as the streets slopes increase, and as stated above, it 

has been proved that streets slope has an influence on pedestrian route choices 

(Troped et al., 2001; Borst et al., 2009; Koh; 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015). 

Additionally, pedestrian impedances derived from streets slope also depend on 

individual’s factors, such as physical strength. Pedestrian impedances due to streets 

slope could be calculated with models that derive walking speeds as a slope function 

(Tobler, 1993; Nourian et al., 2015).   

Other factors such as sidewalk width or substandard streets among others could act 

also as impedances for pedestrians in specific situations (Broach and Dill, 2015). 

However, these factors have a more diffuse effect which is more difficult to measure 

in order to be included in the evaluation methodologies. (further research). 

2.2.2.2 Micro built environmental factors in the case studies 

Micro level pedestrian impedances have been one of the main issues of the thesis. 

Studies II and III are directly focused on studying the influence on pedestrian 

movements of the impedances due to obstacles located in intersections (named as 

barriers in study II). In study II an urban configuration with a street network of 

obstacle free pedestrian corridors is proposed, and the reduction on pedestrian 

travel times derived from the implementation of this urban configuration is 

calculated. In study III, a new procedure was developed in order to evaluate the effect 

of urban configurations on pedestrian mobility. In the procedure, the impact of 

obstacles to pedestrian mobility and walkability is evaluated all over the city, and 

priority areas of action are proposed. In order to simplify the calculations in these 

studies, both the impedances due to streets slope and the pedestrian cognitive 

impedance in turns were not taken into account. 

A broader set of micro built environment variables are considered in study IV. In this 

study a habitat suitability model is used in order to incorporate in the methodology 

the influence of the main micro built environment factors on pedestrian movements. 
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In order to incorporate the micro built environment factors that are more relevant 

for pedestrians the results of pedestrian’s route choice models were reviewed (Borst 

et al., 2009; Foltete and Piombini., 2010; Guo and Loo, 2013; Broach and Dill., 2015). 

The habitat model presented in study IV finally included five factors that have proven 

effects on pedestrian route choice (Traffic and street type, Shopping street, Slope, 

Proximity to parks and squares and Urban tree cover).  

The impedances that pedestrians found in intersections are also included in Study IV 

but more indirectly than in studies II and III. As stated above, study IV presents a 

methodology to measure the streets pedestrian suitability which includes macro and 

micro built environment features. In this study, the first step of the methodology 

includes indirectly intersection impedances in the calculations of the pedestrian 

proximity-connectivity model. Additionally, as has been previously discussed, one of 

the micro built environment factors that it is included in the habitat model is the 

streets slope. Thus, the methodology takes also into account the pedestrian 

impedance of steep streets by including the slope in the second step model. This 

methodology proposes to identify priority streets on which to focus efforts for 

improving urban environments. In the case of intersections, they could be improved 

by removing obstacles or by prioritizing traffic lights for pedestrians. In streets with 

steep slopes, in some specific cases escalators or lifts could be incorporated to the 

built environment in order to facilitate pedestrian movements. 

2.3. GIS and data sources 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can be described as the computer mapping 

technology to store, manage and display large quantities of geographic data (Star and 

Estes, 1990; Antenucci et al., 1991). GIS have been conceptualized as a set of layers of 

information, each containing specific spatial data which is referenced via a coordinate 

system (Leslie et al., 2007). Due to their potential to define spatial environmental 

information, GIS has been used in a broad range of research fields to analyse the 

spatial distribution and relationships of environmental characteristics (Leslie et al., 

2007). A simplified model in an urban environment is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: A GIS simplified Model (Leslie et al., 2007) 

Walkability studies have incorporated GIS in their methods in order to calculate 

indicators associated to proximity and connectivity macro level variables. Urban GIS 

databases and tools have been used to measure urban density, land use mix and 

spatial connectivity (Saelens et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 2007). 

Moreover, GIS have been also used in several research studies in order to incorporate 

systematic direct observations of the location and characteristics of the micro built 

environment factors discussed above (Borst, 2009; Foltete and piombini, 2010; 

VanCauwenberg et al., 2011). Proximity and connectivity indicators as well as micro 

built environment observations have been used to map and analyse the relationships 

among the built environment and physical activity of the population (Saelens et al., 

2003; Saelens and Handy, 2008; Brownson et al., 2009). 

GIS are also widely used in landscape connectivity studies, and are key in several 

methodologies to study conservation corridors. GIS databases and tools offer an 

opportunity to obtain knowledge about the habitat by identifying relevant landscape 

elements (Tischendorf and Fahrig, 2000; Beier, 2008). The vast majority of habitat 

models are based on the information provided by GIS layers (Beier, 2008). In the last 

decades, the development of new GIS tools has enabled to create new methodologies 

that use habitat models to identify conservation corridors (Correa-Ayram, 2015). 

Some of this new methodologies are integrated in software tools such as CONEFOR 

(Saura and Torné, 2009), CIRCUITSCAPE (McRae et al., 2016) or LINKAGE MAPPER 

(McRae and Kavanagh, 2011), among others. 
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There are two main formats for GIS data. On the one hand, raster data stores the 

information in a grid and it is usually used to represent surfaces. On the other hand, 

vector formats can represent polygons, lines and point data by recording their 

coordinates in space. In landscape connectivity studies, with a few exceptions, the 

raster format is generally used (Urban and Keitt, 2001; Adriaensen et al., 2003; 

Correa-Ayram, 2015). On the contrary, cities are usually represented by vector 

datasets in which the streets are represented by a network (Barthélemy, 2011). 

Therefore, it has been necessary to make some adjustments in the landscape 

connectivity methodologies in order to adapt them to evaluate pedestrian 

connectivity in a network environment.  

2.3.1 GIS Data sources 

The input data for the GIS methodologies has been obtained mainly from Household 

Mobility Surveys (HMS) and from GIS data repositories.  

HMS provide essential data for transport planning. These surveys are carried out on 

a representative sample of the population, characterizing their daily trips according 

to time of the day, motivation and the means of transport used. The most detailed 

HMS also include detailed data of the exact directions of the origins and destinations 

of the trips. Typically, they also include socioeconomic data from the sampled 

citizens’. Due to the high cost of carrying out these surveys, they can only be carried 

out every few years. HMS were used in this thesis in order to obtain real pedestrian 

origins and destinations to be used as inputs for the GIS methodologies. 

Several sources of geographic data were used in order to create the GIS datasets for 

the GIS methodologies. OpenStreetMap was used to obtain street networks 

representing sidewalks and pedestrian street layers. Other relevant information such 

as parks and trees, traffic information, shops Etc. was obtained from municipal and 

state GIS repositories. Aerial Orthophotography was also used in order to quality 

check the GIS layer and to digitalize information that was not directly available 

through GIS repositories. 

All these data sources will be explained in detail in each one of the case studies 

presented in this thesis.  

2.3.2 GIS Tools 

Following, the GIS tools that have been used throughout the thesis are described. For 

each tool the use on the case studies it is also presented. 
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2.3.2.1 Network analysis  

In landscape connectivity studies, methodologies consider suitable habitat patches 

as the origins and destinations. However, when studying pedestrians in urban 

environments there is a wider range of possible origins and destinations. Street 

networks have been widely used to study and predict pedestrian movements 

throughout the city. An approach used to study pedestrian movements among origins 

and destinations has been to record complete pedestrian routes with GPS (Cho et al., 

2011; Clark et al., 2014; Geurs et al., 2015) or manual methods (Foltete and Piombini, 

2007; Agrawal et al., 2008). However, obtaining pedestrian routes datasets is costly 

and resource-intensive.  

Over the last few decades the use of GIS network analysis methodologies has 

increased greatly due to the increase in computational power. These methods use a 

network represented by a set of nodes and links in order to calculate through 

different algorithms (e.g. Dijkstra’s (Dijkstra, 1959)) distances over points situated 

on the network. Among other applications, network analysis could be used to obtain 

minimum-cost routes between origins and destinations. An approach that requires 

fewer resources in order to obtain pedestrian routes datasets is to use network 

analysis methods to obtain a set of minimum-cost routes between real pedestrian 

origins and destinations obtained from HMS. This approach was followed in Studies 

I, II and III in order to obtain a dataset of pedestrian routes.  

In study I the main objective was to identify car trips that could potentially be 

transferred to walking and cycling by using distance thresholds. Obtaining the 

distances for the HMS trips was necessary to define the thresholds of short car trips. 

Thus, for this study it was not essential to have the actual minimum cost routes 

between the origins and destinations, being sufficient to have the distance of each 

trip. It is for this reason that it was decided to use the Google Maps Directions API 

network analysis tools, that give distances and travel times for a set of origins and 

destinations (Google, 2018). The Google Maps API is a very efficient tool to obtain 

travel times and distances, however it has a series of limitations regarding its 

functioning as a black box. The inner algorithms and parameters of the API are not 

available for inspection and cannot be controlled. For example, one of the possible 

drawbacks for its use for pedestrian connectivity studies derived of the API black box 

behavior is that the travel speed is unique and cannot be changed. However, despite 

these limitations, study I proves that it is possible to use the capabilities of network 

analysis APIs services to study pedestrian connectivity.  

While in study I it was only necessary to have the trip distances, in studies II and III 

the actual minimum cost pedestrian routes were a fundamental part of the 
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methodology. That is why it was necessary to use other network analysis tool to 

obtain the routes. There are several GIS implementations of network analysis tools 

such as Grass vector network analysis (Grass Development Team, 2017), Sanet 

(Okabe, 2006) and QGIS Road Graph plugin (QGIS, 2018) among others. ArcGIS 10.2 

Network Analyst extension (ESRI, 2016.) was finally used in studies II and III to 

obtain the routes between the origins and destinations of a Household Mobility 

Survey. The ArcGIS Network Analyst extension uses Dijkstra’s Algorithm (Dijkstra, 

1959) in a vector format to obtain minimum cost routes. In order to obtain reliable 

measurements with network analysis is fundamental to count with a precise 

representation of the street network. In Studies II and III, free vector data obtained 

from OpenStreetsMap (OSM) was used (OSM Contributors, 2016). OSM data was 

quality checked with CAD layers and with aerial orthophotography. 

Studies II and III used network analysis to obtain pedestrian routes with which 

analyse the effect of micro physical barriers on pedestrian connectivity. However, 

although it has been proven that distance is one of the main factors that influence 

route choice, other built environment factors could also influence pedestrian route 

choices. In consequence, the real routes taken by pedestrians may differ with the 

minimum cost routes calculated by the network analyst tools. Thus, it is 

recommended for future research to develop network analysis methods that could 

take into account built environment factors when calculating pedestrian routes. 

2.3.2.2 Kernel density 

The kernel density estimation of point or linear features is used to represent the 

intensity of events across space. There are two main kernel density estimation 

approaches.  The first approach is planar kernel density estimation (PKDE), which is 

a non-parametric method to produce homogeneous density surfaces of linear or 

point events over a 2-D planar space based on Euclidean distances. PKDE has been 

widely used to calculate the density of linear and point events both in the urban 

(Gibin et al., 2007; Kloog et al., 2009; Leslie, 2010) and landscape conservation 

research fields (Worton, 1989; Laver and Kelly, 2008; Compton et al., 2007). 

However, the widespread use of PKDE has been criticized because the distribution of 

some events is constrained by linear networks (Miller, 1999; Downs and Horner 

2008; Okabe et al., 2009). As examples can be cited the home ranges of some animals 

which have linear utilization distributions (Blundell et al., 2001; Downs and Horner, 

2008), or the distribution of urban features that are constrained by the street 

network (Xie and Yan, 2008; Okabe et al., 2009). In order to accurately analyse point 

events over linear networks, in the last two decades several efforts have been made 

to develop network kernel density estimation (NKDE) algorithms (Downs and 
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Horner, 2008; Xie and Yan, 2008; Okabe et al., 2009; Moradi et al., 2018). NKDE is the 

second kernel density approach to which was referred at the beginning of the 

paragraph, and is becoming a common approach for density estimations, especially 

in urban environments. 

For both kernel density estimation approaches (PKDE and NKDE) there are three 

main parameters affecting the results. The first parameter is the bandwidth, which 

has the greatest influence on the results. The bandwidth controls the smoothness of 

the final spatial pattern. If the selected bandwidth is too large it may be difficult to 

differentiate high-density locations, while if it is too small the density pattern may 

reflect only local effects (Xie and Yan, 2008; Porta et al., 2009). The second parameter 

is the spatial subdivision used to calculate the density estimation. In PKDE the 

subdivision is made through a gridded continuous surface with a specified cell size, 

while in NKDE the subdivision is made over the network in arcs of equal length. For 

both approaches, the greater the subdivision, the lower the precision of the results 

(O`Sullivan and Uwin, 2002; Xie and Yan, 2008). The last parameter that affect the 

results is the kernel function chosen for the calculations. It has been reported that the 

kernel function could affect the resulting density values, but has small consequences 

on the final density patterns (Bíl et al., 2013; Xie and Yan, 2008).  

In study II a model for assessing pedestrian corridors was developed. As stated above, 

this model uses minimum cost pedestrian routes as input. These routes were 

computed trough a sidewalk network representing both sides of the street and city 

boulevards. Since the resulting routes are linear events, linear kernel density 

estimation was proposed to calculate the density of pedestrian routes. Although in 

this study we were working over a street network, currently there are no 

implementations for linear NKDE. However, as the network used in study II was a 

sidewalk network, linear PDKE was perfectly suited for this study since it permits to 

control the width of the pedestrian corridors by selecting a bandwidth including 

routes from both sides of the street. The kernel density surface was calculated with 

the ArcGIS 10.2 PKDE tool (ESRI, 2017). This tool calculates trough a kernel function 

the density contribution that corresponds to each cell inside the search radius for 

each route. The final kernel density surface is obtained by adding the resulting 

surfaces for all the routes. This final surface is used in study II to identify the streets 

that are more suited to constitute pedestrian corridors because of their higher 

density rates. 

Studies III and IV also used kernel density estimations in their respective 

methodologies. Nevertheless, the input for both methodologies were point events 

situated in the streets network, and in consequence NKDE was used for these studies. 
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However, it should be noted that for both studies different NKDE algorithms were 

used.  

In study III, NKDE was used to evaluate the distribution of the obstacles and their 

impacts on pedestrian movements. The point events used to calculate the impact of 

each obstacle were the number of minimum-cost routes that crossed each obstacle 

which was represented by a point over a sidewalk street network. For this study, the 

continuous equal-split continuous kernel algorithm (Okabe et al., 2009) was used. 

Although this algorithm has high computational requirements it was considered 

appropriate because of the great number of nodes of the sidewalk network and the 

location in clusters of the obstacles.  The NKDE was performed by using the SANET 

ArcGIS plug-in toolkit (Okabe et al., 2006). The resulting NKDE maps were used to 

highlight the parts of the city in which the presence of obstacles has a greater impact 

on pedestrian movements. 

In study IV, NKDE was used to calculate the density of the origins and destinations of 

pedestrian trips obtained from a Household Mobility Survey. For this study, 

pedestrian origins and destinations are considered as point events situated in the 

streets network. The NKDE algorithm chosen for study IV was the equal split non-

continuous (Okabe et al., 2009). In study III, continuous density in the nodes was the 

main factor influencing the NKDE algorithm selection. However, the non-continuous 

algorithm was more appropriated for the methodology presented in study IV because 

of a number of factors. First, the methodology intends to take into account proximity 

and connectivity over the street network and since the non-continuous algorithm 

splits the density value at the intersections it captures the impedances for 

pedestrians in intersections. Secondly, in study IV the street network is represented 

by the streets center-lines and not by sidewalks. Since the street centerlines network 

has much less nodes than a sidewalk network it is less important to maintain density 

continuity in the nodes. Finally, the non-continuous algorithm is more computational 

efficient, and in study IV higher bandwidths were required to represent the walkable 

distances. The GRASS GIS (GRASS, 2017) equal split non-continuous algorithm 

implementation was used to calculate the NKDE maps. This NKDE maps are used to 

represent the streets with the greatest potential to support overall city pedestrian 

trips in terms of proximity and connectivity. 

2.3.2.3 Habitat surfaces 

In ecology habitat could be defined as the environment in which a species lives and 

which has all the required characteristics that animals need to survive and reproduce 

(Whittaker, et al., 1973). Several requirements should be taken into account in the 

habitat concept, such as food and water requirements, reproduction areas and cover 
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among others. Habitat suitability models are used to assess the quality of the habitat 

in a study area based on a series of factors related to the before mentioned 

requirements (Beier et al, 2008). 

GIS are generally used to compute habitat suitability models. In these models, GIS 

raster layers represent the main factors that affect the focal species. The most 

common factors included in these models are land cover, topography, distance to 

roads and human disturbance. Each factor could be classified according to categorical 

or continuous metrics, but the classification should take into account biological 

characteristics of the focal species (Beier et al, 2008; Zeller et al., 2012). In order to 

take into account the relevance of the different factors, the model is parametrized. 

The parametrization could be made by using expert opinion, animal biological data 

or a combination of both (Compton et al. 2007; Pullinger and Johnson, 2008; Zeller et 

al., 2012). Landscape connectivity studies use habitat models to define wildlife 

corridors by making the assumption that habitat suitability and permeability are the 

same (Beier et al, 2008). The resistance of the focal species to move across the study 

area is defined as the inverse of the habitat model. With the resistance model, several 

methodologies could be used in order to obtain the more suitable corridors 

(Adriansen, 2001; Compton et al 2007; McRae et al., 2008). 

In study IV the concept of pedestrian habitat suitability is presented. As stated in the 

built environment factors section, in this study a habitat suitability model is used in 

order to incorporate in the methodology the influence of the main micro built 

environment factors on pedestrian movements. In this study a series of factors that 

are relevant for pedestrians were identified in a literature review. Each factor was 

compiled in a GIS street network layer and classified by using threshold values that 

reflect the differences in suitability of each category. The pedestrian habitat model 

for this study was parametrized according to the literature review, expert opinion 

and the characteristics of the case study area. Unlike landscape connectivity studies 

in which the habitat model is used to derive a resistance model, in study IV the 

pedestrian habitat model was used directly. In this study, the pedestrian habitat 

model was used as a dimensionless score layer in order to obtain the streets in which 

greater potential improvement to enhance pedestrian’s movements. 
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3. STUDY AREA: VITORIA-GASTEIZ 

Vitoria-Gasteiz, a city located in the North of Spain in the Basque Country, was 

selected as case study. Vitoria-Gasteiz is a medium sized city with significant rates of 

walking of more than 50% (TRANSyT, 2014). The municipality has carried out 

important changes over the last years with the implementation of transport policies 

and sustainable practices. In order to assess their effectiveness, they have been 

accompanied by data collection campaigns (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2007; 

Muñoz-López and Rondinella, 2017). Additionally, several transport research 

projects have been developed over the last years in this city1. These two facts make it 

possible to have a large amount of information to characterize both pedestrian 

mobility and the built environment. Due to the special city characteristics and the 

information available, it was decided to develop this thesis in Vitoria-Gasteiz.  

This chapter first presents a general context of Vitoria-Gasteiz with a description of 

the main characteristics of the Built Environment. Following, a detailed description 

of the urban mobility background is also presented. The chapter ends with the 

contextualization of the case study in the results presented in the next chapter.  

3.1 General context 

Vitoria-Gasteiz is located in Alava province, one of the three provinces of the Basque 

autonomous region in northern Spain. The city is the capital of both Alava province 

and the autonomous region. Figure 1 presents the location map of Vitoria-Gasteiz 

municipality. 

The city had in 2017 a total population of 248.000 inhabitants (Vitoria-Gasteiz City 

Council, 2017). The great majority of inhabitants of Vitoria-Gasteiz municipality live 

in the main urban agglomeration. The population of Vitoria increased notably in the 

60s decade while in the last decades has experienced a moderate increase. The 

changes in its population structure over the last two decades are characterized by a 

progressive ageing of the population, low birth rates and an increase in immigration 

(Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010)  

 

 

 

1Transbici project (TRA2010-17035); CiViTAS Modern; DESPACIO (TRA2017-88058-R)). 
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Figure 1: Vitoria-Gasteiz location map 

Vitoria-Gasteiz was characterized in the past century as an industrial city. As from 

the 80s it is the capital of the Basque Region, the city has evolved from an intensive 

industrial economic model towards a more balanced model in which the services 

sector has emerged. This sector employs now more than 60% of the active population 

(Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010)). Regarding the unemployment rates, before the 

2008 economic crisis Vitoria-Gasteiz had nearly full employment, but during the 

crisis the unemployment rate rose and was even close to 20 percent, now standing 

around 11% (Basque country, 2014).   

Over the last 10 years, Vitoria has experienced a decrease in population density and 

an increase in urban dispersion. In spite of this, it is still a compact city which makes 

it highly suited to the use of active transport modes. This is also favored by the fact 

that Vitoria-Gasteiz has a relatively temperate climate with humid winters and cool 

summers (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2014). The main characteristics of the built 

environment that make Vitoria-Gasteiz a walkable city are described in the following 

subsection.  
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Characteristics of the built environment in Vitoria-Gasteiz  

Vitoria-Gasteiz is characterized by the compactness of its urban environment with 

most of its population living in the main municipal core of around 6 km of maximum 

diameter (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010). The average population density has 

been decreasing steadily mainly due to the establishment of new disperse urban 

developments. Despite this decrease, urban density remains relatively high with 

around 103 inhabitants per hectare (10.300 inhabitants per square kilometer) in 

2015 (Muñoz-López and Rondinella, 2017). Population density changes in Vitoria-

Gasteiz between 2006 and 2016 could be observed in Figure 2 (with the new urban 

development’s located in the west and east of the city). The compactness and nuclear 

urban configuration have as a consequence that 96% of the population lives within 3 

km of the city centre (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010). 

Figure 2: Population density in 2006 and 2016 (in inhabitants per hectare) 

Regarding the land use mix, the city has clearly differentiated areas with different 

urban typologies. The city center is characterized by both high population densities 

and high diversity of uses and urban services. Around the city center there are 

residential areas with medium population densities and local commercial zones. The 

outer residential areas and the new urban developments are characterized by lower 

population densities and lower diversity of uses. Finally, the industrial areas are 

located in the outer ring towards the northeast, northwest and southeast. These 

industrial areas and the city center are the main commuter attractors. A map showing 

the land use patterns of the city is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Land use in Vitoria-Gasteiz 

The compactness and land use characteristics of Vitoria-Gasteiz makes that most of 

the population lives within 300 m of basic education, health and cultural services 

(Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010). Consequence of these characteristics is also that 

over 90% of the population has at least 5 to 10 commerce’s at less than 100 meters 

from their home (Muñoz-López and Rondinella, 2017). 

Besides the compactness and land use mix, Vitoria-Gasteiz has a series of micro built 

environment characteristics that help making Vitoria a walkable city. 

Vitoria-Gasteiz is situated in a relatively flat valley with a gentle orography. The city 

center with an old medieval configuration has steep slopes in some of the streets, 

some of them with mechanical stairs and elevators (CiViTAS Modern, 2014). 

However, excluding this area most streets do not have significant slopes (Vitoria-

Gasteiz City Council, 2010).   
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Regarding the urban greenery, Vitoria-Gasteiz public green areas account for over 

30% of the total urban area surface. The green belt that surrounds the city is a major 

contribution to that proportion. However, even without taking into account the green 

belt, Vitoria-Gasteiz has an average rate of 14 square meters of green spaces per 

inhabitant, well above the recommendation of the World Health Organization 

(Agencia de Ecología Urbana de Barcelona, 2010). It should also be noted that the 

inner city, small’s parks have a relatively uniform distribution. In addition, Vitoria-

Gasteiz has more than 130,000 trees disturbed along the streets, squares and 

boulevards (Vitoria, 2010). A map with the main urban parks is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 4: Greenery and pedestrian areas 

Finally, it should be noted that the pedestrian network of Vitoria-Gasteiz accounted 

in 2010 for more than 25% of the public space (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2010). 

However, it has been reported that 14% of this pedestrian spaces could be considered 

as inaccessible mainly because they don’t have the appropriate width (CiViTAS 

Modern, 2014). It is also necessary to mention that in the last decades the city has 

invested in the pedestrianization of certain areas which are also shown in Figure 4. 

Moreover, the percentage and quality of pedestrian spaces has increased in recent 
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years as a result of the urban and transport planning policies that have been 

implemented in the last decade.  They are described in the next section. 

3.2 Urban mobility background 

Vitoria-Gasteiz was experiencing steady growth over the last two decades, which 

coupled with the construction of new urban developments. This made necessary to 

plan the transformation of the city's mobility system. The signing of the Citizen Pact 

for Sustainable Mobility in 2006 through which the tools for mobility planning were 

structured was a fundamental milestone to begin this transformation. This section 

describes the main urban mobility characteristics of Vitoria-Gasteiz, including the 

mode split and the changes that it experienced over the last years, as well as the urban 

transport policies to drive those changes. 

3.2.1 Modal split in Vitoria-Gasteiz (Household Mobility Surveys) 

Vitoria-Gasteiz municipality conducts Household Mobility Surveys (HMS) with a 

periodicity of 4 years (TRANSyT, 2014)). The HMSs of Vitoria-Gasteiz use stratified 

random sampling methods (by transport zones, age and gender of the individuals) in 

order to acquire a representative sample of the citizens’ commuting, shopping and 

leisure trips in a typical workday. In this way, HMS are used in order to assess the 

changes in modal split over the years. In Figure 5 the evolution of the modal split in 

Vitoria-Gasteiz is shown. It can be observed the increase in motorized mobility from 

the 2002 HMS to the 2006 HMS. This trend of increasing car travel began to reverse 

with the urban planning policies that are presented in the next section. As discussed 

in the previous section, the compactness and urban distribution make Vitoria-Gasteiz 

a highly walkable city. This fact is reflected in the graph, which shows that over the 

years, walking has been consistently the main transport mode with over 50% of daily 

trips. It is also noteworthy the increase in bicycle travel experienced over the last 

decade also because of urban planning policies (Muñoz-López, 2016; Rondinella, 

2015).  

The input data for the methodologies presented in the case studies has been obtained 

mainly from the 2014 HMS. The 2014 HMS consisted of a sample of 4192 persons 

who were interviewed by phone in order to collect information of their trips on the 

previous working day (Muñoz-López, 2016). This sample represented the city 

population that was older than 9 years old. 
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Figure 5: Modal Split evolution in Vitoria-Gasteiz (source: TRANSyT (2014)) 

The 2014 HMS collected information of the origins, destinations, purpose and 

transport mode of the individual’s trips on the previous working day, as well as public 

transport and bicycle specific variables (in case that these modes were used). The 

survey also collected individuals and household’s socioeconomic data including 

gender, age, nationality and professional situation. Finally, the 2014 HMS also 

gathered individual’s perceptions towards a set of bicycle factors by using a 7-point 

Likert scale of agreement-disagreement (Muñoz-López, 2016). This part of the 2014 

HMS was framed on the TRANSBICI project2 and was aimed to investigate the 

barriers and facilitators for bicycle use in Vitoria-Gasteiz as well as the global 

perception of bicycle use in the city (Muñoz-López, 2016).  

The 2014 HMS gathered a total of 17,608 trips that represents 911,326 trips for the 

total population on a working day. According to the HMS results, over 96% of the 

surveyed travelled the previous working day. It is also significant that within the trips 

contemplated in the 2014 HMS most of the trips are within the main urban 

conglomeration (over 85%), which is a direct consequence that most of the active 

population work inside the city. All the types of trips were considered in the survey 

(commuting, shopping, leisure, strolling etc.). The distribution of the trips of the 2014 

HMS according to the purpose is shown in Figure 6. 

2Plan Nacional de I+D+I (TRA2010-17035) 
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Figure 6: Trips of the 2014 HMS according to the purpose 

Based on the results of the 2014 HMS survey, and comparing these results with other 

Spanish and European cities (OMM, 2014), it can be concluded that Vitoria-Gasteiz is 

evolving towards a more rational modal split derived as a result of urban planning 

managers efforts to develop adequate transport policies. 

3.2.2 Urban planning policies and transport system 

Vitoria-Gasteiz was suffering an increase of motorized trips as shown in the modal 

split graph (Figure 5). This increase was a direct consequence of a transport model 

oriented towards motorized mobility, an increase in car ownership and finally 

because of urban fragmentation processes derived by the establishment of new low-

density urban developments. The higher rates of motorized mobility led to a series of 

negative impacts such as increases in noise and air pollution, increase in accidents 

and degradation of public spaces. The Citizen Pact for Sustainable Mobility of 2006 

was the starting point that led to a series of planning policies to confront the negative 

impacts of motorized mobility by transforming the transport model of Vitoria-

Gasteiz. 

The Mobility and Public Space Plan (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2007) was the first 

planning policy oriented towards supporting sustainable transportation. The main 

objectives of this plan were to produce changes in the modal split of Vitoria-Gasteiz 

by prioritizing active transport modes and public transport and to transform public 

spaces that were dedicated to motorized mobility. The transport planning 

instruments included in the plan were: (i) changes in public transport urban network, 

(ii) new parking management policies and (iii) improvements on the bicycle 

transport network. However, to accomplish these changes, the main instrument 

envisaged in the plan that integrated most of the planning instruments was the 

implementation of the superblock model. 

The superblocks are urban cells in which motorized mobility is transferred to streets 

on the outer perimeter, leaving the inner streets as shared spaces in which access by 

non-resident vehicles is restricted (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2007; Barcelona City 

Council, 2016). In consequence, active modes (walking and cycling) are prioritized 

against motorized mobility on the inner streets. One of the main drivers of pedestrian 
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prioritization is the removal of micro built environment pedestrian obstacles in the 

inner streets (traffic lights, pedestrian crossings and physical obstacles). The ultimate 

intention behind the implementation of the superblock model is also to improve 

public spaces in order to provide a healthy environment to socialize, play, walk, and 

ultimately live in the city (Barcelona City Council, 2016). 

In 2017 an intermediate evaluation of the Mobility and Public Space Plan was carried 

out (Muñoz-López and Rondinella, 2017). In this evaluation, the progresses achieved 

over the first decade of implementation of the Plan are presented. The final objective 

was to prepare the next planning phase contemplated in the Mobility and Public 

Space Plan (which last until 2023). According to this document, pedestrian mobility 

is among the areas in which most efforts have been made in the first phase. However, 

the authors noted that only 19 out of 77 superblocks contemplated within the 

Mobility and Public Space Plan had been implemented. In the second phase of the 

Mobility and Public Space Plan, the model has been revised, and a speed of 10km/h 

has been proposed for the inner parts of the superblocks situated in the city center 

and a 30 km/h speed for the superblocks situated in the lower density zones of the 

outer part of the city. Figure 7 shows a map with the superblocks blocks with the 

subdivision in city center and outer zones.   

 

Figure 7: Superblocks distribution in Vitoria-Gasteiz 
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One of the final conclusions of the intermediate evaluation is that there have been 

significant advances in the field of pedestrian mobility in the last decade. However, 

the authors state that there is ample room for improvement to fully achieve the 

Mobility and Public Space Plan objectives, and they recommend that better 

methodologies should be developed in order to properly assess pedestrian mobility 

progresses. The following subsection describes how Vitoria-Gasteiz served as case 

study in each of the pedestrian mobility evaluation methodologies that were 

developed in the frame of this thesis. 

3.3 Vitoria-Gasteiz in the case studies 

Study I analyse the short car trips in Vitoria-Gasteiz that could be replaced by active 

modes, based on the 2014 HMS. Due to the importance that has been taking the 

bicycle in the city in the last decade, this transport mode is also included in the short 

car trips analysis. In consequence, although the main topic of this thesis is walking, in 

this preliminary study it was decided to include this transport mode. In study I the 

distances that Vitoria-Gasteiz citizens are willing to walk and cycle were obtained. 

Obtaining these distances make possible to identify the proportion of the trips in 

Vitoria-Gasteiz that can be considered as short car trips. This analysis also allowed to 

study the barriers perceived by people who travel by car in order to start using the 

bicycle. This study, in which the 2014 HMS was analysed in depth, gives an answer to 

the first research question and serves as the basis for the following case studies.  

The first urban configuration studied in this thesis is the implementation of 

pedestrian corridors over the city. This urban configuration is inspired in the 

landscape connectivity wildlife corridors. In study II the pedestrian mobility 

implications of the implementation of this new urban configuration in Vitoria-Gasteiz 

is assessed. In this study a series of scenarios are proposed in order to compare 

pedestrian travel time’s changes with the removal of obstacles along the pedestrian 

corridors. 

Study III analyses the consequences on pedestrian mobility of the implementation of 

the superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz. In this study, the impact on pedestrian 

mobility of the removal of obstacles contemplated in the inner streets of the 

superblocks is evaluated. This study also serves within the framework of this thesis 

in order to compare, in terms of overall pedestrian travel times, two new urban 

configurations proposals for Vitoria-Gasteiz: (i) the pedestrian corridors urban 

configuration proposed in Study II; and (ii) the superblocks model proposed by the 

Mobility and Public Space Plan. The methodology presented in Study III also propose 
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to identify priority areas of action in which Vitoria-Gasteiz urban planners should 

center their efforts in order to improve pedestrian mobility. 

In Study IV the concept of priority areas of action is taken a little further by 

considering not only the obstacles, but also a broader set of macro and micro built 

environmental features of Vitoria-Gasteiz. This study proposes a methodology based 

on the concept of pedestrian habitat to measure pedestrian-habitat suitability in an 

urban street network. In this study, by applying the proposed methodology on 

Vitoria-Gasteiz, the priority streets on which efforts should be focused for improving 

pedestrian mobility in the city are identified.  

The results of the case studies are presented in the next chapter. The chapter begins 

with study I, which serves as an introduction to the city context, the databases and to 

the identified problem of short car trips.  
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4 CASE STUDIES 
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4. CASE STUDIES 

The thesis explores these research questions through a series of research studies. All 

these research studies have been published in scientific journals. In the following 

sections the scientific articles in the preprint version are presented. 

 

List of research studies 

Study I 

Delso, J., Martín, B., & Ortega, E. (2018). Potentially Replaceable Car Trips: 

Assessment of Potential Modal Change towards Active Transport Modes in Vitoria-

Gasteiz. Sustainability, 10(10), 3510. 

 

Study II 

Delso, J., Martín, B., Ortega, E., & Otero, I. (2017). A model for assessing pedestrian 

corridors. Application to Vitoria-Gasteiz city (Spain). Sustainability, 9(3), 434. 

 

Study III 

Delso, J., Martín, B., & Ortega, E. (2018). A new procedure using network analysis and 

kernel density estimations to evaluate the effect of urban configurations on 

pedestrian mobility. The case study of Vitoria–Gasteiz. Journal of transport 

geography, 67, 61-72. 

 

Study IV 

Delso, J., Martín, B., Ortega, E., & Van De Weghe, N. (2019). Integrating pedestrian-

habitat models and network kernel density estimations to measure street pedestrian 

suitability. Sustainable Cities and Society, 51, 101736. 
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4.1 Study I: Potentially Replaceable Car Trips: Assessment 

of Potential Modal Change towards Active Transport Modes 

in Vitoria-Gasteiz 

This chapter reproduces the scientific article published in: 

Delso, J., Martín, B., & Ortega, E. (2018). Potentially Replaceable Car Trips: 

Assessment of Potential Modal Change towards Active Transport Modes in Vitoria-

Gasteiz. Sustainability, 10(10), 3510. 

Abstract  

Road traffic is the most important contributor to noise and air pollutant emissions in 

cities. Its substitution by non-motorized modes therefore has great potential to 

improve the urban environment while increasing levels of physical activity among 

the population. This paper identifies car trips that could potentially be transferred to 

active modes such as walking and cycling, and analyses the barriers perceived by 

people who travel by car. We detect potentially replaceable car trips based on a 

mobility survey, distance calculation, and a distance threshold approach. The 

answers to a set of questions in the mobility survey allow us to identify the perceived 

barriers for use of the bicycle, applied to Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain). The results show 

that between 30% and 40% of car trips could be replaced by active modes. Personal 

safety and distance results are the most limiting barriers perceived by car users, 

while physical condition and technique are the most limiting ones for bicycle users. 

These results provide valuable information for implementing measures to promote 

the replacement of motorized trips with walking and cycling. 

Keywords: active transport; transport modal change; barriers to cycling 

1. Introduction 

The second half of the 20th century saw the prioritization of motorized transport 

modes, which in some cities came to occupy over 60% of the public space, with their 

associated and well-known problems of noise, pollution, and safety [1]. Road traffic 

is the main contributor to noise and air pollutant emissions in cities. It is estimated 

that between 16% and 25% of the European population is exposed to pollution and 

noise levels above the established legal limits [2]. Exposure to these emissions has a 

negative impact (physical and mental) on citizens’ health, including respiratory and 

cardiovascular problems, anxiety, depression, and sleep disorders [3]. Up to 20% of 
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the estimated premature mortality related to urban traffic impacts on health could 

be avoided by implementing new urban mobility policies [4]. One type of trip that is 

of particular interest in the urban planning of sustainable transport is the short car 

trip (SCT), which accounts for a significant proportion of urban motorized trips [5-

7], and offers an opportunity for a modal shift towards more sustainable modes. 

Engines consume more fuel and emit a greater ratio of pollutants [8,9] during SCT, so 

their substitution by non-motorized modes has great potential to improve the urban 

environment while simultaneously increasing the levels of physical activity among 

the population. 

When considering the active modes that could replace SCT, one fact worth noting is 

that walking is accessible to most of the population, and provides important health 

benefits [10]. However, the distances that different individuals are willing to walk can 

vary depending on the trip purpose (work, study, shopping, etc.) and other socio-

economic characteristics (age, gender, occupation, etc.). Previous studies have 

therefore used different thresholds to define short trips, differentiating between 

population subgroups [6,11]. These studies consider trip chains—understood as the 

total distance an individual travels in all the trips starting and ending in the same 

place [12]—and determine the thresholds for substituting such trip chains made by 

car with active transport modes. For example, [6] considers a single threshold of 6.4 

km as a maximum for a walking trip chain, while [11] define this distance using the 

80th percentile of the total number of walked distances per day in a particular survey. 

Previous studies have not always considered replacing the car with cycling as a 

possibility, as the bicycle modal share was too low [6,11]. According to [13], replacing 

a car trip with a bicycle trip is more complex than replacing a car trip with a walking 

trip. Nevertheless, due to the great potential for replacing motorized trips with the 

bicycle, and the boom in this transport mode over the last few years in parts of 

Europe, it is interesting to study cycling as a potential substitute for SCT. 

The factors that can influence the modal selection of cycling include demographic 

characteristics and socioeconomic variables such as personal income and education 

level [13,14], sex, and age, among others [15,16]. Urban environment factors such as 

dedicated cycle lanes, green spaces, population density, public transport, or urban 

safety can also act as facilitators or barriers to the use of the bicycle [17-20]. Some 

studies in the literature have focused on investigating the differences between 

perceptions of barriers among people who use the bicycle as a mode of transport and 

those who do not [14,21]. Ref. [22] analysed the differences in a student sample 

between the barriers perceived to walking and cycling to their study centre. It is 

important to note that when the trip distance alone is considered as a barrier, a 
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significant proportion of SCTs could be replaced by the bicycle. The literature points 

to a number of limiting factors related to trip type, the availability of bicycles, and 

infrastructures, all of which significantly reduce the SCT that are eligible for 

replacement [7,19]. Understanding the main perceived barriers to substituting these 

SCT with cycling offers a valuable tool for transport planners, and can be used to 

design policy instruments to increase shared active transport modes while 

decreasing motorized mobility. 

This work studies the possible modal shift towards active transport modes, and has 

two objectives. The first is to analyse the car trips that could potentially be 

transferred to active modes such as walking and cycling. Once these trips have been 

identified, the second objective is to understand the barriers to cycling perceived by 

people using SCT, focusing on a potential transfer towards active modes. This is done 

by comparing the barriers to cycling between two groups of people: those who never 

use the bicycle and those who use it occasionally. Vitoria-Gasteiz, a medium-sized city 

in northern Spain, serves as a case study. 

2. Data and Methods  

2.1. Context and Data 

The case study selected is Vitoria-Gasteiz, a city of 244,000 inhabitants in the 

province of Álava (Spain). It is the capital of the Basque Country, and has evolved 

from an intensive industrial economic model towards a more balanced one with the 

emergence of a service sector. Vitoria-Gasteiz is characterized by its compactness and 

a clear separation between urban uses and the countryside (see Figure 1). For over 

one decade, local authorities have worked on a sustainable transport policy in the 

Mobility and Public Space Plan and the Cycling Mobility Transport Plan, which has 

led to an increase in the use of active transport modes [23]. 

This work is based on the 2014 Vitoria-Gasteiz household travel survey (HTS) [24]. 

This is a telephone survey based on a stratified random sample containing data on 

trips made on the previous day (origin, destination, mode, trip purpose, etc.) and 

socioeconomic data from 4192 individuals, representing the total population of 

Vitoria-Gasteiz aged over nine years [25]. The HTS includes a set of questions to 

describe the frequency of use and expertise of the respondents, and the perceived 

limitations and barriers to the use of bicycle as means of transport [26,27]; 

nevertheless, it does not address the perceived limitations and barriers to walking. 

The current study selects the trips by individuals aged over 18 (the driving age), 
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resulting in 3786 individuals and 16,037 trips. More information about the contents 

and design of this survey can be found in [27]. 

Figure 1. Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz. 

The HTS was complemented with another data source. The Google Maps API [28] was 

used to obtain the travel times for walking and cycling trips, using as origins and 

destinations the appropriate set of origins and destinations from the HTS survey, as 

explained below. 

2.2. Methods 

The next two subsections describe the procedure followed to obtain the walking and 

cycling travel times and distances that form the basis for calculating the thresholds 

to characterize the SCT that can potentially be replaced by actives modes. They 

explain the statistical methods used to analyse the barriers to cycling. 

2.2.1. Analysing the Potential Replacement of SCT by Active Modes 

The aim of the first part of the methodology is to identify the SCT that could 

potentially be replaced by active modes using thresholds based in objective criteria: 

one for the walking mode and three for the cycling mode. The first criterion for both 

modes is distance-based; it is defined using the 80th percentile of walking and cycling 

distances calculated for the sample. The second and third criteria for the cycling 

mode are related to bike ownership and cycling experience of the respondents. 
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Regarding the first criterion, distance values are defined as boundaries (or 

thresholds) to identify the car trips that could be shifted to sustainable modes; if the 

car trip is below these distance thresholds, the car use can be considered as a 

candidate for substitution by walking or cycling. Distances were calculated with the 

Google Maps API [28]. The origins and destinations of each HTS trip are encoded and 

used as input for the API [28], which calculates the shortest distance for each trip and 

the main transport mode declared in the survey. The Google Maps API [28] was also 

used to simulate car trips by substituting the mode by cycling and walking to obtain 

the distance travelled in the case of modal shifts. 

After obtaining the distribution of the distances travelled in the sample, the 

thresholds are calculated with a method based on the works of [11] and [6]. The 

distance thresholds for active travel are established using the 80th percentile of 

walking and cycling distances calculated for the sample, distinguishing between 

gender and age groups (18-34, 35-49, 50-64, and 65-84 years old). Thresholds are 

calculated not only for individual trips, but for trip chains, understood as the total 

distance an individual travels on all the trips that start and end at the same place [12]. 

The threshold for a trip chain in this study is calculated as the 80th percentile of the 

distribution of the sum of distances travelled by an individual using active transport 

modes on the survey day, as proposed by [11].  

Two additional criteria are considered as limiting factors when allocating a car trip 

as being transferable to cycling. The first is that the person knows how to ride a bike 

and has one at home, and the second is that the individual travelling on the short car 

trip must have travelled by bicycle, for the same purpose, in the month before the day 

of the survey. All trips that do not meet these limiting criteria are discarded from the 

car trips that are potentially replaceable by bicycle trips.  

The same thresholds are also calculated using the travel time declared by the survey 

respondents as a data source for travel distance, in order to provide supplementary 

information on the perceived times. 

2.2.2. Analysing the Barriers to Cycling  

After establishing the criteria to define the SCT that are replaceable by active modes, 

the next step was to identify the individuals in the HTS who used the car for this type 

of trip, and assess the perceived barriers to bicycle use in this subset of the sample. 

This part of the study is limited to the cycling active mode, due to the availability of 

the data in the HTS [24].  
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The subset of people who travelled in SCT is divided into two groups corresponding 

to habitual and non-habitual bicycle users. The perceived barriers to bicycle use as a 

means of transportation are analysed through the responses to a set of questions 

included in the HTS [24] for this purpose. These questions are shown in Table 1. It 

should be noted that there are other factors that could be considered as barriers to 

bicycle use, such as the lack of adequate maps and routing information, or the absence 

of cycle retailers, among others [29]. However, in order to constrain the extension of 

the survey, only ten barriers were considered. 

 

Table 1. Questions for analysing perceived barriers to bicycle use as a mean of 
transportation. 

Code Question Answer Type 

 

 

How far do/would the following facts limit your regular 

trips by bicycle? 

 

B1 Lack of cycle lane 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B2 Long distances 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B3 Lack of safe parking 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B4 Slope 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B5 Riding a bicycle in traffic 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B6 Lack of showers or lockers 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B7 Safety when manoeuvring  7-point Likert scale 
a 

B8 Your physical condition 7-point Likert scale 
a 

B9 Repairing a puncture  7-point Likert scale 
a 

B10 Helmet use 7-point Likert scale 
a 
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 Rate the following statements:  

A1 In the next six months I will increase the use of the bicycle 

on my habitual trips   

7-point Likert scale 
b 

A2 Travelling by bicycle in Vitoria-Gasteiz is efficient, 

convenient and safe 

7-point Likert scale 
b 

a7-point Likert scale from 1 (not limiting) to 7 (very limiting); b7-point Likert scale 
from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). 

Descriptive statistics are then applied to analyse each group’s answers to the 

questions on the perceived barriers (mean, median, standard deviation and 

frequency). Contingency tables are used to determine whether the perception of each 

barrier is homogeneous among the different groups. Specifically, 12 tables are built 

to relate the data on two categorical variables by comparing the observed frequencies 

(in this study, each table relates the three population groups described above, with 

each of the perceived barriers B1-B10 and the statements A1 and A2 in Table 1). To 

perform the analyses, the variables relating to the perceived barriers are recorded in 

three categories; not very limiting (1, 2, 3), neutral (4), and very limiting (5, 6, 7). The 

relationship between the variables in the contingency tables is measured with 

Cramér’s V statistic. This is a correction of the Chi square that takes into account the 

sample size. The Chi square contrast compares the observed frequencies with the 

expected frequencies [30], and indicates any relationship between the variables. 

Cramér’s V [31] adopts values of between 0 and 1, and indicates not only if there is a 

relationship between the variables, but also its degree (0 for non-dependent 

variables, and 1 for the maximum relationship between the variables). 

𝑉 = √
2

𝑁(𝑘 − 1)
 (1) 

where: 

2 is the Pearson chi-square statistic 

N is the total number of observations  

k is the smaller of the number of categories of either variables 

3. Results 

3.1. Distance and Time Thresholds for the Potential Replacement of SCT by Active Modes  
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Tables 2 and 3 show the thresholds that define the SCTs that could be replaced by 

active modes for the whole sample and for the different population groups. Table 2 

distinguishes between the values obtained for individual walking trips and for 

walking trips in a chain. The tables also include the trip frequency (n) and average 

travel times obtained through the Google Maps API [28], and the average time 

perceived by the respondents in the HTS sample. Table 2 shows that the average 

times for walking trips calculated using the Google Maps API are lower than the 

perceived times, leading to a greater difference in the older population groups (Table 

3). Distances of between 1.6 and 2 km are observed in the thresholds for individual 

trips, with little difference between age and sex groups, while the definition threshold 

for a trip chain is between 5 and 8 km.  

Table 2. Thresholds for individual walking trips and walking trips as part 
of a chain. 

Age Sex Freq. 
Walking 
Trips [n] 

Averag
e API 
Time 
[min] 

Average 
Perceive
d Time 
[min] 

Threshold (80th 
Percentile) [km] 

Chain Trip 
Threshold [km] 

All 
(18-
84) 

M 2435 13.30 17.38 1.81 6.38 

 F 4835 12.36 16.57 1.62 5.93 

18-34 M 425 13.76 14.21 1.65 5.26 

 F 686 13.76 15.85 1.73 5.07 

35-49 M 657 12.81 14.97 1.66 5.38 

 F 1708 12.45 15.83 1.60 6.09 

50-64 M 586 13.61 18.27 1.83 6.60 

 F 1400 12.61 16.61 1.68 6.43 

65-84 M 767 13.16 20.47 2.04 7.86 

 F 1041 10.95 18.23 1.60 6.00 

In the case of cycling (Table 3), trip chains that could be made by bicycle were 

not considered, since the threshold could not be seen as a limiting factor. This is 

because there were very few car trip chains over the distance threshold defined 

as the 80th percentile of the distribution of distances travelled in bicycle trip 

chains. However, for individual trips, the results show that the threshold for a 

short car trip which could be replaced by cycling is between 3 and 4.5 km, 

depending on the population group. 
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Table 3. Cycling trip thresholds. 

Age Sex Freq. 
Cycling 
Trips 
[n] 

Average 
Times 
(API) 
[min] 

Perceived 
Time 
[min] 

Threshold (80th Percentile) [km] 

All (18-84) M 725 9.65 16.44 3.70 

 F 618 8.61 16.47 3.23 

18-34 M 338 9.63 16.50 3.56 

 F 275 8.81 16.65 3.45 

35-49 M 258 10.7 16.51 4.41 

 F 263 8.91 16.07 3.28 

50-64 M 97 7.51 15.30 3.53 

 F 58 6.75 15.29 2.71 

65-84 M 32 7.43 18.50 3.58 

 F 22 6.51 22 3.56 

 

The application of these thresholds to car trips in the HTS sample produces a 

percentage of between 14% and 29% of car trips that can potentially be walked, with 

a higher percentage generally seen among women (Table 4). The results in Table 4 

show that 50% to 70% of the SCT are below the cycling distance thresholds in Table 

3. However, once the limiting factors are considered (bicycle availability and use in 

the previous month), the number of SCTs that are transferable to the bicycle 

decreases significantly (see SCTs transferable to cycling in Table 4). This reduction is 

higher for women (from 59.93% to 19.21% in all age groups) than for men (62.25% 

to 31.47% in all age groups) and high age groups (e.g., from 64.15% to 16.37% in 50-

64 male age group). The last column in Table 4 shows the total number of trips that 

could be replaced by walking or cycling trips according to the criteria established in 

Section 2.2.2. 
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Table 4. SCTs transferable to active modes. 

Age Sex 

Car 
Trips 
(Total
) [N] 

SCTs 
Transfer

able to 
Walking 
[N (%)] 

Short Car Trips 
below the Cycling 

Threshold [N 
(%)] 

Short Car 
Trips 

Transferable 
to Cycling [N 

(%)] 

Short Car Trips 
Transferable to 

Active Modes 
(Total) [N (%)] 

All 
(18-
84) 

M 1436 
293 

(20.40) 
894 (62.25) 452 (31.47) 602 (41.92) 

 F 1837 
380 

(20.68) 
1101 (59.93) 353 (19.21) 621 (33.80) 

18-34 M 363 
50 

(13.77) 
224 (61.70) 150 (41.32) 161 (44.35) 

 F 356 
63 

(17.69) 
212 (59.55) 101 (28.37) 134 (37.64) 

35-49 M 643 
100 

(15.55) 
445 (69.20) 252 (39.19) 294 (45.72) 

 F 1036 
216 

(20.84) 
637 (61.48) 216 (20.84) 372 (35.90) 

50-64 M 226 
45 

(19.91) 
145 (64.15) 37 (16.37) 86 (38.05) 

 F 308 
76 

(24.67) 
162 (52.59) 28 (9.09) 89 (28.89) 

65-84 M 161 
46 

(28.57) 
92 (57.14) 17 (10.55) 51 (31.67) 

 F 96 
25 

(26.04) 
70 (72.91) 0 (0) 25 (26.04) 

 

3.2. Perceived Barriers to Cycling 

After analysing the SCTs transferable to active modes, a study was made of the 

perceived barriers to the use of the bicycle by the different groups in Section 2.2. The 

descriptive statistics shown in Table 5 and Figures 2 and 3 reveal that the 

respondents who had not used a bicycle in the last month perceived a greater 

limitation to barriers than those who had used one and had made at least a short car 

trip the day before the survey.  

The frequencies of the reclassified barrier values are shown in the 12 contingency 

tables in Tables 5 and 6 and in Figure 3. It was found that 86.95, 82.31 and 61.3% of 

the user groups, respectively, perceive riding a bicycle in traffic as the most limiting 

barriers. Repairing a puncture (B9), the lack of parking at destination (B3), long 

distances (B2), and the lack of cycle lanes (B1) are also perceived as important 

barriers by three user groups. Regarding the value of the Cramér's V statistic, which 

gives the degree of relationship of the variables, the difference between the groups is 
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significant for all the barriers except for question B10 (use of helmet). Four questions 

show a closer relationship with the type of user group: questions B2, B4, B8, and B9 

(related to distance travelled, slope, physical condition and punctures, respectively). 

In all cases, the percentage of people who consider a barrier as very limiting is higher 

for car users than for those who do not use a bicycle. 

The question related to intention to increase bicycle use (A1) is also closely related 

with the type of group. It was found that 75.46% of these car users totally disagreed 

with increasing the use of a bicycle on their habitual trips. In contrast, 59.84% of 

bicycle users had the intention to increase the use of the bicycle on their habitual 

trips. Most SCT users, SCT & bicycle users, and bicycle users think that it as an 

efficient, convenient, and safe experience (56.21%, 66.46%, and 34.86% 

respectively). It should be noted that the percentage of people with this opinion is 

lower in bicycle users than in SCT users. 

 

Table 5. Contingency tables and descriptive statistics of perceived barriers. 

    Reclassification of barriers  

 

Barrier 

 

User groups 

 

Mean  

(± SD) 

 

Median 

Not very 

limiting  

[n (%)] 

Neutral 

[n (%)] 

Very limiting 

[n (%)] 
Cramér’s V 

B1 SCT user c 
5.14 (± 

1.87) 
6 58 (18.01) 45 (13.97) 219 (68.01) 0.11 * 

 SCT / Bicycle user d 4.7 (± 1.89) 5 40 (24.39) 26 (15.85) 98 (59.75)  

  Bicycle user e 
4.39 (± 

1.83) 
5 219 (29.12) 151 (20.07) 382 (50.79)   

B2 SCT user c 
5.16 (± 

1.67) 
6 50 (15.52) 43 (13.35) 229 (71.11) 0.22 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
4.87 (± 

1.74) 
5 32 (19.51) 31 (18.9) 101 (61.58)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.83 (± 

1.81) 
4 308 (40.95) 164 (21.8) 280 (37.23)   

B3 SCT user c 
5.32 (± 

1.68) 
6 49 (15.21) 40 (12.42) 233 (72.36) 0.14 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
4.99 (± 

1.77) 
5 30 (18.29) 28 (17.07) 106 (64.63)  

  Bicycle user e 
4.45 (± 

1.88) 
5 232 (30.85) 132 (17.55) 388 (51.59)   

B4 SCT user c 
5.08 (± 

1.68) 
5 52 (16.14) 62 (19.25) 208 (64.59) 0.25 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
4.37 (± 

1.79) 
4 49 (29.87) 34 (20.73) 81 (49.39)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.45 (± 

1.72) 
4 375 (49.86) 173 (23) 204 (27.12)   
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B5 SCT user c 
6.17 (± 

1.38) 
7 22 (6.83) 20 (6.21) 280 (86.95) 0.19 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
5.89 (± 

1.51) 
6 13 (7.92) 16 (9.75) 135 (82.31)  

  Bicycle user e 4.88 (± 1.8) 5 170 (22.6) 121 (16.09) 461 (61.3)   

B6 SCT user c 4.49 (± 1.9) 5 93 (28.88) 65 (20.18) 164 (50.93) 0.18 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
3.73 (± 

1.88) 
4 71 (43.29) 32 (19.51) 61 (37.19)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.19 (± 

1.85) 
3 433 (57.57) 126 (16.75) 193 (25.66)   

B7 SCT user c 
4.92 (± 

1.78) 
5 55 (17.08) 63 (19.56) 204 (63.35) 0.19 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
4.65 (± 

1.68) 
5 31 (18.9) 38 (23.17) 95 (57.92)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.88 (± 

1.78) 
4 292 (38.82) 184 (24.46) 276 (36.7)   

B8 SCT user c 4.47 (± 1.9) 5 93 (28.88) 62 (19.25) 167 (51.86) 0.24 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
3.74 (± 

1.99) 
4 74 (45.12) 26 (15.85) 64 (39.02)  

  Bicycle user e 
2.86 (± 

1.84) 
2 504 (67.02) 84 (11.17) 164 (21.8)   

B9 SCT user c 
5.71 (± 

1.77) 
7 41 (12.73) 36 (11.18) 245 (76.08) 0.24 * 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
5.17 (± 

1.88) 
6 31 (18.9) 22 (13.41) 111 (67.68)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.91 (± 

2.04) 
4 322 (42.81) 126 (16.75) 304 (40.42)   

B10 SCT user c 
3.34 (± 

2.14) 
3 177 (54.96) 48 (14.9) 97 (30.12) 0.05 

 SCT & Bicycle user d 
3.45 (± 

2.18) 
3.5 82 (50) 27 (16.46) 55 (33.53)  

  Bicycle user e 
3.57 (± 

2.13) 
4 357 (47.47) 139 (18.48) 256 (34.04)   

*Statistically significant differences among groups (0.01) c SCT user: respondent who travelled in a SCT 

transferable to active modes and has not ridden a bicycle in the last month d SCT user / Bicycle user: 

respondent who travelled in a SCT transferable to active modes and has ridden a bicycle in the last 

month e Bicycle user: respondent who cycles on their habitual trips. 
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Table 6. Contingency tables and descriptive statistics of limiting factors. 

    Reclassification of Barriers  

Barrier User Groups Mean (± SD) Median 
Totally 

Disagree  
[n (%)] 

Neutral  
[n (%)] 

Totally 
Agree  

[n (%)] 

Cramér’s 
V 

A1 SCT user c 
2.31 (± 
1.95) 

1 243 (75.46) 24 (7.45) 55 (17.08) 0.30 * 

 
SCT & Bicycle 

user d 
4.37 (± 
2.21) 

5 50 (30.48) 25 (15.24) 89 (54.26)  

  Bicycle user e 
4.67 (± 
2.26) 

5 205 (27.26) 97 (12.89) 450 (59.84)   

A2 SCT user c 
4.57 (± 
1.76) 

5 68 (21.11) 73 (22.67) 181 (56.21) 0.14 * 

 
SCT & Bicycle 

user d 
4.95 (± 
1.45) 

5 20 (12.19) 35 (21.34) 109 (66.46)  

  Bicycle user e 
5.36 (± 
1.35) 

5.5 60 (7.97) 129 (17.15) 56 (34.86)   

*Statistically significant differences among groups (0.01); c SCT user: respondent who 

travelled in a SCT transferable to active modes and has not ridden a bicycle in the last month; 
d SCT user / Bicycle user: respondent who travelled in a SCT transferable to active modes 

and has ridden a bicycle in the last month; e Bicycle user: respondent who cycles on their 

habitual trips. 

 

 

Figure 2. mean, median, and standard deviation of perceived barriers. 
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Figure 3. relative frequency of barrier perception. 

 

4. Discussion 

Based on the results of a mobility survey [24], this study analysed the SCTs that could 

be replaced by active modes, and the main perceived barriers to the use of bicycles 

by different population groups. It should be noted that the thresholds obtained to 

define a SCT that could be replaced by a walking trip are within the ranges defined by 

previous studies [6,11]. However, the thresholds obtained for the definition of travel 

chains that can be done on foot are considerably higher than those calculated with a 

similar methodology by [11]. This may be due to the different typology of the case 

studies analysed, since the present work focuses on a medium-sized city in which 

more than half the total trips are done on foot. The segmentation of the sample used 

to calculate the thresholds has been limited to age and gender; further works may use 

other personal and socioeconomic variables such as socioeconomic status, education 

or level occupation, which have been demonstrated to be relevant in active mobility 

[32,33]. 

The average perceived distances are higher than the ones calculated by the Google 

Maps API for all age groups, and this difference is greater as the age of the group 

increases (Tables 2 and 3). One possible explanation is that the API uses a single 

speed to calculate travel times, whereas in reality, different age groups may walk at 

different average speeds [34]. The difference between the perceived travel time and 

the travel time calculated by the API could be caused by the fact that some trips may 

include stops or alternative routes to the optimal route calculated by the API. The 
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greatest difference observed in the case of the bicycle may be due to the parking time 

at origin and at destination. 

Once the thresholds were determined, they were used to screen the short car trips to 

determine which ones could potentially be substituted by active modes. It can be seen 

that when only bicycle distance thresholds are taken into account, a large percentage 

of trips can be considered as replaceable by active modes. However, when the 

limiting factors are included for these trips (availability and bike use), these 

percentages decrease significantly, although they are still important. It should be 

noted that the limiting factors (bicycle availability and use in the previous month) 

decrease significantly the car trips transferable to cycling for seniors, and it is more 

marked for women than for men in all age groups. Similarly, the sex variable also 

appears to have an influence when the limiting factors are included, with men making 

a greater proportion of short trips that could be substituted by cycling. This may be 

due to the fact that gender and age variables influence the use of the bicycle, as was 

already identified by [16], and also seen in the results in Table 3. After including the 

limiting factors for trips that could be made by bicycle, the remaining trips are added 

to the trips that could be made on foot. According to our results, between 30% and 

40% of car trips made in Vitoria-Gasteiz could be replaced by active modes. 

The next step was to investigate why these trips—which, according to our results, 

could be made by active modes—were made by car. A study was made of the 

perceived barriers for the use of the bicycle for the three categories described in the 

methodology. We were unable to analyse the perceived barriers for journeys that 

were potentially transferable to walking because the HTS survey did not ask about 

the perceived barriers for this mode of transport. The results of the statistical 

analyses in Tables 5 and 6 show significant differences between people who regularly 

use the bicycle and car for short trips, and, of these, also between bicycle and non-

bicycle users. The differences in the perception of barriers are significant in all cases, 

except for the use of a helmet (B10), for which the three groups find the barrier less 

limiting (see Figure 3). It should be noted that helmet use is the only barrier 

considered in this study that is perceived as more limiting by habitual bicycle users, 

possibly owing to a more positive perception of personal safety when using the 

bicycle, and to the fact that these users have experienced first-hand the 

inconvenience of having to carry around the helmet after a trip. 

The barriers perceived as the most limiting by car users who do not use the bicycle 

concern personal safety, such as riding a bicycle in traffic (B5) and the lack of cycle 

lanes (B1). Practical issues such as repairing a puncture (B9), the lack of parking at 
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destination (B3), and long distances (B2) are also perceived as important barriers by 

car users. Car users who also use the bicycle, albeit occasionally, show a similar 

pattern, but generally perceive most of the barriers as less limiting. However, the 

barriers most closely related to physical condition (B4 and B8) and technique (B9) 

reveal the greatest dependence between the perceived limitation and the user group. 

As expected, the group that perceives the barriers associated with cycling as least 

limiting (with the exception of B10) is the regular bicycle users. 

One significant finding is that the greatest difference between groups in terms of the 

statement on a future increase in bicycle use (A1) is between car users, who have 

never used a bicycle, and the other two groups. It is interesting that car users who 

also use a bicycle as a means of transport show a clear intention to increase their 

bicycle use in the coming months, since it may indicate a decrease in the use of the 

car for these short trips in the near future, thus pinpointing a target group for 

intervention. It is also worth noting that although car users who do not use a bicycle 

show no clear intention of adopting this habit, they still perceive the use of the bicycle 

as an efficient, convenient, and safe experience, suggesting that, over time, these 

users could be encouraged to take up cycling on their regular trips. These results 

should encourage policy-makers to continue with the current strategies 

contemplated in the Mobility and Public Space Plan and the Cycling Mobility 

Transport Plan of Vitoria-Gasteiz. However, our results suggest that there is still a 

great margin for improvement. The great percentage of SCTs that are transferable to 

active modes indicate that it could be worth concentrating policy efforts on reducing 

them. Other studies have suggested that, in some cases, the increase of cycling modal 

share could come mainly from the substitution of public transport trips or new trips 

[15]. However, out results in Vitoria-Gasteiz confirm that cycling modal share could 

also be increased from the substitution of SCTs. In this respect, a possible future 

research line could be to incorporate the effects of policies aimed at integrating active 

modes and public transport—such as provision of bike racks on buses, 

accommodation of bikes on rail vehicles, and bike parking [35]—in the transference 

of trips towards cycling and walking. 

We have defined the potential reduction in car use in Vitoria-Gasteiz, but we have not 

addressed the evaluation of the health benefits obtained from a shift from car use to 

cycling and walking, which includes the change in exposure to ambient air pollution 

for the individuals who change their transportation mode, their health benefit, the 

health benefit for the general population due to reduced pollution, and the influence 

of accident risk [36]. Further research is needed to examine these effects in the case 

study. 
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This study has at least two more limitations that could be addressed in further 

research. The first is that we did not have access to information on the perceived 

barriers to walking. Although this means of transport has less potential for replacing 

short trips, it is an inclusive means of transport that can be used by almost anyone. 

We therefore consider it important in future research to analyse perceptions of 

pedestrian barriers, and relate them to the potential substitution of short car trips. 

The second limitation is that the distances used to define the SCT thresholds were 

calculated from minimum-cost routes obtained through the Google Maps API 

algorithm. In addition to the minimum route distance, pedestrian and cycling routes 

could be also influenced by other factors in the built environment. A possible 

consideration in future research would be to use real routes gathered from GPS 

surveys, or routes derived from the analysis of the extensive information available 

from future 5G mobile networks. 

5. Conclusions 

This study answers the research questions formulated. We have analysed the modal 

shift to active transport modes, and specifically identified the car trips that could 

potentially be transferred to active modes such as walking and cycling. Finally, we 

have studied the barriers perceived by users of SCT that hinder this shift in transport 

mode. 

Based on a mobility survey with pedestrian origin and destinations, and distances 

calculated using the Google Maps API, a distance threshold approach was applied in 

Vitoria-Gasteiz in order to identify car trips that could potentially be replaced by 

walking and cycling trips. Using descriptive statistics, the answers of habitual and 

non-habitual bicycle users to a set of questions in the HTS enabled us to identify the 

perceived barriers for the use of a bicycle.  

The results suggest a high potential for reducing car use on these types of trips. The 

threshold for a short car trip which could be replaced by walking is between 1.6 and 

2 km, with little difference between age and sex groups. In the case of cycling, the 

threshold is between 3 and 4.5 km. The results show that between 30% and 40% of 

car trips made in Vitoria-Gasteiz could be replaced by active modes. Specifically, 

between 14% and 29% of car trips can potentially be walked, with a higher 

percentage among women, and between 50 and 70% could be cycled. In this second 

case, the limiting factors considered (bicycle availability and use in the previous 

month) significantly decrease the number of SCTs that are transferable, depending of 

the age and sex. This reduction is high for women and high age groups. 
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These findings highlight significant differences between regular bicycle and car users 

for short trips. The barriers perceived as the most limiting by car users concern 

personal safety, such as riding a bicycle in traffic, and the lack of cycle lanes. It was 

found that 71% and 56%, respectively, of the total users consider them very limiting. 

Practical issues (repairing, parking and distance) are also perceived as important 

barriers by car users. For all barriers except helmet use, the percentage of people who 

consider a barrier as very limiting is higher for car users than for those who do not 

use a bicycle. 

Although they see it as an efficient, convenient, and safe experience (56% are totally 

agree), they show no clear intention of adopting this mode. Only 17.08% of car users 

totally agreed with increasing the use of the bicycle on their habitual trips. In contrast, 

59.84% of bicycle users had the intention to increase the use of the bicycle on their 

habitual trips. It should be noted also that the percentage of people that think that 

cycling is efficient, convenient, and safe is lower among bicycle users (34.86%) than 

in SCT users (56.21%). In our opinion, all these results provide valuable information 

for implementing measures to promote the replacement of SCT by cycling. 
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4.2 Study II: A Model for Assessing Pedestrian Corridors. 

Application to Vitoria-Gasteiz City (Spain) 

 

This chapter reproduces the scientific article published in: 

Delso, J., Martín, B., Ortega, E., & Otero, I. (2017). A model for assessing pedestrian 

corridors. Application to Vitoria-Gasteiz city (Spain). Sustainability, 9(3), 434. 

Abstract  

From a mobility perspective, walking is considered to be the most sustainable 

transport mode. One of the consequences of motor-oriented urban configuration on 

pedestrian mobility is urban fragmentation, which affects sustainability in cities. In 

this paper, we use a natural-based approach to landscape fragmentation and 

connectivity (inherited from landscape ecology) for pedestrian mobility planning. 

Our aim is to design a useful methodology to identify priority pedestrian corridors, 

and to assess the effects of implementing barrier-free pedestrian corridors in the city. 

For this purpose, we developed a method that integrates Geographical Information 

Systems (GIS) network analysis with kernel density methods, which are commonly 

used for designating habitat corridors. It was applied to Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain). 

Pedestrian mobility was assessed by comparison of travel times between different 

scenarios. Results show that the implementation of pedestrian corridors reduces 

travel time by approximately 6%. Thus, an intervention in a small percentage of the 

city’s street network could considerably reduce pedestrian travel times. The 

proposed methodology is a useful tool for urban and transport planners to improve 

pedestrian mobility and manage motorised traffic. 

Keywords: pedestrian mobility; GIS; network analysis; pedestrian corridors; 

sustainable transport 
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1. Introduction 

Assessing sustainability of urban environments is of great importance because more 

than 66% of the global population is expected to become urban by 2050 [1]. From the 

mobility point of view, 

walking is considered to be the most sustainable way to get around. It is cheap, it does 

not produce greenhouse gas emissions, it provides important health benefits and it is 

accessible to the majority of the population, regardless of their income level [2,3]. It 

is also a fundamental mode in intermodal travel chains, since every trip begins and 

ends by walking, but it is also an important form of access by itself [4]. Walking 

improves physical fitness and mental health, increases the opportunities for social 

interaction and permits engagement with the place encountered in the move [5]. 

Pedestrian-friendly design characteristics in neighborhoods are associated with 

higher levels of sense of community and physical activity [6,7]. Furthermore, 

according to Speck [8], there is an increasing demand for pedestrian-friendly 

communities to the detriment of car-oriented developments, and walkability can be 

considered an economic driver. 

The promotion of walking is essential for sustainability of cities. In addition to the 

above-mentioned economic, social and health reasons, increasing the share of 

sustainable transport modes reduces motor vehicle use along with its negative 

impacts in terms of pollution, noise, land take, congestion, etc. [9]. In recent years, 

transport policies have taken sustainable modes of transport such as walking and 

cycling into account [10,11]. However, sustainability in many cities has been 

compromised by Sustainability 2017, 9, 434; doi:10.3390/su9030434 

www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability motor-oriented urban developments, and it 

is recognised that more resources should be invested in improving facilities for 

pedestrians, the elderly and passengers with reduced mobility [12]. 

The consequences of urban motor-oriented configuration on pedestrian mobility 

have been a core concern for urban planners and researchers. In the last few years, 

research has been focused on studying the spatial characteristics of urban 

environments, such as urban density and sprawl, land-use mix distribution, 

connectivity and spatial configuration of streets, among other aspects [12–17]. These 

characteristics of city configuration are related to the concept of urban 

fragmentation, which affects sustainability through multiple costs (economic, social 

and environmental) [18]. From a spatial point of view, it can be understood as “the 

phenomenon resulting from the act of disjointing the pre-existing forms and 
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structures of the city and city systems” [19]. From a transport planning perspective, 

urban fragmentation can also be understood as a lack of connectivity of the transport 

system [20]. Connectivity is the permeability enabled by the directness of links and 

the density of connections in a transport network [21] and, in the particular case of 

pedestrians, it can be defined by the directness of routes and the route distance for 

pedestrians for each trip [22]. Pedestrian connectivity is related to path continuity, 

sidewalk availability and the presence of physical barriers [23]. The reduction of 

pedestrian connectivity affects vulnerable social collectives with restricted mobility 

(the elderly, children, and people without access to a personal car [24]). It constitutes 

not only a threat to social cohesiveness, but also compromises urban sustainability 

by increasing car dependence [22]. Apart from these spatial characteristics of the city, 

individual travel behavior in pedestrian mobility is influenced by a number of factors 

that include cognitive aspects [13,25,26]. For example, Foltete et al. [13] consider that 

pedestrian traffic in the streets is a function of accessibility and landscape 

preferences. Landscape is also important in the perceived distance, in areas where it 

is more complex for travelers to remember a greater number of elements along their 

route, and individuals will perceive distances as longer [25]. Nourian et al. [26] 

propose that pedestrians encounter two types of impedances: a physical impedance 

in the length of the path and the slope, and a cognitive impedance in the change of 

direction, or turning at each junction. 

The application of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) network analysis 

methods to urban environments has risen over the last few decades, mainly due to 

the increase in computational power, showing their capacity to measure a set of 

interesting urban singularities [27]. Street networks have been widely used to study 

and predict pedestrian movements throughout the city [28–30]. Traditionally, data 

on the amount of movement that a street withstands was collected with the gates 

method, by means of which pedestrians are counted in designated sections of streets 

distributed over the area of study [30,31]. Another approach used to study pedestrian 

frequency in streets is the compilation of complete pedestrian routes or recording 

regular trips of individuals participating in the study [13], or by using stalking 

observation methods [32]. 

Additionally, some authors consider urban fragmentation and connectivity as 

concepts inherited from landscape ecology [19,20]. In the literature, there are urban 

studies that incorporate spatial indicators commonly used in this discipline, for 

example [33–35]. Rotem-Mindali [19] applied least-cost modelling to study retail 

fragmentation and urban liveability through accessibility measurements, while other 

authors use spatial metrics to assess the integration of land use and transport or 
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spatial disparities [33,36]. Ortega et al. [20] studied the effects of urban 

fragmentation in pedestrian connectivity using least-cost modelling in a city 

neighborhood. In this regard, a widely used term in the study on landscape 

fragmentation is habitat corridor. These corridors are defined as “strips of suitable 

environment that enhance the movement of species among the habitat” [37]. 

Conservation of these corridors preserves target species and increases population 

viability by improving landscape connectivity [38]. In the last few years, several 

methods have been used to study habitat corridors, such as circuit theory models 

[39,40], graph theory models [41–43], and least-cost modelling [44–46]. Least-cost 

methods have also been used in combination with kernel density estimators in order 

to study landscape connectivity. Least-cost kernel surfaces have been combined with 

point sources of dispersal to create the “resistant-kernel estimator” [47]. This 

approach has been followed by [48] to study the connectivity of populations of 

African lions and the effects of implementing corridors. Teng et al. [49] studied 

connectivity in two stages. First, they calculated optimal routes between habitat 

patches by using least-cost modelling; and second, they performed a kernel density 

analysis on the routes obtained, with the objective of identifying potential 

conservation corridors. 

In this paper, we aim to develop and apply a new method for assessing the effects of 

implementing pedestrian corridors. We consider that the ecological implications of 

the habitat corridor can be applied to pedestrians in their urban displacements. To 

this end, we will address three research questions. The first one covers the use of the 

natural-based approach to landscape fragmentation and connectivity to pedestrian 

mobility planning. The second regards the identification of priority pedestrian 

corridors, adapting the concept of habitat corridors from landscape ecology. The 

third one is related to the effects of implementing barrier-free pedestrian corridors 

on pedestrian mobility. 

This paper is structured as follows: the following Section 2 describes the 

methodological approach, which combines kernel density methodologies with GIS 

network analysis tools to identify pedestrian corridors. In Section 3, the methodology 

is tested in a case study, Vitoria-Gasteiz, a medium-sized city in the north of Spain. 

Results are analysed in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the discussion of the results 

and conclusions, respectively. 
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2. Methodology for the Assessment of the Implementation of Pedestrian 

Corridors 

The method proposed uses origins and destinations of commutes and study trips to 

obtain optimal routes in terms of pedestrian travel times, in different scenarios. It has 

two main stages. First, network analyses are performed to obtain optimal pedestrian 

routes. These routes have a double purpose: (i) the assessment of the pedestrian 

mobility in a particular urban area; and, (ii) to serve as input in the second stage. The 

second stage identifies the streets that will constitute the pedestrian corridor 

network. Figure 1 shows our methodological approach. 

 

Figure 1. Methodological approach. 

2.1. Creation of Network Analysis Database 

GIS network datasets should be created for the assessment. The main attribute that 

must be included in the network dataset is a displacement cost for each arc in the 

network. Usually, this cost is the travel time. Crosswalks and pedestrian crossings 

regulated with traffic lights are considered as barriers that increase the pedestrians’ 

travel time. Impedance times in crosswalks and pedestrian crossings differ from one 

crossing to another and among individuals. In the case of the crosswalks, factors such 

as the traffic on the street, speed limit, gender or age of individuals can influence the 

impedance time [50]. For the pedestrian crossing regulated with traffic lights, the 

main drivers of the impedances are the traffic light waiting times and the delay due 

to the interaction of opposing movements at the green light [51]. The final impedance 

times assigned for each barrier are obtained through field work or municipalities’ 

databases. Some studies also consider slope to be a factor that influences walking 
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speed [26,52]. In this paper, we adopt the simplification consisting of the average 

values of the values proposed by Ortega et al. [20]. In their work, they modelled the 

pedestrian network with speeds and times at crosswalks and pedestrian crossings 

collected in field work. 

2.2. Definition of Scenarios 

Pedestrian mobility is evaluated by comparing average travel time on optimal routes 

in different scenarios. The first scenario (scenario 0) models the network dataset in 

an ideal situation, without barriers, for walking trips. In scenario 0, pedestrians can 

move freely through sidewalks and pedestrian streets. The second scenario (scenario 

A) includes real city barriers in the network (pedestrian crossings and traffic lights) 

that constitute impedances to walking. This is the actual city scenario, where 

pedestrian crossings and traffic lights reduce connectivity by increasing pedestrian 

travel times. 

An additional scenario (scenario B) is designed for assessing pedestrian corridors. Its 

characteristics are explained in subsequent sections. 

2.3. Calculation of Pedestrian Routes 

In landscape fragmentation studies, origins and destinations are suitable habitat 

patches for the species under consideration. In this study, in which pedestrians in 

urban environments are considered, there is a wide range of possible origins and 

destinations for the network analyses, depending on the purpose of the trip 

(shopping, leisure). In this paper, commuting and study trips are considered. 

Therefore, origins and destinations will be residential, work or study places. Outward 

and return trips are differentiated in order to study if there are any differences 

between them. Outward trips are those that have a home as origin, and a workplace 

or educational institution as destination, and return trips have a workplace or 

educational institution as origin, and home as destination. 

Once the network datasets are created for each scenario, and origins and destinations 

are established, optimal routes and travel times are calculated. ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI, 

Redlands, CA, USA) Network Analyst extension [53] is used to obtain minimum-cost 

routes between origins and destinations. This extension uses Dijkstra’s Algorithm in 

a vector format [54]. The ArcGIS tool used is closest facility, where origins are 

considered as facilities and destinations as incidents. When applying the closest 

facility tool in each scenario, the result is a layer with the total set of routes from all 

the origins to all the destinations. 
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2.4. Identification of Pedestrian Corridors 

Pedestrian corridors are studied as a possible urban planning solution to improve 

pedestrian connectivity. We propose the following hypothesis: in the city, most 

streets support commuting and study routes, and they therefore play a role in city 

connectivity. However, some of these streets play a major role in pedestrian 

connectivity by supporting a higher number of routes. Thus, if these streets are 

identified, a set of actions could be implemented in order to reduce pedestrian travel 

times. The most straightforward action that could be performed is to remove barriers 

in these streets. These streets will be designated in this study as “pedestrian 

corridors”, as in landscape ecology “habitat corridors” are a priority for species 

conservation. 

The routes obtained in the network analysis of scenario 0 are used to identify the 

travel routes in an ideal situation, in which pedestrians are not affected by pedestrian 

crossings and traffic lights. 

In order to identify the streets that constitute pedestrian corridors, a linear kernel 

analysis on the set of routes is performed. The kernel density surface is calculated 

with the ArcGIS 10.2 kernel density tool [55]. The kernel density estimation for linear 

features creates a gridded continuous surface with a specified cell size that shows the 

density of events across a surface. A bandwidth distance is specified to determine the 

radius of the shifting circle in which linear events will be searched. Then, a kernel 

function is used to obtain the density contribution that corresponds to each cell inside 

the search radius for each linear event [56]. The kernel density surfaces resulting 

from each line are added. The result is the final kernel density surface that represents 

the total density of linear events across the grid [55]. The resulting raster layer 

contains the density of routes over the city, and is categorized into five classes, using 

the Jenks Natural Break method [57], to identify the streets with higher route density 

rates. Streets in the highest classes are identified as pedestrian corridors [49]. 

The ArcGIS tool output uses Euclidean distance to determine the density of events 

across a 2D planar space [55]. However, urban pedestrian routes are constrained to 

a network. Although there have been many efforts in the last few years to adjust the 

kernel density estimation to be used in networks, they were mainly restricted to the 

analysis of point events [58–60]. We address this lack of specific tools to analyze 

linear events across a network by controlling the cell size and the bandwidth 

according to the phenomenon studied. As the pedestrian routes used for the kernel 
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density estimation are constrained across a network, they overlap. This leads to 

greater kernel values in cells on streets with a higher volume of routes. 

2.5. Comparison of Scenarios 

Pedestrian mobility assessment is carried out by first considering the real barriers of 

the city, and then by considering the implementation of pedestrian corridors. 

Pedestrian mobility in the city is assessed by comparing scenarios 0 and A. The 

resulting average time in the set of routes calculated in scenario A are compared, in 

terms of relative percentage, to the average travel time of the ideal set of routes 

obtained in scenario 0. 

Improvement through the implementation of barrier-free pedestrian corridors is 

assessed by considering a new scenario (scenario B). The travel times obtained using 

a barrier-free network dataset in the pedestrian corridors (scenario B) are compared 

as relative percentage difference with those obtained in scenario 0 and scenario A. 

2.6. Validation Using Control Scenarios 

Finally, average travel times in control scenarios are calculated in order to test the 

results of scenario B. Their purpose is to verify that removing barriers in pedestrian 

corridors is more effective than reducing barriers at random locations. Control 

scenarios are generated by removing a number of randomly located barriers, and 

calculating pedestrian travel times by using the method explained in Section 2.3. 

3. Application to the Case Study 

3.1. Description of the Study Area 

The Vitoria-Gasteiz municipality is located in the north of Spain, in the Alava 

province, one of the three provinces of the Basque region. The municipality has 63 

population cores, with a total population of 244,000 inhabitants in 2015. The great 

majority of inhabitants live in the main urban area of the namesake Vitoria-Gasteiz 

city. 

Since Vitoria-Gasteiz is a compact city with smooth orography and a relatively 

temperate climate, it is very suitable to the use of active transport modes, such as 

walking and cycling. This fact is corroborated by the latest mobility surveys that 

showed that active transport modes have been consistently increasing over the past 

years [61]. The main driver behind this increase is the implementation of the Mobility 
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and Public Space Plan from 2007 [62]. This Plan created the environment to support 

sustainable transport modes by implementing different measures. Among other 

actions associated with active transport modes, some of the streets on the urban 

centre were pedestrianised, and the implementation of “Superblocks” is planned. 

These are urban zones where the plan is to transfer motorized transport to the 

perimeter streets, thereby giving maximum preference to pedestrians in the inner 

streets. The main intention behind implementing Superblocks is to liberate public 

spaces in favour of pedestrians while increasing connectivity [63]. Figure 2 presents 

the location map of Vitoria-Gasteiz. 

 

 

Figure 2. Location map of Vitoria-Gasteiz. 

 

3.2. Assessment of the Implementation of Pedestrian Corridors 

The following is a description of the methodology described in Section 2, applied to 

Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
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3.2.1. Creation of Network Analysis Database 

In order to create the GIS network dataset, free data from OpenStreetsMap (OSM) 

was used [64]. Given that this study mainly focuses on pedestrian movements, 

sidewalks and pedestrian street layers were extracted from the GIS polyline layer. 

OSM data for Vitoria-Gasteiz was quality checked with the municipality CAD layers 

and with aerial orthophotography of Vitoria-Gasteiz from the Aerial 

Orthophotography National Plan (PNOA). Pedestrian crossings and traffic lights for 

pedestrians were digitalized from the aerial orthophotography, and by using a traffic 

light point layer provided by the municipality. 

Origins and destinations were extracted from the Municipal Household Travel Survey 

(MHTS) from 2014, which studied the population trips in a typical workday. The 

Survey used a stratified random sampling method (by transport zones, age and 

gender of the individuals) in order to acquire a representative sample of the citizens’ 

trips. The survey consisted of a sample of 4192 persons who 

were interviewed by phone in order to collect information on their trips the previous 

working day [65]. All the types of trips were considered in the survey (commuting, 

shopping, leisure, etc.). From the trips contained in the survey, a total of about 10,000 

were walking trips, approximately 54% of the total, of which 1400 were commuting 

trips. 

3.2.2. Definition of Scenarios 

In the assessment of pedestrian mobility of Vitoria-Gasteiz, two scenarios were 

considered (scenario 0 and scenario A) and, consequently, two network datasets were 

created with the OSM network as a basis. 

The scenario 0 models the network dataset in an ideal barrier-free situation for 

walking trips. Vitoria-Gasteiz has a flat topography, so a single travel speed of 4 km/h 

(1.1 m/s) was considered for the analyses, which is consistent with literature values 

[66,67]. 

The specific impedances for scenario A were digitalized and included in the 

corresponding network dataset. Since there was no information available on average 

waiting times at pedestrian crossings or traffics lights, average times were calculated 

from those obtained by Ortega et al. [20] in Madrid (Spain). An average waiting time 

of 0.1 min was applied as impedance for pedestrian crossings, and 0.7 min was 

applied as impedance to crossings regulated with traffic lights. For each arc of the GIS 
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network dataset, the pedestrian travel time was also calculated with the 1.1 m/s 

speed, adding the impedances times to the arcs corresponding to the barriers. 

The following sections explain the definition of the additional scenario (scenario B), 

which was designed to assess pedestrian corridors. 

3.2.3. Calculation of Pedestrian Routes 

Origins and destinations of commuting and study walking trips were obtained from 

the MHTS. Two groups of trips were considered: the first group contains those that 

have a home as origin and a workplace or educational institution as destination (702 

trips); the second trip group contains the return trips to home (640 trips). These 

numbers differ because each person could choose different methods of 

transportation for the outward and return trips (e.g., public transport, public 

bicycles...), or have a destination other than home for the return trip. In Figure 3, 

origins and destinations for both groups are shown. 

Figure 3 shows different patterns between the two groups. For the first group 

(outward trips), a greater amount of origins is in the outer residential zones and the 

destinations are more concentrated in the city centre. As expected, the contrary 

occurs for the second group (return trips), where the origins are more concentrated 

in the inner part of the city and destinations in the residential zones. 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3. Origins and destinations in the analysis: (a) outward trips; (b) return 

trips. 

GIS closest facility analyses were performed in scenario 0 and A for each of the two 

groups of origins and destinations. All the possible routes from each origin to all the 
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destinations are computed. The origins and destinations were considered in the 

calculations the number of times that they were recorded as a part of a trip in MHTS. 

Thus, origins and destinations are weighted as a function of their frequency in the 

MHTS. A total of approximately 900,000 routes were generated in each of the 

scenarios (702 × 702 + 640 × 640) and the travel time of each one was computed. 

Finally, 1342 routes (702 outward routes + 640 return routes) that connect the 

origins and destinations declared in the MHTS were extracted from the total in each 

scenario. 

3.2.4. Identification of Pedestrian Corridors 

A GIS kernel density analysis was performed with the 1342 routes obtained in 

scenario 0 (barrier-free). This density raster layer was classified into five natural 

breaks using the Jenks method as shown in Figure 4: in Figure 4a the optimal routes 

are superimposed over the city street network; Figure 4b shows the resulting kernel 

density surface obtained with the routes layer (using a 5 m pixel and a 10 m 

bandwidth); in Figure 4c, the kernel density surface raster is classified into five 

classes. Finally, the 4th and the 5th classes were selected as pedestrian corridors. 

 

 (a)  (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4. Kernel density classification: (a) optimal routes; (b) kernel density 

surface; (c) classified kernel density surface (Jenks method). 

The resulting network of pedestrian corridors for Vitoria-Gasteiz (Figure 5) has a 

total of 13 km, occupying 1.5% of the total length of the city network. In general, 

pedestrian corridors are streets inside the city center or streets that connect the 

center with residential zones. 

Scenario B is created by removing the barriers from the pedestrian corridors. A total 

of 207 barriers were removed, which suppose around 10% of total barriers in the city 

(Table 1). A higher proportion of pedestrian crossings with traffic lights were 

removed, in comparison with pedestrian crossings with crosswalks. 

Table 1. Comparison of barriers for scenarios A and B. 

 

Number of Barriers 

Barriered 

Network 

(Scenario A) 

Corridor 

Network 

(Scenario B) 

Difference 

(No.) 

Difference 

(%) 

Crosswalks 1474 1398 76 5 

Pedestrian crossings with 

traffic lights 

656 525 131 20 

Total 2130 1923 207 10 
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3.2.5. Results: Comparison of Scenarios 

We calculated the relative percentage difference between the average travel times in 

the scenarios (scenario 0, scenario A and scenario B). 

Two result sets for each scenario are considered, and each result set is divided into 

average travel times on outward and return routes. The first result set is composed 

of the routes between the origin destinations obtained from the MHTS (Tables 2 and 

3). The second result set contains every route obtained from the GIS closest facility 

analysis (Tables 4 and 5). In this case, we assume that all destinations will be reached 

from each origin, and vice versa. 

Regarding the first result set, the average travel times in scenario 0 are slightly below 

18 min, while for scenario A, they are around 20 min (Tables 2 and 3). In scenario B, 

with the pedestrian corridors already implemented in the network, the average 

travel times decrease to similar values as scenario 0. It is observed that, for the three 

scenarios, average times are slightly higher for the return routes than the outward 

routes. 

In Tables 2 and 3, average travel times are compared with the average travel times 

declared in the MHTS. The average times declared in the outward routes are lower 

than the value obtained in scenario 0. In contrast, the average time declared for the 

return trips is slightly higher than the value obtained for scenario 0, and much higher 

than average times declared for outward trips. 

The second result set (average times in all the calculated routes) is shown on Tables 

4 and 5. Higher average times are observed in comparison with the first results set 

(Tables 2 and 3). Average times for scenario 0 are approximately 11% lower than 

those obtained in scenario A, as occurs with the first result set. Results in scenario B 

are similar to those obtained in scenario 0 (barrier-free). This may indicate that 

pedestrians are closer to moving in the barrier-free city through the implementation 

of pedestrian corridors. 
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Figure 5. City network with barriers and pedestrian corridors. 

 

 

Table 2. Average travel times for the outward routes between MHTS origins and 

destinations. 

Outward Routes (702) 

Barrier-Free 

Network 

(Scenario 0) 

Barriered 

Network 

(Scenario A) 

Corridor 

Network 

(Scenario 

B) 

Declared 

Time 

Average 

Average distance (m) 1162 1181 1173 - 

Average time (min) 17.61 19.69 18.45 15.10 

Difference with scenario 

0 (%) 

 11.85 4.77  

Difference with scenario 

A (%) 

  −6.32  
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Table 3. Average travel times for the return routes between MHTS origins and 

destinations. 

Return Routes (640) 

Barrier-Free 

Network 

(Scenario 0) 

Barriered 

Network 

(Scenario A) 

Corridor 

Network 

(Scenario 

B) 

Declared 

Time 

Average 

Average distance (m) 1178 1196 1188 - 

Average time (min) 17.93 20.03 18.68 18.19 

Difference with scenario 

0 (%) 

 11.71 4.14  

Difference with scenario 

A (%) 

  −6.78  

 

 

 

Table 4. Average travel times for the outward routes. 

 

Outward Routes (519, 720) 

Barrier-Free 

Network 

(Scenario 0) 

Barriered 

Network 

(Scenario A) 

Corridor 

Network 

(Scenario B) 

Average distance (m) 1797 1829 1817 

Average time (min) 27.22 30.48 28.52 

Difference with scenario 0 

(%) 

 11.98 4.78 

Difference with scenario A 

(%) 

  −6.42 

 

Table 5. Average travel times for the return routes. 

 

Return Routes (428, 829) 

Barrier-Free 

Network 

(Scenario 0) 

Barriered 

Network 

(Scenario A) 

Corridor 

Network 

(Scenario B) 

Average distance (m) 1826 1858 1846 

Average time (min) 27.66 30.94 28.97 

Difference with scenario 0 (%)  11.86 4.74 

Difference with scenario A (%)   −6.37 
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It should be noted that similar average distances for routes were obtained in the three 

scenarios for each result set. Average distances are higher in the second result set (as 

occurred with average times) (Tables 2–5). This indicates that travel time differences 

between scenarios are caused by the existence of barriers, such as crosswalks and 

traffic lights. 

It is observed (Tables 4 and 5) that there is an increase of around 12% from scenario 

0 to scenario A. With the corridor implementation (scenario B), there is an increase in 

average travel time of 4%–5% in comparison with scenario 0. However, the decrease 

in average travel time between the network with all the barriers (scenario A) to the 

network with the pedestrian corridors implemented (scenario B) is around 6%–7%. 

This is important since, in scenario B, barriers were removed in only 1.5% of the total 

network length. 

3.2.6. Validation of Results with Control Scenarios 

Travel times on optimal pedestrian routes were calculated in 35 control scenarios, in 

order to compare them with the results obtained with the implementation of 

pedestrian corridors. Thirty-five network datasets were constructed by randomly 

removing a similar number of barriers, as in scenario B (see Table 1), instead of 

removing those located in the pedestrian corridors. Once the networks were 

constructed, pedestrian travel times were obtained with the method explained in 

Section 2.3. 

The aggregated results in the control scenarios are shown in Table 6. For both the 

outward and return trips, the mean results are higher than the average travel times 

obtained in scenario B, and lower than those in scenario A (Tables 2 and 3). These 

results indicate that our proposed barrier-free pedestrian corridors (scenario B) are 

more effective in terms of travel-time reduction than randomly removing barriers 

across the city. 

Table 6. Aggregated results in control scenarios. 
 

 Mean Travel Time (min) Coefficient of Variation (%) 

Outward 19.13 0.25 

Return 19.46 0.26 
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4. Discussion 

This study obtains travel times from optimal routes in several networks (scenarios). 

We evaluate commuting and study trips. On these trips, travel time is particularly 

important, since individuals tend to use the more direct route on the considered trips. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that this is a simplification. The duration of the route 

is not the only factor affecting pedestrian choices. Their preferences are also 

influenced by the built environment and cognitive factors [13,25,26], which could be 

taken into account in the model when defining impedances to walking in further 

research. 

The results show similar average distances on routes for all scenarios in comparison 

with the differences in times (Tables 2–5). In this study, pedestrian mobility is 

assessed by comparing travel times in different scenarios, since it can be expected 

that time is key factor in commuting and study trips, regardless of variations in 

distance. In the literature, several authors transform pedestrian distances into 

pedestrian walking times to study pedestrian accessibility [20,68,69]. Similar 

average distances accompanied by different average travel times in the scenarios 

indicate that the existence of barriers (such as crossings and traffic lights) have 

important implications in pedestrian mobility. However, pedestrian transit 

accessibility has also been commonly measured by maximum walkable catchments 

based on distances [36,70–74]. 

Results show that average declared times in MHTS (Tables 2 and 3) are within the 

range of average times obtained in the GIS network analyses. The higher declared 

times obtained on the return trips (Table 3), in comparison with the outward trips 

(Table 2), could indicate that individuals took longer routes for shopping or leisure 

in their return trips. Also, for both result sets, the trips declared in MHTS are either 

considerably below (outward routes), or within the range (return routes) of those 

obtained with GIS using the barrier-free network, which is contrary to what would be 

expected. This might be explained by various factors: (i) we considered an average 

speed of 4 km/h in the GIS calculations; (ii) routes chosen by the individuals could be 

different from the optimal computed routes due to personal preferences; and (iii) the 

difficulty of individuals in estimating their walking trip times, as stated by [25]. 

The implementation of pedestrian corridors reduces pedestrian travel time, as our 

results show. Pedestrians are closer to moving freely across the city and their travel 

time is reduced. This fact could contribute to increasing the percentage of walking 

trips. Nevertheless, this study only takes into account the point of view of pedestrian 
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movements. Therefore, an important factor, such as the effects that the elimination 

of barriers could have on motorized traffic, is not evaluated. Traffic lights and 

pedestrian crossings cannot be removed. However, as discussed by Noland [69], on 

streets with high pedestrian movements (like the proposed pedestrian corridors), 

traffic signals may prioritize pedestrians to reduce pedestrian delay. Further 

research could include practical means in the implementation of pedestrian corridors 

and a cost-benefit analysis. 

The application of the proposed methodology to define pedestrian corridors has 

proven that, by influencing a small percentage of the network (1.5%), pedestrian 

travel times may be reduced (6%–7%). Results obtained in the control scenarios 

corroborate the fact that the effects of implementing barrier-free pedestrian 

corridors are better than those obtained by eliminating barriers at other locations in 

the city. 

We found that pedestrian corridors are mainly located in streets surrounding the city 

center (Figure 5). This is because it is a pole of attraction for pedestrian routes, since 

it has a high number of commute and study destinations. Furthermore, some of the 

main streets that connect residential zones to the city center were designated as 

pedestrian corridors. Another important result is that most of the designated 

pedestrian corridors are major arterial connectors that bear high levels of motorized 

traffic, and are the limits of superblocks. This issue is a challenge for urban and 

transport planners, who should find an equilibrium between improving pedestrian 

mobility and managing motorized traffic. 

5. Conclusions 

This study responds to the research questions formulated. We have applied the 

natural-based approach of landscape fragmentation and habitat connectivity to 

pedestrian mobility planning. Specifically, we have adapted the concept of habitat 

corridors from landscape ecology to the identification of priority pedestrian 

corridors, and studied the effects of their implementation on pedestrian mobility. 

Based on a mobility survey with pedestrian origin and destinations, and by 

combining network analysis and a kernel density analysis, a theoretical approach was 

applied in Vitoria-Gasteiz in order to assess the city’s pedestrian travel times and 

study the effects of implementing pedestrian corridors across the city. This study is 

an example of how the elimination of barriers to pedestrian movements could reduce 

commute and study travel times, and therefore increase urban connectivity. 
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The results show that influencing a small percentage of the city’s street network 

could reduce pedestrian travel times. Pedestrians are closer to moving freely across 

the city, and this could contribute to increasing the percentage of walking trips. 

However, most of the designated pedestrian corridors are major arterial connectors, 

and the effects that eliminating barriers might have on motorized traffic are not 

evaluated in this study. 

Therefore, our methodology could be a useful tool for urban and transport planners 

to improve pedestrian mobility and manage motorized traffic. These corridors may 

be used to improve overall connectivity of the city by removing pedestrian barriers. 

It can also help to locate priority sites for traffic lights and new facilities for 

pedestrians. All of these measures contribute toward achieving sustainable mobility, 

and, therefore, greater sustainability for the city.  
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4.3 Study III: A new procedure using network analysis and 

kernel density estimations to evaluate the effect of urban 

configurations on pedestrian mobility. The case study of 

Vitoria-Gasteiz 

 

This chapter reproduces the scientific article published in: 

Delso, J., Martín, B., Ortega, E. 2018. A new procedure using network analysis and 

kernel density estimations to evaluate the effect of urban configurations on 

pedestrian mobility. The case study of Vitoria-Gasteiz. Journal of Transport 

Geography 67, 61–72. 

Abstract 

Walking as a stand-alone transport mode has recently been the focus of attention by 

researchers, urban planners and the public. The reasons are multiple and involve 

health, economic, social and environmental issues. City planners are implementing 

new urban configurations aimed at providing global solutions for environmental and 

mobility challenges by improving the availability and quality of the public space for 

walking. The aim of this paper is to provide a procedure to evaluate the impact of 

obstacles to pedestrian mobility and walkability —understanding obstacles as street 

crossings where pedestrians must wait to continue their route. The procedure 

combines the calculation of travel time on minimum cost routes and network kernel 

density estimations. The implementation of a new urban configuration in a medium 

sized city in northern Spain —the superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz city— serves 

as a case study. The main results show that the implementation of the superblocks 

reduces pedestrian travel times by approximately 4-5%, and that the greatest 

improvements in pedestrian mobility due to the reduction of obstacles are found in 

areas in the city centre or in streets linking important residential areas with the 

centre. The procedure has been demonstrated to be useful for urban and transport 

planners to identify priority areas of action and to evaluate pedestrian movements 

and walkability under new urban configurations. 

Keywords: Pedestrian; GIS; Network KDE; Sustainable mobility; Walking; Built 

environment 
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1. Introduction 

Non-motorized transport has recently received considerable attention from 

academics, urban planners, and civil communities. The reasons are multiple and 

involve health, economic, social and environmental issues (Arranz-López et al., 

2017). This paper focuses on walking, as the fundamental, cheapest and most 

sustainable means of transportation. Walking is included in intermodal travel chains, 

since every trip begins and ends with walking, and is also an important form of access 

in itself (ITF, 2012; Litman, 2003). From a health standpoint, walking is a means of 

enhancing people’s physical activity regardless of age, education or income 

(Brownson et al., 2000). Non-motorized transport is an opportunity to correct 

inactive lifestyles, which have profound impacts on physical and mental health and 

wellbeing. It also increases the opportunities for social interaction, and leads to 

engagement with the place and sense of community (Gatrell, 2013; Wang et al., 2016; 

Wood et al., 2010). From the environmental point of view, increasing the share of 

walking among transportation modes reduces motor vehicle use and its negative 

impacts (Joh et al., 2015). 

The term “walkability” refers to the spatial characteristics of urban environments, 

such as urban density and sprawl, land-use mix distribution, connectivity and the 

spatial configuration of streets, among other aspects (Foltete and Piombini, 2012; 

Garcia Palomares, 2010; Peponis et al., 2008; Yu, 2015). All these spatial 

characteristics affect pedestrian route distances (and in consequence travel time), 

which is one of the main factors influencing pedestrian mobility (Seneviratne and 

Morrall, 1985; Noland, 1996; Guo and Loo, 2013). Walkability is also used in the 

literature to reflect how the built environment facilitates or hinders walking (Victoria 

Transport Policy Institute, 2017; Wang et al., 2016). Different approaches have been 

used to evaluate the main built environment characteristics that affect walking 

conditions: discrete choice models (Broach and Dill, 2015; Guo and Loo, 2013), 

interviews and focus groups (Ferrer and Ruiz, 2017; Lockett et al., 2005), and street 

audits (Craig et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2005; Day et al., 2006). Some of these 

studies identify obstacles as street crossings (they are considered barriers where the 

pedestrian have to stop and wait, with or without traffic lights) and physical obstacles 

on the pavements, such as bollards, stairs, trees, etc., as important aspects that could 

influence the travel mode choice (Cain et al., 2014; Ferrer and Ruiz 2017; Guo and 

Loo, 2013; Moniruzzaman and Páez, 2015). The combination of impedances and 

negative factors caused by these micro-elements in the built environment (crossings 

and physical obstacles) could have an influence on support for walking in the 

neighborhood at the macro level (Cain et al., 2014; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; 
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Saelens and Handy, 2008), and micro level improvements have been shown to have 

a possible positive effect on the walkability of an area (Boarnet et al., 2005).  

Traditionally, one of the approaches followed to improve the quality of the urban 

environment has been to pedestrianize certain areas that were originally designed 

for motorized modes. These new pedestrian zones have been implemented in the 

centre and old town areas of the city. The pedestrianization of the city centre can be 

found in cities all over the world, including Copenhagen, where the process was 

initiated in the early 1960s (Gemzoe, 2001), several cities in Germany and the UK 

(Hass-Klau, 1993), and Seville, which initiated the pedestrianization of its city centre 

in the last decade (Castillo-Manzano et al., 2014). In recent years city planners and 

researchers have also incorporated the need to integrate sustainable transport 

modes and walkability into the urban design of wider parts of the city. The 

“Réinventons nos places!” (“Let’s reinvent our squares”) project in Paris (Paris City 

Council, 2016), the urban regeneration strategy and the implementation of priority 

residential areas in Madrid (Madrid City Council, 2017) and the superblocks model 

currently being implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz and Barcelona (Barcelona City 

Council, 2016) are examples of the new urban configurations designed to give global 

solutions to environmental and mobility challenges while increasing the 

opportunities for improving the availability and quality of the public space. All these 

new urban design proposals incorporate ideas from the shared spaces approach, 

where pedestrians have priority and the street is treated as a continuous surface 

without differentiating between vehicular and pedestrian zones (Hamilton-Baillie, 

2008; Karndacharuk et al., 2014). In particular, superblocks are urban cells in which 

motorized mobility is transferred to streets on the outer perimeter, leaving the inner 

streets as shared spaces in which access by non-resident vehicles is restricted. In 

consequence, obstacles (traffic lights, pedestrian crossings and physical obstacles) 

can be removed from the inner streets giving maximum preference to non-motorized 

modes inside the superblock (Barcelona City Council, 2016). 

Researchers are aware that sustainability in cities is dependent on promoting 

walking. The scientific literature has recently featured a number of studies that relate 

street network configurations with pedestrian mobility (Kang, 2016; Kang, 2017; 

Peiravian et al., 2014; Rychlewski, 2016). Audit tools have been developed to identify 

street features that influence walking at neighborhood scale (Cunningham et al., 

2005; Day et al., 2006). Pedestrian travel time in the urban network has also been 

used to evaluate pedestrian mobility (Lei and Church, 2010; Noland, 1996; Ortega et 

al., 2014), in addition to the spatial analysis of the density of particular events across 

the city (Mejia-Dorantes et al., 2012; Mejia-Dorantes and Martín-Ramos, 2013; Tri Do 
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et al., 2015). Combined methods such as the calculation of least cost pedestrian routes 

and linear planar kernel density measures were useful to define urban designs with 

priority pedestrian corridors (Delso et al., 2017). However, to our knowledge there 

is lack of procedures to evaluate the spatial distribution of pedestrian obstacles in 

different areas of the city. 

Pedestrian obstacles can be mapped in GIS to evaluate their spatial distribution. 

However, a simple map of the obstacles would not accurately reflect the intensity and 

negative synergies of the presence of obstacles in certain areas of the city. Kernel 

density estimation has been used to represent the intensity of events across space 

(Smith et al., 2015). The common approach to density estimation in urban 

environments is to use planar kernel density estimation (PKDE) (Gibin et al., 2007; 

Kloog et al., 2009; Leslie, 2010). PKDE is a non-parametric method to produce 

homogeneous density surfaces of linear or point events over a 2-D planar space based 

on Euclidean distances. However, the distribution of many events in urban 

environments is constrained by road networks which could be considered 1-D 

configurations. In these situations the consideration of a uniform 2-D space would be 

incorrect (Miller, 1999). Thus, efforts have been made in recent decades to develop 

network kernel density estimation (NKDE) algorithms to be used to analyse point 

events over road networks. Xie and Yan (2008) developed a NKDE approach for point 

events to estimate the density of traffic collisions over a road network and investigate 

different factors influencing the density outputs, and compared their results with 

PKDE. Okabe et al. (2009) analysed the bias of three NKDE functions and proposed 

computational implementations for two of them that proved to be unbiased (the class 

of equal-split continuous and discontinuous kernel functions). Pedestrian obstacles 

are usually grouped in certain parts of the city such as intersections between major 

roads and roundabouts, which are generally regulated with more traffic lights, 

pedestrian crossings, barriers and other elements than other parts of the network. 

The continuity of the kernel function was therefore considered an important 

property, and the continuous equal-split kernel function (Okabe et al., 2009) is 

proposed for this study. This function has higher computational requirements than 

discontinuous equal-split kernel functions (Okabe et al, 2009), but the computational 

times are affordable due to the low bandwidths required to evaluate pedestrian 

mobility (commonly 100-300 metres (Porta et al., 2009)). NKDE has been widely 

used to identify hotspots, especially in the field of road accident analyses 

(Harirforoush and Bellalite, 2016; Xie and Yan 2013; Young and Park 2014); to our 

knowledge, however, this is the first study to use NKDE to evaluate pedestrian 

mobility.  
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In view of the above concerns, we set out to measure the possible negative synergies 

caused by the presence of a high proportion of pedestrian obstacles —in particular 

pedestrian crossings— on the overall walkability of an area. The impact of an obstacle 

on the overall walkability of the city also varies according to the rates of pedestrian 

movement in the place where it is situated. The aim of this work is to provide a 

procedure to measure the impact of pedestrian obstacles across the city and to apply 

this procedure to evaluate different urban configuration scenarios. We will address 

two research questions. How do different urban configurations affect pedestrian 

movements across a city? How can we measure the impact of the urban configuration 

on the walkability across a city? In the developed procedure, GIS network analysis is 

applied to obtain pedestrian routes for different scenarios from the same set of 

origins and destinations. The importance of pedestrian obstacles across the city is 

measured using NKDE. In consequence, rather than evaluating the increase in 

walking trips after the implementation of a new urban configuration, this procedure 

allows comparing the difference in the walking experience between different urban 

configurations. Vitoria-Gasteiz, a medium-sized city in the north of Spain, serves as a 

case study. It is a compact city which has seen the gradual implementation of the 

superblocks urban configuration, and a sustained increase in walking in recent years. 

This paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, section 2 below explains 

the methodological approach of the procedure, which combines kernel density 

methodologies with GIS network analysis tools. In section 3, the methodology is 

tested in a case study, Vitoria-Gasteiz, and the results of implementing the 

superblocks model in the city are analysed. Finally, sections 4 and 5 contain the 

discussion of the results and conclusions respectively. 

2. Methods 

The proposed procedure uses origins and destinations of pedestrian trips to obtain 

minimum-cost routes that will serve as input data to measure the impact of 

pedestrian obstacles. Therefore, the first step involves calculating the optimal routes 

in terms of pedestrian travel times. The routes calculated serve as input data for the 

next step, which uses network kernel density estimations (NKDE) to evaluate the 

distribution of the obstacles and their impact on pedestrian mobility. The procedure 

is applied to two different scenarios to evaluate the effects of a new urban 

configuration on pedestrian movements and on walkability. In the last step the 

implementation of this new urban configuration is evaluated in terms of pedestrian 

travel times, pedestrian route patterns and differences in the distribution of obstacle 

impacts. The methodology is aimed at comparing the difference in the walking 
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experience between different urban configurations for a specific set of walking trips. 

Figure 1 shows the methodological outline.  

 

Figure 1. Methodological outline. 

 

2.1 Definition of the scenarios 

The scenarios are built considering two different urban configurations. The first 

scenario (scenario α) is the actual city situation, including existing city obstacles in 

the street network. The second scenario (scenario β) takes into account the 

implementation of a new urban configuration, where certain obstacles are removed. 

Additional scenarios for alternative new urban configurations could be built. 

2.2 Calculation of pedestrian routes 

A pavement street network and a pedestrian trip origin and destination matrix (OD 

matrix) are first defined in GIS vector datasets. The OD matrix can be obtained from 

real pedestrian trips recorded in household travel surveys (HTS). The minimum-cost 

routes for travel time can be calculated (with Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)) 

using the pavement network and the OD matrix defined for the two scenarios. It 

should be noted that since each scenario has a particular urban configuration with a 

different number and position of obstacles, the minimum cost routes for each 

scenario follow different paths. This process must be repeated for each scenario to 

obtain the specific minimum-cost routes for each city configuration. If the trip 

purpose is available from the HTS, the pedestrian routes for both scenarios can be 

classified in different groups (shopping, leisure, commuting...). 
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2.3 Obstacle impact distribution  

An approach based on NKDE is proposed to evaluate the distribution of the obstacles 

and their impacts on pedestrian movements. Its application in both scenarios will 

enable measuring the changes in the distribution of the impacts as result of 

implementing a new urban configuration. This part of the procedure uses as input the 

pedestrian routes obtained in the network analyses in the previous stage. This 

analysis is performed as follows: 

2.3.1 Impact of each obstacle 

As mentioned in section 1, network kernel algorithms need point events as input 

obstacle data. The obstacles that affect pedestrian mobility must therefore be 

modelled as points for use in these algorithms. The impact of each obstacle on 

pedestrian mobility is measured as the number of minimum-cost routes that cross 

each point representing an obstacle. The final step is to create a dataset with 

overlapping points containing as many overlapped points for each obstacle as routes 

cross the obstacle. By representing with one overlapped point each crossing event, 

obstacles will be weighted in subsequent analyses by their impact on pedestrian 

movements. Obstacles can also be classified into groups in order to weight the 

various negative impacts associated with each type of impediment.  

2.3.2 Network kernel density estimations 

The inputs required for the NKDE are the pavement network and the overlapped 

point events for the pedestrian obstacles created in the previous section. The NKDE 

is done separately for the various groups of obstacles considered in the study and for 

each scenario. 

The final value of the NKDE in a point of the network x is obtained as the sum of the 

different densities of the individual kernels for each point event (Equation 1). Thus, 

the densities of overlapped points will be summed up, and the obstacles with more 

pedestrian crossings will show higher densities. As well, densities from close 

obstacles will be summed up. The density distance decay effect of the obstacles 

impacts is controlled by the bandwidth and the selected kernel function (an extended 

explanation of NKDE functions and the factors controlling the results could be 

consulted in appendix 2). Figure 2 shows an example of a NKDE for three point 

events. As can be observed, if the distance from a point event to the nearest node is 

less than the selected bandwidth, the kernel function for that point event is the same 

as the base kernel function (Okabe et al., 2009). 
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Figure 2. Example of a NKDE performed with the continuous equal-split kernel 

function for three point events (yi). The dashed lines represent the three kernel 

estimations calculated individually.  

 

𝑁𝐾𝐷𝐸 (𝑥)𝑖  = ∑  𝐾𝑦𝑖(𝑥)
n
𝑖=1                                                                                                           (1) 

 

Where Kyi(x) is the different network kernel functions for each point event and 

NKDE(x)i is the value of the NKDE at a point x. 

After selecting the bandwidth, the arc subdivision for the analysis, and the network 

kernel function the result is one vector map for each of the different groups of 

obstacles showing the NKDE in the pavement network.  

In order to obtain the total importance of obstacles across the city for each scenario, 

the n NKDE maps for the n groups of obstacles are summarised in an aggregated 

network kernel density (ANKD) map. Each NKDE map must be weighted to take into 

account the different negative factors associated with each type of obstacle. This can 

be done by using a dimensionless coefficient for each NKDE obstacle map. The 

coefficients to be applied for each group of obstacles could be obtained or from the 

pedestrian impedances of the obstacles or from previous studies auditing the 

negative factors associated with each obstacle. The density values of the ANKD map 

obtained from the NKDE obstacle maps are calculated using Equation 2: 
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𝐴𝑁𝐾𝐷𝑖  = ∑ 𝑐𝑗 ∗ 𝑁𝐾𝐷𝐸𝑖𝑗
n
𝑗=1        (2) 

Where ANKDi is the aggregated map for each scenario i; NKDEi,j is the network kernel 

density map resulting for each type of obstacle j; and cj is the dimensionless weighting 

coefficient (0-1) for each type of obstacle j. 

For each scenario, the ANKD maps will highlight the parts of the city in which the 

presence of obstacles has a greater impact on pedestrian movements.   

2.4 Effect of urban configurations 

Finally, the routes and maps obtained in the previous sections can be used to evaluate 

the effects of implementing a new urban configuration on pedestrian movements and 

walkability. First, the global effects of the new urban configuration on pedestrian 

routes, travel times and patterns are measured along the whole network. Secondly, 

maps of obstacle density are obtained to gain insights of the impacts that the new 

urban configuration has at the local scale. 

2.4.1 Assessment of the pedestrian routes travel times and patterns 

As mentioned in the introduction, travel time is one of the main factors influencing 

the choice of walking. It is therefore crucial to assess the differences in pedestrian 

travel times in a new urban configuration. The travel times in the different scenarios 

are assessed by the average times of the minimum-cost routes and their relative 

percentages are compared. 

The other main factor influencing pedestrian mobility is the built environment. In 

general, city areas with better walkability will support higher rates of pedestrian 

routes. In order to identify these parts, the number of routes crossing each edge of 

the pavement network is computed and displayed on route pattern maps.  

The conjunction of route pattern maps and classification according to trip purpose 

could provide additional valuable information for city planning.  

2.4.2 Differences in the distribution of obstacle impacts  

Finally, an obstacle density difference (ODD) map is calculated by subtracting the two 

ANKD maps obtained for each scenario i (Equation 3).  

ODD = ANKDα - ANKDβ                                                                                                          (3) 
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Where ODD is the obstacle density difference; and ANKDα and ANKDβ are the ANKD 

maps for the initial (α) and new urban configurations (β). 

The ODD map allows scenarios to be compared in order to identify the city areas that 

show greater improvements or reductions in terms of obstacle impacts with the new 

distribution. It completes and complements at a local scale the overall assessment 

made with travel times and patterns. This map aims at detecting priority areas for 

action, where the implementation of the new urban configuration might offer the 

most benefit for pedestrian movements. 

3. Application to the case study 

This section describes the application of the procedure described in the previous 

section to evaluate the effects on pedestrian mobility of the superblocks urban 

configuration in Vitoria-Gasteiz.  

3.1 Study area 

Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city of 244,000 inhabitants located in Alava province in northern 

Spain. It is a compact city with a gentle orography and highly suited to the use of 

active transport modes. Walking and cycling in Vitoria-Gasteiz have grown constantly 

over the past years as shown by the latest mobility surveys (Transyt, 2014). These 

changes can be attributed to the 2007 Mobility and Public Space Plan (Vitoria-Gasteiz 

City Council, 2007), which included the pedestrianization of certain streets in the city 

centre and the gradual implementation of the superblocks urban configuration all 

over the city.  

Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the Basque Region. It has evolved from an intensive 

industrial economic model towards a more balanced model in which the services 

sector has emerged. The services sector inside the city is geared towards local retail 

activities accessible by active modes of transport. The main commercial areas are 

located in the city centre, but there are also commercial zones in some of the 

peripheral residential neighborhoods. The principal commuter attractors are the 

outer industrial zones, which are commonly accessed by car or public transport, and 

the areas around the city centre (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2011). Figure 3 shows 

a map of the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz with the distribution of the superblocks and the 

location of the main commercial and industrial areas around the city. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the superblocks and the industrial and commercial areas 

(CAs) in the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz. 

3.2 Definition of the scenarios 

This case study examines the impact on pedestrian movements of pedestrian 

crossings and traffic lights for pedestrians, which are two types of pedestrian 

obstacles removed with the implementation of the superblocks. In consequence, two 

scenarios are considered in this study: scenario α representing the city as it was prior 

to the implementation of the superblocks (before scenario), and scenario β where the 

pedestrian obstacles (pedestrian crossings and traffic lights) have been removed 

from the inner part of the superblocks (after scenario).  

Pedestrian crossings and traffic lights differ in terms of time impedance. For this 

study, time impedances (average waiting times) are taken from those obtained by 

Ortega et al. (2014), and are 0.1 min for pedestrian crossings and 0.7 min for 

pedestrian crossings regulated with traffic lights. 

3.3 Pedestrian routes 

Two street network datasets were created for the two scenarios considered (scenario 

α and scenario β) based on the same Open Street Map (OSM contributors, 2017) GIS 

dataset. The pavement network consists of 17,979 links and 12,323 nodes, with a 

total length of 872 km. The street network created for scenario α contains a total of 
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2,128 obstacles (1,472 pedestrian crossings and 656 traffic lights). The 

implementation of scenario β affects 75% of the streets in the network. These streets 

become the inner part of the superblocks in which the obstacles have been removed. 

The street network for scenario β contains 1,227 fewer obstacles due to the 

implementation of superblocks in the city (over 50% of the obstacles have been 

removed), resulting in a total of 901 obstacles (472 pedestrian crossings and 429 

traffic lights).  

Origins and destinations for pedestrian trips were extracted from the 2014 Municipal 

Household Travel Survey (MHTS), which used stratified random sampling methods 

to study the population’s trips in a typical workday, and contains about 10,000 trips 

by a total sample of 4,192 individuals. Walking trips (54% of the total) were selected 

for this study, and classified according to trip purpose into leisure (1,342), shopping 

(1,006), and commuting (1,530) trips. The same set of pedestrian trips was used for 

both scenarios. 

In this study, the ArcGIS 10.2 closest facility tool from the Network Analyst extension 

(ESRI, 2017) is used to obtain the minimum cost routes in terms of travel time 

between the origins and destinations. A single travel speed of 4 km/h (1.1 m/s) was 

considered for the analyses in order to simplify the calculations. This travel speed is 

consistent with the values in the literature (Gates et al., 2006; Tobler, 1993).  

3.4 Obstacle impact distribution  

According to the procedure, the first step in the evaluation of the obstacle impact 

distribution is to calculate the number of pedestrian routes that cross each obstacle 

in each scenario, for traffic lights and pedestrian crossings respectively, considering 

the total number of routes (3,878 routes).  

Points representing the obstacles were overlapped according to the number of times 

each obstacle was crossed by a pedestrian route. The final results were four GIS 

datasets containing as many points as routes cross the obstacle for each set of 

obstacle coordinates. Table 1 shows the total number of times each group of obstacles 

is crossed by the pedestrian routes. 
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Table 1. Total number of obstacles crossings. 

Number  

of events 

scenario 

α 

scenario β 

Pedestrian 

crossings 

17,812 4,753 

Traffic lights 19,502 14,237 

Total 37,314 19,990 

 

Once the GIS datasets with the overlapped point events are available, the NKDE maps 

can be calculated for each one and used together with the pavement network as the 

inputs for the SANET 4.1 GIS plug-in tool (SANET. A Spatial Analysis along Networks). 

Taking into account the increase in computational requirements with higher 

bandwidths, the lower 100 m limit of the suggested bandwidth range (Section 2.3.2) 

was selected for this study. However, this 100 m bandwidth was considered large 

enough to reflect the local effects of pedestrian obstacles. A 20 m arc network 

subdivision was selected to ensure an adequate resolution of the results, according 

to the scale of the work. The results are two NKDE maps for each scenario, one 

showing the importance of the pedestrian crossings and other the importance of 

traffic lights for pedestrians. The four NKDE maps are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. NKDE maps for scenario α: (a) pedestrian crossings; (b) traffic lights and 

for scenario β: (c) pedestrian crossings; (d) traffic lights. 

Equation 2 is computed to obtain the total influence of obstacles for each scenario 

(ANKDi) (see Figure 5). The coefficient ci used for weighting the different impedance 

effects of each type of obstacles is 0.14 for pedestrian crossings and 0.86 for traffic 

lights. These values are taken from the impedance relation between the pedestrian 

corridors and the traffic lights (0.1 min impedance for pedestrian crossings and 0.7 

for traffic lights).  
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Figure 5. ANKD maps for scenario α and scenario β (note that both maps have the 

same density scale). 

The ANKD maps shown in Figure 5 highlight the city areas with highest obstacle 

impacts. For both scenarios the ANKD maps indicate the highest densities to be in the 

city centre, although scenario β has fewer areas affected by pedestrian obstacles. 

However, there are still some hotspots with the new urban configuration where there 

is room for improvement. 

3.5 Effect of superblock implementation 

In this section, the differences in pedestrian travel times, route patterns and the 

impacts of the distribution of pedestrian obstacles are used to evaluate the possible 

effects on pedestrian movements of implementing the superblocks configuration in 

Vitoria-Gasteiz. 

3.5.1 Assessment of the pedestrian routes travel times and patterns 

Table 2 shows the relative percentage difference between the average travel times in 

the scenarios and the average travel time declared in the MHTS. The results reveal 

significant differences in average travel times among the different types of trips, from 

an average of 13 min for shopping routes to approximately 20 min for commuting 

trips. However, the relative differences between scenario α and scenario β for the 

different types of trips are in the range of 4-5%. For shopping and leisure trips, the 

average declared times are higher than the average calculated travel times, while for 

the commuting trips the declared average time is considerably lower. 
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Table 2. Average travel times in the two scenarios 

 Actual Network 

(scenario α) 

Superblocks 

Network (scenario 

β) 

Declared Time 

Commuting (1,342 routes)    

Average travel time (min) 19.85 19.08 16.57 

Difference with scenario α (%)   -3.89  

Shopping (1,530 routes)    

Average travel time (min) 12.71 12.08 13.63 

Difference with scenario α (%)   -4.95 - 

Leisure (1,006 routes)    

Average travel time (min) 15.93 15.29 17.12 

Difference with scenario α (%)   -4.03 - 

A set of maps was obtained to facilitate the evaluation of pedestrian route patterns. 

The analysis was performed in each scenario for each group of routes corresponding 

to the trip purposes in the MHTS (commuting, shopping, and leisure). The number of 

routes crossing each edge of the pavement network was computed by means of a 

spatial location analysis. The results were shown on the route pattern maps in Figure 

6. The pattern maps show the different patterns between the three groups. For the 

commuting routes group, the edges with higher intensity are more concentrated 

towards the whole city centre area, while in the shopping trips group the pattern 

shows higher intensities values towards the commercial zones in the eastern and 

southern parts of the city centre. The pattern of the third group of trips (leisure trips) 

is more dispersed all over the city, with higher intensities in residential zones. In 

terms of differences between scenarios, local changes can be observed in the route 

patterns for each group of trips. In general, the three groups show a more dispersed 

pattern with lower maximum intensities in the main streets on the perimeter of the 

superblocks.
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Figure 6. Route patterns for the three trip groups (from left to right: commuting, shopping and leisure trips) and the two urban 

configurations (scenario α and scenario β)
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3.5.2 Differences in obstacle impact distribution  

Finally, in order to evaluate the density changes among the two scenarios the ODD 

map is obtained using Equation 3. The effects of the superblock urban configuration 

on the obstacle impacts are shown in Figure 7. It can be observed that some parts of 

the city undergo improvements in pedestrian mobility due to the reduction in 

obstacles (green and dark blue), while other parts suffer a reduction (reddish tones). 

The main improvements occur in the inner part of the superblocks, especially on the 

southern limits of commercial areas in the city centre, which showed the highest 

effects of the reduction. Decreases are also concentrated in the perimeters of the 

superblocks in these commercial areas, where some intersections show high impacts 

with the implementation of the superblocks. In contrast, residential zones change 

very little in the new urban configuration, and the obstacle densities show neither 

significant improvements nor reductions. 

 

Figure 7. ODD map. 
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4. Discussion 

This study combines network analysis with NKDE to evaluate the impact of obstacles 

on pedestrian movements and walkability across the city and the changes with the 

implementation of a new urban configuration.  

Focusing in the evaluation of the obstacles impacts, for both scenarios the resulting 

NKDE maps show clearly differentiated patterns for the two different groups of 

obstacles (Figure 6). The influence of pedestrian crossings on pedestrian mobility is 

uniformly distributed across the city. The influence of traffic lights is more 

concentrated in the city centre where the regulation of motorized traffic relies on this 

type of signposting. As expected, the density estimation for the pedestrian crossings 

changes drastically with the implementation of superblocks (scenario β). The density 

estimation for traffic lights in scenario β shows a similar pattern to scenario α, with 

only local changes. This is because most of the traffic lights are on the streets on the 

perimeter of the superblocks. The two ANKD maps independently could give valuable 

information to identify hotspots where pedestrians find greater impedances for their 

pedestrian trips. These may be candidate areas for investment to improve micro-

level walkability conditions.  

In the evaluation of the Superblocks implementation, commuting, shopping, and 

leisure trips were analysed separately. Differences emerged in both average travel 

times and path patterns across the city. The results of the assessment of pedestrian 

routes suggest that the implementation of superblocks reduces pedestrian travel 

times by approximately 4-5% (Table 2). As expected, pedestrians move more freely 

across the city when it is structured in superblocks. However, this reduction in travel 

times is lower than the results obtained in previous studies in Vitoria. In particular, 

assigning only 1.5% of the urban road network to pedestrian corridors (implying the 

removal of 10% of pedestrian crossings and traffic lights) can reduce average travel 

times by approx. 6-7% (Delso et al., 2017). This is a notably higher reduction in 

average travel times, considering that pedestrian corridors involve a much lower 

removal of pedestrian obstacles and less effect on the network than in the case of 

superblocks (the implementation of superblocks alters 75% of the network, and over 

50% of the obstacles are removed). These results are explained by the fact that many 

of the pedestrian corridors designated by Delso et al. (2017) are also streets 

conforming the perimeter of the superblocks in Vitoria, which support high rates of 

optimal pedestrian routes. This indicates that at least in terms of travel times, 

obstacle-free linear urban configurations such as pedestrian corridors could be more 

efficient than superblocks. However, the idea of the superblocks model focuses more 
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on enhancing the quality of public urban spaces than on improving pedestrian travel 

times. The results of this study, coupled with the results of Delso et al. (2017) suggest 

that a combination of both approaches (pedestrian corridors and superblocks) may 

be a solution to maximising pedestrian mobility in cities. 

Declared travel times are higher in comparison with the calculated travel times for 

shopping and leisure routes. This is because pedestrians on this type of trip are less 

concerned with taking the minimum distance/time route (Seneviratne and Morral, 

1985), and because these trips may include stops. In contrast, commuting routes 

show lower declared times than the calculated average travel times, which could be 

explained by the single travel speed considered for this study, which does not 

differentiate population groups (age, gender...). The travel speed of 1.1 m/s may 

therefore underestimate the travel speed of commuters. 

The maps shown in Figure 5 have been proven to be a valuable technique to study 

pedestrian route patterns. The different types of trips revealed differentiated 

patterns, especially for shopping routes. However, only minor local changes were 

observed in the comparison between scenarios. These changes only occur in parts of 

the city in which the removal of barriers, with the implementation of scenario β, 

changes the path of the optimal routes. The lowest intensities are observed in most 

of the superblock perimeter streets, which implies a potential shift of pedestrian 

routes towards the inner streets of the superblocks. As discussed by Arranz-López et 

al. (2017), non-motorized modes could have important implications for retail 

activity, so these changes could impact the retail operations located in the perimeter 

and inner streets of the superblocks. 

The ODD map (Figure 7) shows that the greatest improvements in pedestrian 

mobility due to the reduction of obstacles occur in areas of the city centre or in streets 

linking important residential areas to the centre. These improvements are 

distributed all over the city, and the highest values are concentrated in the 

intersections regulated by traffic lights before the implementation of the superblocks. 

The superblocks model in Vitoria-Gasteiz is in intended to be rolled out in gradual 

phases. The ODD could be used in the design of these phases to prioritise the 

implementation of superblocks in the areas that show greater improvements in 

pedestrian mobility. Some of the superblocks in the city centre reveal broad areas for 

improvement (1, 6, 15 and 16), and are suitable candidates for the first phase of 

implementation. Contrary to expectations, reductions in pedestrian mobility are 

observed in some areas of the city, namely on the perimeter of superblocks, where 

barriers remain after their implementation. This can be explained by the high density 
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of pedestrian routes traversing these areas in scenario β. The ODD analysis 

complements the global assessment made using pedestrian travel times and route 

patterns in scenario α and scenario β. However, when assessing the overall quality of 

more than one new urban configuration proposal, a global measure could be used to 

compare them. New measures, derived from the ODD map could be obtained as an 

aggregation of the barrier density values. For example, the density values from all the 

street junctions could be added resulting in one final value representing the obstacle 

impact for each urban configuration. 

The proposed procedure is intended to offer an objective evaluation method that 

reflects the impact of obstacles. However, the procedure has a number of limitations 

and constraints that could be addressed in further research. First, there may be 

differences between the calculated minimum-cost routes and the actual routes taken 

by individuals. Although pedestrians tend to minimise travel time (Guy, 1987; 

Seneviratne and Morrall, 1985), the built environment could also influence their 

route choices (Borst et al., 2009; Guo and Loo, 2013). This study does not take this 

factor into account. It is therefore recommended in further research to include 

pedestrian routes obtained from mobility surveys incorporating GPS tracking. These 

GPS routes can substitute the minimum-cost routes in the procedure, at least in the 

evaluation of the current city scenario (scenario α). Another possibility is to use 

network analysis methods that take into account built environment factors that 

influence pedestrian mobility (Nourian et al., 2015). Second, in the final evaluation 

the procedure could be underestimating the positive effect of the removal of 

obstacles on mode choice in certain areas of the city. The proposed procedure only 

weights obstacles by the number of times they were crossed by the minimum-cost 

routes and does not take into account the possible effect of the obstacles on 

discouraging pedestrian trips. Thus only areas with the highest obstacle impacts are 

identified as priority areas for action. Certain areas where low pedestrian mobility 

may be due to the presence of obstacles will therefore remain ‘unwalkable’ after 

applying the procedure. This may be overcome by complementing the procedure 

with other methodologies and walkability indicators that identify these areas. Finally, 

the available implementation for the equal-split continuous NKDE function (SANET. 

A Spatial Analysis along Networks (Ver.4.1)) does not allow the procedure to be 

completely automated.  

We focused on evaluating the importance of two types of obstacles on pedestrian 

mobility (pedestrian crossings and traffic lights); these are the obstacles most 

commonly evaluated in pedestrian mobility studies (Hine, 1993). Other types of 

obstacles may be studied in further research. The proposed methodology could be 
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adapted to evaluate the impact of other obstacles —such as steps, unpaved streets or 

other relevant features of the built environment (Broach and Dill, 2015; Southworth, 

2005)— on different population groups. Other possible future improvements to the 

procedure include the possibility of evaluating the impact of linear pedestrian 

obstacles and barriers such as railway lines, fencing and rivers. This could be done by 

incorporating linear NKDE algorithms such as the one developed by Tang et al. 

(2015) into the procedure. 

It has been demonstrated that pedestrian obstacles can have important implications 

on the choice of walking as a travel mode (Guo and Loo, 2013; Muraleetharan et al., 

2005; Noland, 1996). The limited availability of information is one of the main issues 

when studying non-motorized modes (Arranz-López et al., 2017; Southworth, 2005), 

unlike in the case of motorized modes (including GPS routes, traffic counts…). As 

stated above, further research will include pedestrian routes obtained from mobility 

surveys incorporating GPS tracking, substituting the minimum cost routes obtained 

in the first stage of this study. The integration of GPS routes in the methodology opens 

up a new range of possibilities for analysing pedestrian preferences regarding the 

built environment, an approach taken in previous studies developing route choice 

models from GPS routes to study the route preferences of cyclists (Broach et al., 2012; 

Hood et al., 2013; Zimmerman et al., 2017) and pedestrians (Broach and Dill, 2015).  

5. Conclusions 

In this article we have demonstrated the possibility of evaluating the impact of 

pedestrian obstacles with a combination of network analysis and network kernel 

density estimations. This methodology could be useful for urban and transport 

planners to analyse both pedestrian mobility patterns and the importance of 

pedestrian barriers in cities. 

The procedure was useful for evaluating the effects of superblocks on pedestrian 

mobility and walkability in the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, in terms of travel time savings, 

mobility patterns, and pedestrian improvements due to the reduction of obstacles 

(traffic lights and pedestrian crossings). 

While we have generally succeeded in building on the two research questions 

introduced in section 1, this study still has some limitations that will be addressed in 

further research. The first is that only pedestrian crossings and traffic lights were 

considered as obstacles in this study; and the second, that the method does not 

integrate other walkability indices nor differentiate among population groups. Third, 
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this study uses the same set of pedestrian trips to calculate minimum cost routes for 

both scenarios based on a GIS algorithm, which allowed us to compare the difference 

in the walking experience between urban configurations. GPS surveys could be used 

as revealed preferences to study pedestrian mobility under different scenarios. 
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Appendix 1: Methodological outline of the procedure. 

Once the minimum-cost routes are calculated, the procedure shown in Figure A1 is 

followed. The dashed line represents the part of the procedure that could be 

automatized. Boxes represent ArcGIS tools while the resulting layers are represented 

inside ellipses. 

 

Figure A1. Outline of the GIS procedure. 

(1) The python tool with which to overlap the points of the obstacles crossing is 

posted in Github (url) 
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Appendix 2 

In this study we obtained the NKDE maps using the SANET GIS plug-in toolkit which 

includes a tool to carry out NKDE. Details of the computational implementation can 

be consulted in Okabe and Sugihara (2012). The continuous equal-split kernel 

function (Equation 1) (Okabe et al., 2009) was ultimately adopted for this study. The 

results of this tool represent the density of the input points per linear unit. This 

function has higher computational requirements than discontinuous equal-split 

kernel functions (Okabe et al, 2009), but the computational times are affordable due 

to the low bandwidths required for this study. The inputs required by this tool are 

the network and the points events to be analysed. After selecting the bandwidth and 

the arc subdivision for the analysis, the result is a vector map showing the NKDE in 

the streets in the network. 

 

𝐾𝑦(𝑥) =

{
 

 
𝑘(𝑥)𝑓𝑜𝑟 − ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 2𝑑 − ℎ,

𝑘(𝑥) − (
𝑛−2

𝑛
) 𝑘(2𝑑 − 𝑥)𝑓𝑜𝑟 2𝑑 − ℎ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

(
2

𝑛
) 𝑘(𝑥)𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ℎ

     (1) 

 

where Ky(x) is the network kernel function; k(x) is the base kernel function; y is the 

kernel centre; x is one point located on the network; h is the selected bandwidth; and 

d is the distance between point x and the kernel centre y. 

Figure A2 shows an example of the implementation of the continuous equal-split 

kernel function in a network intersection. 
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Figure A2. Equal-split continuous kernel density function centred on y (derived from 

Okabe and 

Factors affecting NKDE results: 

According to Xie and Yan (2008), there are three main factors affecting the results of 

an NKDE: (i) the bandwidth; (ii) the network subdivision length and; (iii) the selected 

kernel function. 

(i) In NKDE, the bandwidth is the factor with the greatest influence on the results (Xie 

and Yan, 2008) as it controls the smoothness of the final spatial pattern. If the selected 

bandwidth is too large it may be difficult to differentiate high-density locations, while 

if it is too small the density pattern may reflect only local effects. Common bandwidth 

values used in the literature for urban and pedestrian studies are between 100-300 

metres (Porta et al., 2009).  

(ii) The second factor controlling the results is the length of the subdivision of the 

urban network arcs. As in the case of the planar kernel raster cells, the greater the 

subdivision of the arcs, the lower the precision of the output. Values for the arc 

subdivision of up to 100 metres have been tested in previous studies, although lower 

values of 10-40 metres have been suggested as optimal (Xie and Yan, 2008). 

(iii) Different base functions can be chosen for kernel estimations, such as Gaussian, 

quartic, conic, negative exponential or Epanechnikov functions (O’Sullivan and 

Unwin, 2002). However, as with PKDE, it has been reported in NKDE studies that the 

selection of the kernel base function has little effect on final density patterns, and only 

affects the final density values (Bíl et al., 2013; Xie and Yan, 2008). 
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4.4 Study IV: Integrating pedestrian-habitat models and 

network kernel density estimations to measure street 

pedestrian suitability 

This chapter reproduces the scientific article published in: 

Delso, J., Martín, B., Ortega, E., & Van De Weghe, N. (2019). Integrating pedestrian-

habitat models and network kernel density estimations to measure street pedestrian 

suitability. Sustainable Cities and Society, 51, 101736. 

Abstract 

Pedestrian-oriented urban designs are sustainable from a mobility perspective, and 

could therefore be used to improve urban environments. This study proposes an 

analogy between the ecological idea of habitat and the pedestrian urban environment 

and introduces the concept of “pedestrian habitat quality”. We present a 

methodology based on this concept to measure pedestrian habitat suitability in an 

urban street network, combining network kernel density estimations with a habitat 

suitability model. The dimensions of proximity and walkability connectivity are first 

incorporated in the methodology through network kernel density estimations, and 

the micro physical environmental factors relevant for pedestrians are considered 

using a pedestrian habitat quality model. The final outcome of the methodology is an 

identification of priority streets for action in order to improve pedestrian mobility. 

The methodology was applied to Vitoria-Gasteiz, a medium-sized city in northern 

Spain. Our results for Vitoria-Gasteiz show that the streets with a greater potential 

for improvement are situated in the surroundings of the city centre and in industrial 

edges that serve as a link to residential zones. It has been demonstrated that the 

methodology could be a useful tool for urban and transport planners to identify 

priority streets on which to focus efforts for improving urban environments. 

Keywords Pedestrian mobility; network KDE; Built environment; sustainable 

transport; walking 
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1. Introduction 

As early as 1988, the European Charter of Pedestrians’ Rights stated that pedestrians 

have the right to a healthy environment that is not tailored to motorized mobility 

(European Parliament, 2018). It has been demonstrated that the promotion of 

pedestrian mobility could reduce motorized mobility and its negative effects while 

improving public health and socialization in urban environments (Joh et al., 2015). 

However, in the last century, urban environments were gradually transformed to 

meet the needs of motorized mobility. These motor-oriented urban designs affect 

pedestrian mobility by deteriorating and diminishing urban areas intended for 

pedestrians and increasing the obstacles to walking in the city. Motor-oriented urban 

designs have led to a reduction in urban density, changes in land-use distribution, 

degradation of public spaces and a decrease in pedestrian connectivity (García-

Palomares, 2010). These processes have been grouped in the literature under the 

terms “urban fragmentation” and “urban sprawl”. To increase the share of walking 

for transport and recreation in a city, urban fragmentation patterns produced by 

motor-oriented urban designs must be changed. Urban environments could be 

improved by implementing pedestrian-friendly urban designs, such as extensive 

public areas intended to provide a healthy environment to socialize, play, walk, and 

ultimately live in the city (Gehl and Gemzoe, 2003; Giles-Corti et al., 2005; Scoppa et 

al., 2018). 

Some authors have pointed out similarities between the urban fragmentation caused 

by motor-oriented city configurations and the process of habitat fragmentation 

usually deriving directly from human activity, which is studied under the discipline 

of landscape ecology (Rotem-Mindali, 2012; Ortega et al., 2014; Fan and Myint, 2014).  

Habitat fragmentation can be defined as a process of disaggregating the landscape 

into habitat patches with an overall habitat loss. Facilitating the correct dispersal of 

individuals among habitat patches is critical to maintaining ecological processes 

(Fahrig, 2003; Rudnick et al., 2012). This is why habitat connectivity has become a 

fundamental concept in conservation planning efforts (Heller and Zabaleta, 2009; 

Correa-Ayram, 2015). There are two main components considered under the concept 

of habitat connectivity. One component refers to structural connectivity, which 

considers both the distance between occupied habitat patches and the physical 

characteristics of the landscape between them (Doerr et al., 2011; Correa Ayram et 

al., 2015). The other dimension of habitat connectivity, known as functional 

connectivity, considers the potential for the dispersal of species across the landscape, 

and integrates structural connectivity and the dynamics of specific populations 
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(Doerr et al., 2011; Correa Ayram et al., 2015). Several efforts have been made in the 

field of ecology to develop spatial landscape metrics to quantify habitat connectivity 

(Riitters, 2009; McGarigal et al., 2012). These metrics –based on the shape and 

configuration of the patches that conform the landscape– have been used successfully 

to characterize urban environments (Pham et al., 2011; Fan and Myint, 2014; Soria-

Lara et al., 2016).  

Other authors have developed methods that use habitat suitability –the carrying 

capacity of the environment to support a particular species (Kellner et al., 1992)– and 

resistance surfaces to model habitat connectivity, and to improve this connectivity by 

proposing the creation of wildlife corridors. Some of these methodologies apply 

resistance surfaces to obtain the least-cost path between points (Adriaensen et al., 

2003). Compton et al. (2007) derived a connectivity model based on the combination 

of a kernel density estimator (KDE) and the calculation of least-cost paths. KDE has 

been widely used in ecology to study animals’ home range. Home-range studies use 

recorded animal location points as input data, and the KDE produces continuous 

surfaces representing a probability distribution of an animal’s habitat use (Laver and 

Kelly, 2010). Another argument that supports that some similar tools in certain 

landscape ecology studies use similar tools as urban studies, is that KDE has also been 

widely applied to analyse spatial accidents and crime patterns, or the presence of 

retail stores in urban areas (McLafferty et al., 2000; Gerber, 2014). However, 

traditional KDE has been reported as inadequate in both ecological and urban studies, 

since this estimator may include non-usable areas in the resulting surface, while 

other reports point to its bias in situations where the original data is constrained by 

a network (Row and Blouin-Demers, 2006; Okabe et al., 2009). To overcome these 

limitations, efforts have been made in the last decade to develop network kernel 

density estimators (NKDE) (Xie and Yan, 2008; Okabe et al., 2009).  

We believe that the concept of habitat suitability commonly used in ecological studies 

can be applied to pedestrians in an urban environment. The aim of this work is to 

develop a methodology to measure the pedestrian suitability of streets in an urban 

street network based on habitat models and NKDE. We address two research 

questions: how can we measure a street’s pedestrian suitability? And how can the 

efforts to improve streets for pedestrians be prioritized? Specifically, we will use as a 

basis the methodologies originally developed to improve habitat connectivity by 

proposing the creation of wildlife corridors (Adriaesen et al., 2003; Compton et al., 

2007; McRae et al., 2008; Beier et al., 2008). The first step in these methodologies is 

to identify a set of potential linkages between habitat patches. However, as resources 

are limited, some of these linkages must be prioritized for conservation (Beier et al., 
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2008). In order to optimize the available resources, a subset of potential wildlife 

corridors must be proposed to focus conservation efforts. Beier et al. (2008) note that 

“a linkage design is not just about getting animals across the road” (p. 10), and argue 

that creating a perfect isolated linkage will not work without mitigating major 

barriers in adjacent areas. Policy-makers in urban environments are subject to the 

same issues of limited resources. This study proposes to identify the pedestrian 

corridors in the city that could be improved in order to create a network of streets 

which potentially prioritizes pedestrian mobility and thus facilitates pedestrian 

connectivity. It is important to note that the aim of the methodology is not to propose 

the establishment of isolated pedestrian streets, but the creation of a network that 

could improve the urban environment and pedestrian connectivity by identifying and 

prioritizing the streets that are most suitable for establishing an improved network 

of pedestrian corridors.  

After this introduction, Section 2 presents the concept of street suitability. Section 3 

describes the resistant kernel methodology, while Section 4 presents the application 

of the methodology to the case study of Vitoria-Gasteiz. The paper closes with a 

discussion of the results, recommendations for further studies and conclusions. 

2. Street pedestrian suitability 

As mentioned above, the concept of habitat suitability commonly used in ecological 

studies is applied to pedestrians in an urban environment. The first step when 

designing wildlife corridors is to model the habitat for the focal species (Beier et al., 

2008). Habitat models assess the quality of each part of the study area based on a 

series of factors potentially affecting the focal species, and are then used in further 

steps as the cost layer for corridor calculations. When these concepts are transposed 

to an urban environment, the cost layers are formed by the factors affecting 

pedestrian mobility, and can be divided into three main groups: physical 

environmental factors in the built environment (Christiansen et al., 2016); individual 

factors such as socioeconomic and demographic factors (Lehto et al., 2013) as well as 

personal preferences and perceptions (Seneviratne and Morral, 1985); and finally 

social environmental factors related to behaviours in the individual’s social 

environment (Shimura et al., 2014). This study focuses on the physical environmental 

factors that could influence pedestrians in an urban environment. 

The concept of walkability has been introduced in the literature on transport, urban 

planning and physical activity to study the effects of the built environment on walking 

share. Typically, walkability indices are based on two dimensions: proximity and 
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connectivity (Saelens et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 2007). The proximity macro dimension 

considers that denser urban areas with a mixture of land uses have shorter distances 

between destinations, thereby facilitating higher walking rates (Saelens et al., 2003; 

Maleki and Zain., 2011). Associated to the land use mix, some studies also consider 

the retail area ratio (Leslie et al., 2007; Habibian and Hosseinzadeh, 2018). The 

connectivity aspect concerns the street network and the facility it offers for travel. 

Pedestrian connectivity is affected both by the macro physical configuration of the 

street network and by micro physical environmental factors which also play an 

important role in the path continuity and hence in the movement of pedestrians. 

Street networks with higher intersection densities and no major physical obstacles 

have more potential routes and shorter travel times (Saelens et al., 2003; Leslie et al., 

2007). When analysing the actual pedestrian travel routes in walkability research, it 

is frequently assumed that pedestrians always choose their route to minimize either 

geographical distance or travel time (Guy, 1987; Borgers and Timmermans, 2005). 

However, several studies have shown that distance and travel time are not the only 

factors influencing pedestrian choices (Seneviratne and Morrall, 1985; Borst et al., 

2009). The studies that analyse the micro physical environmental factors affecting 

pedestrian mobility can be divided into two main avenues of research: those that 

focus on health and physical activity (Saelens et al., 2003; VanCauwenberg et al., 

2011), and those that focus on transportation (Agrawal et al., 2008; Borst et al., 2009; 

Talavera-Garcia et al., 2015). The studies that use direct methods to analyse these 

factors also apply two types of approach (qualitative and quantitative), which are also 

sometimes used in combination. Some qualitative studies have involved focus groups 

to identify the main physical environmental factors affecting pedestrians in the built 

environment (Ferrer and Ruiz, 2017), while other techniques include semi-

structured interviews (Ewing et al., 2009) or Delphi methodologies (Pikora, 2003) 

with panels of experts to identify the characteristics of urban environments that most 

affect walking. The quantitative approach consists of surveys to analyse physical 

environmental factors using various different methodologies. Some surveys asked 

about the importance of various pre-determined physical environmental factors 

(Talavera-Garcia, 2015), while others analysed the factors that have most influenced 

the choice of a pedestrian route by means of a combination of scores and open-ended 

questions (Agrawal, 2008) or even binary questions (Kaparias, 2012). Direct 

comparison surveys of factors relevant to pedestrians have also been used, either 

through direct choice with photographs (Bafatakis, 2015) or on a scale (Mateo-

Babiano, 2016). The above-mentioned surveys measure the perceived utility of the 

physical environmental factors based on stated preferences. In order to determine 

the importance of the factors based on real pedestrian decisions route choice models 
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also have been applied. Borst et al. (2009) modelled the route choice in a dataset of 

routes taken by elderly pedestrian to obtain the resistance factors of street edges. 

Foltete et al. (2010) applied an algorithm to identify the deviations from the shortest 

route and a discrete choice model on a set of pedestrian routes collected from a 

telephone survey and digitized on a map. Guo and Loo (2013) used a route choice 

model with routes collected from street-level map surveys. Broach and Dill (2015) 

developed a route choice model from a set of pedestrian routes obtained from GPS 

data. 

Different approaches have been followed to evaluate urban street networks from a 

pedestrian mobility perspective. Most focus on the macro level components of 

walkability with methodologies and indexes that evaluate the proximity dimension 

and the connectivity macro physical configuration of the street network (Hillier and 

Hanson, 1989; Penn, 2003; Dill, 2004; Porta et al., 2009). However, as stated above, 

pedestrian mobility is also influenced by the micro level physical environmental 

factors of the connectivity dimension (Seneviratne and Morral, 1985; Brown et al., 

2007; VanCauwenberg et al., 2011). One of the main novelties of the method 

presented here is the introduction of the concept of street pedestrian suitability as a 

combination of the proximity and connectivity macro physical configuration of the 

street network and the micro physical environmental factors that were identified in 

previous studies as relevant for pedestrians. In this study, the city streets are 

considered as the pedestrians’ “habitat”. The resistant kernel methodology presented 

in the next section is therefore based on a pedestrian habitat quality model that takes 

into account the micro physical environmental factors, and a pedestrian proximity-

connectivity model that considers the two macro level components of walkability. 

The use of these two models also introduces new features in the study of pedestrian 

mobility. One novelty is the use of NKDE in the characterization of the macro 

components of the proximity and connectivity walkability dimensions; and another, 

as far as we know, is the fact that this the first time that a habitat quality model has 

been used in an urban environment to study pedestrian suitability.   

3. Resistant kernel methodology 

The methodology is inspired by the mixed approach proposed by Compton et al. 

(2007) which uses kernel estimators along with resistance modelling based on a 

habitat quality model. The first step in the methodology involves calculating the 

network kernel density estimations (NKDE) of a set of origins and destinations in 

order to incorporate the dimensions of proximity and connectivity. After computing 

the NKDE of the origins and destinations, the pedestrian habitat quality component 
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is introduced in the street network to take into account the micro physical 

environmental factors relevant for pedestrians. The two resulting models are 

combined to obtain the street pedestrian suitability. Finally, based on the results of 

the previous steps, the priority edges are identified where efforts should be focused 

to make significant improvements in pedestrian mobility and implement a coherent 

network of improved streets. 

3.1 Pedestrian proximity-connectivity: macro level 

The first stage of the methodology involves calculating the network kernel density 

estimations (NKDE) from a set of potential origins and destinations, which can be 

obtained from household mobility surveys. The equal split non-continuous algorithm 

(Okabe et al., 2009) is proposed for this study. Since the densities are calculated for 

the whole network, the connectivity dimension of walkability is considered in the 

results of the NKDE. However, the non-continuous algorithm is proposed for this 

study, since it splits the density value at the intersections, as shown in Figure 1. This 

decrease in density represents the obstacles encountered by pedestrians at 

intersections (traffic lights and pedestrian crossings) and the cognitive impedance of 

turns (Nourian et al., 2015; Broach and Dill, 2015). There are three main parameters 

affecting the results of an NKDE algorithm: the bandwidth, the network subdivision 

length – commonly known as a lixel (from the contraction of linear pixel) – and the 

selected kernel function (Xie and Yan, 2008). A bandwidth of one mile (1,609.34 m) 

is proposed for the calculations to consider the proximity dimension of walkability in 

the NKDE, as this has been reported as a walkable distance in several studies 

(Morency et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2017; Delso et al., 2018b). Previous walkability 

studies incorporated a distance decay parameter that takes into account a lower 

percentage of walking trips as the trip distance increases (Giles-Corti et al., 2005; 

Gutierrez et al., 2011); this effect is directly transposed to our study by using a 

Gaussian kernel function in the non-continuous algorithm. The last parameter of 

NKDE is the lixel length, which could affect local density results. Values of 10-40 m 

for the lixel length have been suggested as optimal to ensure no loss of local density 

variations (Xie and Yan, 2008).  
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Figure 1: NKDE with the equal-split non-continuous algorithm at an intersection. 

Two NKDE are performed to determine the origin and destination density. The first 

NKDE uses the households in the city as point events, and the second uses the 

potential city attractors for pedestrians. The two resulting NKDEs can be combined 

in a pedestrian proximity-connectivity map to obtain the total network density and 

show the ideal situation for the street edges in the network. Thus, the edges with 

higher densities are in theory more suitable for supporting pedestrian connectivity 

without taking into account micro physical environmental factors. The next step of 

the methodology incorporates the micro physical environmental factors relevant to 

pedestrians in the calculations. 

3.2 Pedestrian habitat quality model: micro level 

Wildlife corridors are conceived by means of habitat models using relevant factors 

for the focal species, available as GIS layers. These typically include land cover, 

topography, distance to roads and human disturbance (Loro et al., 2016). This study 

considers the streets to be the pedestrians’ habitat, so the factors proposed for 

inclusion in the pedestrian habitat quality model are the main micro physical 

environmental factors relevant to pedestrians, as identified from previous studies. 

The metrics used to model habitat factors may be categorical (e.g. type of street, 

neighborhood) or continuous (e.g. percentage slope, distance from shops or other 

amenities). In this study, we follow the recommendation for modelling wildlife 

corridors and classify the factors as categorical metrics (Beier et al., 2008). Other 

issues to take into account when computing the model are the limitations for 

measuring the factors as GIS layers, and their availability. 

As explained in the previous section, the macro dimensions of proximity and 

connectivity typically considered in walkability studies are already included in the 
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NKDE calculations. However, as stated above, other studies suggest that micro 

physical environmental factors could also have an influence on pedestrian choices 

(Seneviratne and Morral, 1985; Brown et al., 2007; VanCauwenberg et al., 2011), so 

a set of these factors should be considered to create the pedestrian habitat quality 

model. The aim of this part of the methodology is to incorporate this set of micro 

physical environmental factors in the pedestrian habitat quality model, so the edges 

of the street network must be classified based on their micro physical environment 

by categorizing the physical environmental factors according to their characteristics. 

For example, the street slope factor could be categorized in two classes (with a 10% 

slope as a threshold), as suggested by the results of Broach and Dill (2015). The 

specific characteristics of each case study must be considered. Each category is then 

scored according to a fixed end point scale using threshold values that reflect the 

differences in the suitability of each category. In habitat models, a zero value is used 

for a suitability class when the focal species would not use the area due to the 

environmental characteristics of that class, even if the other factors were optimal. 

However, with the exception of highways and private closed streets, this case is 

uncommon when calculating habitat suitability values for pedestrians. Weights could 

also be used to include the relevance of the differential factors.  

Two main approaches have been applied in ecological connectivity models to 

parameterize habitat suitability or resistance surfaces (Zeller et al., 2012): the first 

uses expert opinion to establish the values of the layer showing animal resistance to 

movement or habitat use (Compton et al. 2007; Zimmerman and Breitenmoser, 

2007), while the second applies animal biological data in combination with expert 

opinion to set the parametrization values (Pullinger and Johnson, 2008). We propose 

to adjust the parametrization of the pedestrian habitat quality model using the micro 

physical environmental factors that were identified on pedestrian route choice 

models as being the most relevant for pedestrians (Borst et al., 2009; Broach et al., 

2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Loo 2013) in combination with expert opinion and 

knowledge of the case study area. 

3.3 Pedestrian suitability of streets 

The street network pedestrian habitat quality model is then combined with the 

pedestrian proximity-connectivity map obtained from the NKDE by transforming the 

scale of the streets’ dimensionless pedestrian habitat quality model into a 0-1 

dimensionless scale. Dimensionless coefficients have already been successfully used 

to weight NKDE (Delso et al., 2018a). The dimensionless pedestrian habitat quality 

model can then be multiplied with the street edges of the pedestrian proximity-
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connectivity model to obtain the pedestrian suitability map combining the pedestrian 

factors considered in the NKDE and the micro physical environmental factors in the 

pedestrian habitat quality model. This map therefore represents the actual situation 

of the city streets. 

3.4 Priority streets for action 

The final step of the methodology is to identify the priority streets for action where 

greater efforts should be focused in order to improve overall pedestrian connectivity 

and create a coherent network of suitable pedestrian corridors. This is done by 

subtracting the pedestrian proximity-connectivity map and the pedestrian suitability 

map to obtain a map with edges showing the greatest differences between the 

situations of the ideal and actual city streets. We propose to categorize this map into 

several classes (different classification methods could be explored such as equal 

interval, quantiles, natural breaks, head-tail breaks etc.). Finally, the highest classes 

in the categorization are the street edges where most improvements could be made 

by improving the micro physical environmental factors relevant for pedestrians.  

4 Case study: Vitoria-Gasteiz 

This section presents the results of a case study in which we applied the resistant 

kernel methodology. Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city located in Alava, in the north of Spain. 

The municipality has a total population of 244,000 inhabitants, and its gentle 

orography and climate are eminently suited to the use of active transport modes. 

Household mobility surveys show that pedestrian trips in Vitoria-Gasteiz have risen 

continuously in recent years (Delso et al., 2017). This shift was motivated by the 2007 

Mobility and Public Space Plan (Vitoria-Gasteiz City Council, 2007).  

Previous studies have analysed active mobility in Vitoria Gasteiz from different 

perspectives. Delso et al. (2018b) reported a high potential –up to 40%– for the 

replacement of car trips by active modes. The study on the geographical variations of 

active mobility by Martín and Páez (2019) also found that walking is quite spatially 

concentrated, in particular in the central fabric of the city –characterized by compact 

and mixed uses and high population density–, while its popularity declines markedly 

in the industrial, rural and new urban fabrics. The Vitoria-Gasteiz urban network has 

also been studied from a pedestrian mobility perspective. Delso et al. (2017) 

investigated pedestrian travel times in Vitoria-Gasteiz and assessed the effects of 

implementing barrier-free pedestrian corridors. The macro-level consequences of 

the implementation of a new urban configuration in Vitoria-Gasteiz have also been 
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studied, and some areas have been proposed as priorities for investment in order to 

improve pedestrian mobility in the city (Delso et al., 2018a). However, the 

methodologies presented in these studies consider the negative effects of pedestrian 

obstacles at intersections as the only relevant feature for pedestrian movements. As 

stated in previous sections, in order to create a coherent network of pedestrian-

oriented streets, a broader set of macro and micro level urban design features 

relevant for pedestrians should be considered. The application of the present 

methodology in Vitoria-Gasteiz allows these considerations to be incorporated in the 

identification of priority streets for action. 

The origin and destination datasets for this study were extracted from the 2014 

Household Travel Survey (HTS), which used stratified random sampling (by 

transport zones, age and gender of the individuals) to obtain a representative sample 

of daily trips in a working day. A total of 4,192 people were interviewed and over 

17,000 trips were obtained, of which approximately 54% were on foot.  

As this study is limited to HTS trips that start at the respondents’ home, a subsample 

of 6,789 trips was selected. In order to feed the NKDE, the origins and destinations of 

these trips were geocoded and separated into two different datasets. The origins 

subset was the respondents’ homes. The city attractors considered for the case study 

were the destinations in the subset of HTS trips, which overlaps in the case of 

recurrent destinations. Figure 2 shows a map with the origins and destinations of 

these trips along with the main shopping, residential and industrial areas.  
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Figure 2: Origins and destinations from a subsample of the HTS 

4.1 Pedestrian proximity-connectivity  

The first step of the methodology is to calculate the NKDE with the subsample of trips 

from the HTS using the equal split kernel algorithm available in GRASS GIS (GRASS, 

2017). The parameters chosen for the calculations were one mile (1,609.34 m) as 

bandwidth, a 20-metre length lixel and the Gaussian kernel function. 
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Figure 3: Origins NKDE (respondents’ homes) on the left, and destinations (city 

attractors) on the right. The unit on the NKDE maps is points per linear unit. A  

multiplier of 1,000,000 was used to improve readability. 

The two maps in Figure 3 show the resulting density values of the street network for 

the origins (left) and destinations (right). As expected, higher origin densities are 

found in the high-density residential zones surrounding the city centre. The 

destination map shows higher densities than in the origin map, especially in the 

commercial areas of the city centre and in some specific street edges of industrial 

areas.  

The two density maps were combined to produce the pedestrian proximity-

connectivity map in Figure 4. Since a subsample of HTS trips was used in our case 

study and the two NKDE calculations have the same number of point events, they 

were added directly. The resulting pedestrian proximity-connectivity map of Vitoria-

Gasteiz shown in Figure 4 also has higher densities in the residential areas 

surrounding the city centre. These areas concentrate high density residential areas 

along with destination poles such as commercial streets. The edges with the highest 

densities in this final map are the streets with the greatest potential to support 

overall city pedestrian trips in terms of proximity and connectivity for all the HTS 

households and city attractors.  
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Figure 4: Pedestrian proximity-connectivity map 

4.2 Pedestrian habitat quality model 

The set of factors used in this study was based on the factors that were identified in 

pedestrian route choice models as the most relevant for pedestrians (Borst et al., 

2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Lo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015). Some of these 

factors were not available for our case study (e.g. pavement width). Since the 

objective was to investigate the feasibility of the methodology, it was decided to 

include only those factors for which data was available, without embarking on new 

data collection campaigns. However, all the five factors finally included in the 

pedestrian habitat quality model are among the most relevant for pedestrians and 

have proven effects on pedestrian route choice (Borst et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010; 

Guo and Lo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015).   

The traffic in the street showed negative coefficients in route choice models (Borst et 

al., 2009; Guo and Lo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015), meaning that pedestrians prefer 
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low-traffic (calm) streets for walking. It was considered important to include a fourth 

class in the street classification to represent the edges of industrial streets, which 

typically have a low level of service for pedestrians and a prevalence of blind walls, 

and showed negative coefficients in studies on the influence of this factor (Borst et 

al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010). The next physical environmental factor considered is 

the presence of retail activity in the streets, which influences pedestrian route choice 

and shows positive coefficients in all the pedestrian route choice models reviewed 

(Borst et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Lo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015). Slope 

was only evaluated in the model developed by Broach and Dill (2015), which reveals 

important implications in the model for edges with a slope of over 10%. Open spaces 

such as squares and parks on the edges of the network and the presence of green 

strips and gardens are positive factors for pedestrians, as shown in the route choice 

models (Borst et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Lo, 2013). Although urban 

tree cover was only directly assessed in the model of Borst et al. (2009), it is also 

mentioned as an important factor to be evaluated in further studies (Broach and Dill, 

2015). It was, therefore, decided to differentiate between urban tree cover and 

proximity to open spaces (squares and parks) in the habitat model. Based on the 

route choice models, the authors’ expert opinion and the characteristics of the case 

study area, the following classification of suitability scores and factor weights (Table 

1) was proposed to assign the suitability values and factor weights. 
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Table 1. Score and weights used to create the pedestrian-habitat model 

 

 

Physical environmental 

factors 

Weight Class Suitability 

score 

1 Traffic and street type  0.3 1 Pedestrian (0 veh/h) 100 

   2 Residential (<5000 

veh/h) 

80 

   3 High traffic (>5000 

veh/h) 

60 

   4 Industrial street (blind 

walls) 

20 

2 Shopping street 0.3 1 Main shopping street 100 

   2 Shopping street 75 

   3 Non-shopping street 50 

3 Slope 0.2 1 <10% 100 

   2 >10% 40 

4 Proximity to parks and 

squares  

0.1 1 Yes 100 

   2 No 60 

5 Urban tree cover  

 

0.1 1 Yes 100 

   2 No 60 
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After developing the pedestrian-habitat classification in Table 1, the streets in the 

case study were characterized by different GIS layers. The base layer for the 

pedestrian habitat quality model was the same street network as in the NKDE. The 

number of vehicles used to characterize the street traffic and street type was taken 

from a traffic model provided by the municipality. Industrial streets were classified 

according to the industrial areas shown in Figure 2. Shopping streets were 

characterized with a subset of retail businesses obtained from the Point of Interest 

layer in Open Street Map (OSM) by performing a NKDE (with 100 m bandwidth, 100 

m lixel and a Gaussian function). The output for the retail business density layer was 

classified into three classes that were assigned to the three categories for this factor 

in Table 1. The street edge slope was obtained from a slope surface layer derived from 

a digital elevation model of the city. The resulting street slope layer was reclassified 

in two classes. The urban tree cover and the presence of parks and squares were 

derived from a municipality CAD. Urban tree cover was computed for each 20 m lixel, 

while the streets’ proximity to parks and squares was assessed with a network buffer 

of 50 m from the street edges.  

The relative influence of physical environmental factors for each 20 m lixel was 

combined with a weighted arithmetic mean. The result is a final pedestrian-habitat 

suitability score (0-100) for each lixel which includes the suitability score of all the 

physical environmental factors in Table 1. 

4.3 Street pedestrian suitability map 

The next step was to multiply the pedestrian proximity-connectivity map computed 

by the NKDE in section 4.1 with the pedestrian habitat quality model, after first 

transforming the dimensionless scores into a 0-1 scale. The result is a map with the 

origin and destination densities combined with the physical environmental factors of 

the street network. In the pedestrian suitability map shown in Figure 5, depending 

on the pedestrian-habitat suitability scores, each street edge shows equal (at most) 

or lower densities than the pedestrian proximity-connectivity map. Figure 5 shows 

that considering both macro and micro levels, the most suitable streets for 

pedestrians are still the streets in the area around the city centre. However, some of 

these streets show lower densities than in Figure 4, since they have more negative 

micro physical environmental factors. 
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Figure 5: Street pedestrian suitability map 

4.4 Priority streets for action 

The last step of the methodology is to subtract the pedestrian proximity-connectivity 

map (Figure 4) and the pedestrian suitability map (Figure 5). We opted to use Jiang’s 

(2013) head/tail breaks classification method to transform the resulting continuous 

data into categories. This involves an iterative process that creates equal divisions of 

the data around the mean until the classified head data no longer show a heavy-tailed 

distribution. In this study, the standard 40% threshold of the head part was used to 

stop the iterative process. The resulting map in Figure 6 was classified into seven 

classes with the thresholds shown in the legend. This map reveals the differences in 

street edges between the two street situations in Vitoria-Gasteiz. The streets with the 

highest values in Figure 6 are the ones with the greatest potential for improvement. 

Again, the streets that show the greatest potential for improvement are the ones in 

the area around the city centre. However, it can be seen in this map that some streets 

located in industrial areas, and streets that serve as a link between residential and 
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commercial areas, also show great potential for improvement, in this case mainly due 

to their lower values in terms of pedestrian habitat quality. 

 

Figure 6: Map of differences in pedestrian suitability  

The final output of the methodology is the map of priority streets for action in Figure 

6 which classifies the streets according to the potential improvement the city could 

obtain by taking action in the streets in each category. These four priority categories 

were organized according to the head/tail categorization using a four-level symbol 

scale to show the increase in the priority level for each street. The resulting priority 

streets are the ones located around the city centre and the ones that act as connectors 

between residential and shopping areas (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Prioritization of the street network 

Table 2 presents the mean scores for each factor for the edges of the streets included 

in the four priority categories. The first column shows the mean scores for all the 

street edges in order to compare them with the mean scores for the priority edges. 

The mean scores for the traffic and street type factor can be seen to be lower for the 

higher rank priority streets. Regarding the shopping street factor, in all four 

categories of priority streets the scores are observed to be considerably higher than 

the mean for the entire network. The slope shows high scores for both the entire 

network and the four priority categories. The proximity to parks and urban tree cover 

factors shows significant higher average scores for the four priority street categories 

in comparison with the entire network. 
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Table 2. Mean scores for physical environmental factors for the streets included in 

each category 

Street type 

Entire 

network Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 

      

Number of edges 3313 5 9 36 102 

      

Suitability scores Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Traffic and street type  56.14 (29.81) 

53.98 

(17.07) 

49.87 

(21.69) 

59.91 

(17.29) 

65.71 

(10.82) 

      

Shopping street 47.30 (22.63) 58.67 (8.60) 

58.43 

(10.49) 

68.76 

(15.47) 

63.90 

(12.02) 

      

Slope 82.58 (36.73) 

91.00 

(18.00) 

86.01 

(23.03) 

93.86 

(16.29) 

96.51 

(11.01) 

      

Proximity to parks  67.42 (33.55) 

79.94 

(10.42) 

70.98 

(15.84) 

75.82 

(16.61) 

77.53 

(17.07) 

      

Urban tree cover  
73.61 (35.76) 

91.20 

(10.85) 97.33 (7.54) 

92.39 

(10.62) 

91.89 

(13.62) 
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

This study combines the walkability macro-dimensions with the micro physical 

environmental factors relevant for pedestrians. The methodology is inspired by the 

habitat suitability concept commonly applied in ecological studies. We introduce the 

concept of pedestrian habitat quality, which is used to measure the pedestrian 

suitability of streets in combination with a NKDE model. The main outcome of the 

methodology is a map of priority streets for action that classifies the streets where 

improvements in the physical environmental factors might offer the most benefit for 

promoting the pedestrian modal share. We have demonstrated the applicability of 

this methodology, which could be useful for urban planners to detect priority streets 

for action, where investment might offer the maximum benefit for improving 

pedestrian mobility. 

The NKDE origin and destination maps in Figure 3 show the expected density 

patterns. The pedestrian proximity-connectivity map in this study was developed 

based on a trip dataset obtained from a HTS. It was decided to use a HTS subsample 

to weight the origins and destinations in terms of importance. As a consequence, the 

destination map showed high densities in certain streets due to the concentration of 

destinations with a greater attraction potential (malls, schools, municipal buildings, 

etc.). The pedestrian proximity-connectivity map is a combination of the HTS origin 

and destination maps, and some destinations could therefore have a greater influence 

on the results. One major concern regarding this issue may be that the use of density 

estimations in the methodology may favour large shopping malls rather than local 

businesses, which are more closely associated with a larger pedestrian modal share. 

However, this effect is attenuated in this case study by the shopping street 

component of the pedestrian habitat quality model, which gives the same importance 

to all the businesses in the OSM point of interest layer.  

The introduction of the pedestrian habitat quality model gives a new scope to the 

methodology and is an opportunity to compute the micro physical environmental 

factors relevant to pedestrians in the prioritization. The model presented in this 

study was parametrized with a combination of expert opinion and the results of 

pedestrian route choice models (Borst et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Lo, 

2013; Broach and Dill, 2015); however, the route choice models on which we based 

this parametrization came from studies using different datasets, statistical models 

and urban contexts. Nor have other types of environmental factors such as safety, 

design and socioeconomic factors that could affect pedestrians and the modal choice 

of walking been included. Guo et al. (2013) argued that in relatively homogeneous 
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areas these extra factors may have little influence on pedestrian route choices, so 

given the size and characteristics of Vitoria-Gasteiz, they were not used in the 

methodology. However, the inclusion of additional environmental factors may be 

considered in further studies. A recommendation for future research is to base the 

parametrization of the model on studies done in the case study areas, which would 

imply developing pedestrian route choice models and require pedestrian route 

datasets that are costly and resource-intensive to obtain. It is expected that future 

technology developments such as the implementation of 5G mobile networks will 

allow pedestrian routes to be massively obtained with fewer resources. One 

alternative that could be used either alone or together with route choice models is to 

involve citizens and stakeholders in the study area in workshops to discuss the 

parametrization of the model, as recommended by Beier et al. (2008) for corridor 

modelling. The advantage of the workshop approach is that it can be used not only to 

parametrize the model but to discuss the street prioritization results and maximize 

the benefits.  

Authors typically focus on one species when designing wildlife corridors. However, 

Beier et al. (2008) recommend not creating single-species corridors to ensure no 

species is left behind. The ecological focus should be to create corridors that could 

serve a broader set of species. In order to create a network of corridors that could be 

used by all native species, they propose selecting focal species that could “serve as an 

umbrella for all native species and ecological processes” (p.19). This rationale can be 

directly transposed to the city environment in which pedestrians could be used as the 

“focal species”. Improving urban connectivity by creating a network of pedestrian-

friendly streets could act as an umbrella to improve other sustainable mobility 

solutions (bicycle and public transport) and the social environment of the city. 

Several sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the implications of the results 

of the parameters and weights in the pedestrian habitat quality model. The initial 

input parameters and weights were gradually changed and the pedestrian habitat 

quality model was applied to the following steps of the resistant kernel methodology. 

Minor variations in the model parameters and weights produced consistent results. 

Although sensitivity analyses could not be performed on the NKDE parameters for 

the whole case study network due to the high processing times, a series of tests were 

done on subsets of the network, changing the NKDE parameters. In the recommended 

range of 10-40 m, changes in the lixel length had little effect on the results. As stated 

by Xie and Yan (2008), the bandwidth in our case study was the factor with the 

greatest influence on the results. The one-mile value was finally used as the 

bandwidth, since this had been reported as a walkable distance in previous studies 
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(Morency et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2017), and in a study done with the same HTS 

dataset (Delso et al., 2018b). Nevertheless, alternative bandwidth distances could be 

explored, especially if processing times can be reduced with future alternative 

implementations of the NKDE algorithms. 

All the physical environmental factors in the pedestrian habitat quality model have 

proven implications for pedestrian route choice (Borst et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 

2010; Guo and Lo, 2013; Broach and Dill, 2015). However, extra factors could be 

included in further studies and computed with street audits and different statistical 

models. Several examples in the literature use street audits to characterize street 

edges and measure the influence of different urban environments on physical activity 

(Vanwolleghem et al., 2016; Cain et al., 2018; Aghaabbasi et al., 2018), all of which 

store the factors in the street edge network in geographic information systems (GIS) 

databases for their subsequent analysis in the statistical models. These street audit 

techniques could be introduced in future studies on the resistant kernel methodology 

to improve and enrich the pedestrian habitat quality model. Streets audits were also 

used in combination with route choice models in the route choice studies reviewed 

(Broach et al., 2009; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Loo, 2013). An amalgamation of 

street audits, pedestrian route choice models and workshops could provide a broader 

scope for future studies. 

Pedestrian mobility improvements can offer significant benefits for the urban 

environment (Gehl and Gemzoe, 2003; Giles-Corti et al., 2005; Scoppa et al., 2018). 

Litman (2003) stated the need to develop improved analytical techniques in order to 

accurately evaluate the impacts of walkability investments. Several research studies 

have developed indexes to evaluate walkability (Saelens, 2003; Werner, 2010). The 

use of these indexes has been proposed as a means to channel investments in 

pedestrian mobility (Werner, 2010), and some methodologies apply them in order to 

prioritize public investment (Matley et al., 2000; Swords et al., 2004; Frackelton and 

Guensler, 2015). However, these methodologies are unable to incorporate all the 

relevant features of the built environment for pedestrians, using only macro level 

components (Matley et al., 2000; Swords et al., 2004) or a limited set of sidewalk 

quality factors (Frackelton and Guensler, 2015); in contrast, landscape connectivity 

methodologies clearly focus on the prioritization of resources (Beier, 2008). The use 

of a resistant kernel methodology in the study of pedestrian mobility has enabled the 

introduction of street prioritization approaches that take into account a broader set 

of macro and micro physical environmental factors. 
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Focusing on the results of the priority streets for action that were identified for 

Vitoria-Gasteiz, Figure 7 shows the spatial heterogeneity of the streets that have a 

greater potential to be improved for pedestrian needs. This spatial heterogeneity may 

derive from the results of the proximity-connectivity model. The streets selected as 

priority streets for action show different typologies, and are –for example– either 

streets connecting residential zones and the city centre or commercial streets that 

are a destination pole. In recent decades, urban planners have focused most of their 

efforts to create pedestrian-oriented areas on city centres (Castillo-Manzano et al., 

2015). Although many of the edges of the priority streets for action are located in the 

area around the city centre, there are also some priority edges that connect industrial 

zones. This indicates that managers should also take action in some areas outside the 

city centre in order to improve pedestrian mobility. Despite the spatial heterogeneity 

of the priority streets seen in Figure 7, the results of the mean scores by priority 

category shown in Table 2 suggest intra category similarities between the edges of 

each category. The fact that the traffic and street type factor shows a low mean score 

for the higher rank priority streets indicates that managers in Vitoria-Gasteiz could 

focus some of their efforts on improving traffic conditions in priority streets, taking 

into account pedestrian-oriented urban design. The scores for the shopping street 

factor are higher than the mean score for the entire network in the four priority 

categories. However, the mean scores are still relatively low and show some potential 

for improvement. Regarding slope and tree cover, the high mean scores for the four 

priority categories suggest that these factors are only relevant in some specific 

priority street edges. Urban planners could easily identify specific street edges where 

they could improve pedestrian conditions for these factors. It should be noted that 

one possible outcome of the methodology which for practical reasons has not been 

presented in this paper is the opportunity to evaluate the results for each street edge. 

It has therefore been demonstrated that the priority streets for action categorization 

could be a useful tool for urban planners to focus efforts on improving pedestrian 

mobility. 
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the applicability of methodologies coming 

from the connectivity conservation field in urban environments studies and their 

influence on walking. This final section intends to sum up and perform a global 

development of the study conclusions derived from the case studies presented in the 

previous chapter. In consequence, this section (i) gives a synthesis of the results of 

Studies I, II, III and IV and relates them with the research questions, (ii) develops a 

general discussion of the results regarding the methodologies and procedures 

presented in this thesis, and compares the different urban configurations that were 

analysed in terms of the improvement for walking conditions, (iii) presents and 

discuss the main limitations of this thesis and proposes further research and key 

recommendations. 

Recapitulation of the case studies in order to improve readability of this section: 

Study I (Potentially Replaceable Car Trips: Assessment of Potential Modal Change 

towards Active Transport Modes in Vitoria-Gasteiz): This study served as the basis 

for the thesis. On the one hand, it serves as an introduction to the mobility context in 

the case study, and on the other, it provides a base line for future improvements by 

analyzing the number of trips that could be replaced from motorized to active modes.  

Study II (A Model for Assessing Pedestrian Corridors. Application to Vitoria-Gasteiz 

City (Spain)): This study presents a methodology to propose a network of obstacle-

free pedestrian corridors and to assess the effects on pedestrian travel times of the 

implementation of pedestrian corridors in the city.  

Study III (A new procedure using network analysis and kernel density estimations 

to evaluate the effect of urban configurations on pedestrian mobility. The case study 

of Vitoria-Gasteiz): This study presents a procedure to evaluate the impact of 

obstacles to pedestrian mobility and walkability. The methodology has a twofold 

objective, on the one hand it compares pedestrian travel times between different 

scenarios and on the other it proposes priority areas of action to improve pedestrian 

mobility.  

Study IV (Integrating pedestrian-habitat models and network kernel density 

estimations to measure street pedestrian suitability): This study closes the research 

of the thesis by presenting an open methodology that takes into account not only the 

obstacles for pedestrian movements, but all the micro built environmental factors 

that could be relevant for pedestrians. 
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5.1 Summary of the results in relation to the research 

questions 

This section elaborates a synthesis of the results and main conclusions obtained in 

this thesis and relates them with the research questions presented in Section 1.2. This 

synthetic view supports the general discussion that is presented in the following 

section. 

 

• RQ1: How much distance are pedestrians willing to walk in an urban 

environment? 

This research question was addressed and presented mainly in study I. In this Study 

an analytical procedure was followed in order to obtain the walking distances from 

an HMS. Age and gender criteria were introduced to obtain the distance that 

pedestrians are willing to walk in relation to different population groups. However, 

little differences between populations groups were found, with all of them between 

1.6 and 2 km. The knowledge of these distances had a direct application in the study 

of replaceable car trips, since they were used as thresholds to define a subset of short 

car trips.  

In relation to this question, it is also worth noting the results obtained in Study III in 

which different types of trips were analysed separately. In this study, the average 

travel time calculated for all the HMS commuting trips was considerably higher than 

for the HMS shopping and leisure trips. The different types of trips were analysed and 

compared in route pattern maps. These maps also revealed differentiated patterns 

across the city especially for shopping routes. The results of Study III suggest that the 

distance between the routes that individuals are willing to travel walking depend on 

the type of trip as well. 

 

• RQ2: To what extent could car trips be reduced and transferred to 

walking with appropriate urban planning policies?  

From the perspective of an urban planner, rather than knowing distances that 

pedestrians are willing to walk, what has a more direct implication in urban 

sustainability is to know how many car trips could be replaced by walking in their 

cities. This issue was also addressed through the HMS analysis performed in Study I. 

One of the main objectives of this study was to obtain the short car trips that could be 
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replaced by walking for different population groups. The distance that pedestrians 

are willing to walk in an urban environment, which was discussed under the previous 

research question, was used as a threshold to define a short car trip. Although it was 

found that the calculated distance showed little difference for the population groups, 

when applying it in order to obtain short car trips reduction, gender did have an 

influence on the percentage of short car trips that could be replaced by walking. The 

results of this study in relation to the reduction of short car trips, are very interesting 

to consider when setting policies standards; they can also be very useful when 

combined with the evaluation and prioritization methodologies presented in Studies 

II, III and IV.  

In addition, relating to the limitations found in Study I it is worth discussing two 

specific drawbacks of this study. On the one hand, in Study I an analysis of the citizens’ 

perception of barriers for the use of the bicycle was performed. Despite a similar 

analysis for walking barriers could be interesting, it was not possible in the frame of 

Vitoria-Gasteiz because of lack of data. On the other hand, an analysis of the spatial 

differences of the reduction potential could be also identified for further research. 

This spatial analysis was not included in Study I since it was considered out of the 

scope of a baseline study. However, given the main findings and methodologies 

developed over the thesis, it could be interesting to analyse if spatial differences arise 

in the reduction potential of short car trips between different parts of the city. 

 

• RQ3: How can we evaluate how different urban configurations affect 

pedestrian connectivity? 

The study and results of the first two research questions contributed to establish a 

baseline that indicates that there is still much potential for improvement in terms of 

pedestrian mobility. The next logical step was to develop methodologies to perform 

spatial evaluations of the implications that different urban configurations could have 

on pedestrian movements. In this thesis, an adaptation of landscape connectivity 

methodologies to be used in urban environments was proposed. 

In this respect, Studies II and III evaluate the consequences in terms of walking travel 

times of the implementation of different urban configurations. In Study II, a 

comparison of travel times is made between the actual urban configuration, including 

real city obstacles in the network and an urban configuration based on pedestrian 

corridors. In Study III, the implantation of the superblocks model was evaluated in 

terms of walking travel times. Differences emerged in average walking travel times 

within the evaluation of this urban configurations. In comparison with the actual 
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urban configuration, the superblocks implementation reduces pedestrian travel 

times by 4-5%. The reduction when evaluating the new proposed pedestrian corridor 

urban configuration is in the range of approx. 6-7%, which is even more remarkable 

taking into account that with the pedestrian corridor urban configuration only 1.5% 

of the urban road network is proposed for pedestrian prioritization. The findings 

suggest that the implementation of different pedestrian-oriented urban designs 

could have important implications on walking travel times. Since travel time is one of 

the main factors considered by individuals for modal and route choices, the results of 

Studies II and III could be useful for urban planners. However, other built 

environmental factors should be taken into account when considering the 

implementation of a new urban configuration. This issue will be dealt in the general 

discussion of the following section.  

In addition, Study IV follows another approach and evaluates the city urban 

configuration not only in terms of factors influencing travel times but also 

considering the influence of a broader set of macro and micro built environment 

factors. In consequence, in this Study IV the developed methodology for the 

evaluation of pedestrian mobility was not directly oriented towards the proposal of 

a specific urban configuration. The final outcome of the methodology was a street 

prioritization approach that is going to be discussed under the next research 

question. However, the results of the evaluation itself were also interesting. Although 

the results were generally within predictable with higher suitability for street edges 

located in the city center, they also showed that some specific street edges of 

industrial areas have greater than expected pedestrian conditions in terms of 

proximity-connectivity. 

 

• RQ4: How can we prioritize the city streets to develop a coherent 

network of pedestrian corridors? 

This fourth research question was identified, on the basis of the preliminary results 

that were gradually obtained over Studies II and III and in the literature review, as a 

relevant question to give a solution to urban planning limitations when considering 

pedestrian mobility. In Study II the creation of a network of pedestrian corridors was 

proposed. The proposal of this network followed a prioritization approach of the 

most suitable streets to reduce overall pedestrian travel times. Additionally, one of 

the outcomes of Study III was the evaluation of the areas of the city that should be 

prioritized in order to reduce global intersection impedances. However, the study 

that was more clearly focused in giving an answer to this research question was Study 

IV. This study was directly orientated towards the evaluation of the urban network 
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according to micro and macro level components. The final outcome of Study IV was 

the proposal of priority streets for action.  

5.2 General discussion and main conclusions 

In the previous section a brief discussion of the results of the case studies was 

presented and synthetized by research questions. In this section there will be a more 

general discussion from the results obtained in this thesis. 

As mentioned over the thesis, both micro and macro spatial level perspectives should 

be considered in the study of pedestrian mobility. The methodologies presented in 

this thesis consider both perspectives, although under different conditions. Studies II 

and III evaluated different urban configurations by using the macro level perspective 

through pedestrian routes while considering the micro level pedestrian obstacles. 

However, the results of recent studies suggest that a broader set of micro built 

environment factors could also influence pedestrian mobility (Borst et al., 2009; 

Broach and Dill, 2015; Foltete et al., 2010; Guo and Loo 2013). In this sense, it should 

be noted that the methodology presented in study IV, in addition to macro level 

factors and pedestrian obstacles, allows also to consider a greater range of micro 

level built environment factors in the evaluation of pedestrian mobility. This greater 

range of micro level built environment factors is introduced through a habitat quality 

model.  

A complementary concept also related with the spatial levels is the scale considered 

when studying pedestrian movements. Recent studies have pointed out the 

importance of scale in walkability research (Choi, 2012; Fitzsimmons, 2013; Milakis 

et al., 2015). It has been pointed out that typically, walkability studies have been 

conducted in the neighborhood context, neglecting that the city scale urban 

configuration could have more influence on transport mode choice (Lambíquiz, 2011; 

Choi, 2012; Milakis et al., 2015;). In this sense, the findings of this thesis support this 

statement, since having considered the broader –city– scale, the results of the 

evaluation of urban configurations suggest that a more integral approach helps 

identify low pedestrian level of service areas that considering only the neighborhood 

level are usually neglected. As an example, the industrial edges identified as priority 

streets in Study IV, or the evaluation of the effects of different city level urban 

configurations performed in study III. In the case of having investigated in these 

studies only Vitoria-Gasteiz’s residential areas or city center, it would not have been 

possible to identify these areas. 

The implementation of pedestrian-oriented urban designs can provide significant 

benefits to the urban environment (Gehl, 2002; Giles-Corti et al., 2005; Scoppa et al., 
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2018). Urban conditions for pedestrian mobility have been evaluated through 

walkability indexes (Maghelal and Capp, 2011; Manaugh and El-Geneidy, 2011; 

Grasser et al., 2012). However, traditionally these indexes only evaluate walking 

conditions but do not propose a prioritization in order to maximize investment 

outcomes. At the beginning of the century, followed by the upraise in walkability 

research, some researchers and urban planners began to see the need to develop 

analysis techniques in order to accurately evaluate investments impacts (Matley et 

al., 2000; Litman, 2003a; Werner et al., 2010). However, there are limited studies 

focused in how to prioritize public investment in active transport modes (Matley et 

al., 2000; Swords et al., 2004; Frackelton and Guensler, 2016). In this thesis, three 

methodologies have been proposed for pedestrian mobility evaluation and 

prioritization based on landscape connectivity methodologies. These methodologies 

have a clear focus on the prioritization of resources in order to improve landscape 

connectivity (Beier, 2008). The specific prioritization outcomes and implications of 

these methodologies were discussed in the previous section under RQ4 and in the 

specific discussion sections of the studies presented in the Case studies chapter. 

However, it should be noted that throughout the thesis and based on the results of 

Study II, Study III, and the literature review, it was concluded that it is more advisable 

in order to improve pedestrian mobility to develop an open methodology to decide 

gradual investments than proposing global fixed urban configurations. Study IV was 

framed under this consideration, by proposing a prioritization approach which focus 

on the proposal of priority streets. As a conclusion, it should be highlighted that the 

prioritization approaches developed as a result of applying landscape connectivity 

methodologies in urban environments could be considered as one of the main 

contributions of this thesis. However, these approaches are also subjected by a series 

of limitations that are going to be discussed in the next section. 

As mentioned in the previous section, through the HMS analysis performed in study 

II and study III, it was proved that individual transport choices and maximum walking 

distance thresholds depend on the trip purpose. In previous studies it has been 

argued that the built environment affects pedestrians in different ways depending on 

the different types of walking activities such as walking to public transit or walking 

to work or school (Choi, 2012). In fact, these transport choice differences between 

activities could also be related with the scale considerations discussed previously. 

Urban planners have typically concentrated their efforts on the central parts of the 

cities, or in specific residential areas. This may have led that -for some types of 

activities- there are not convenient walking routes, which has a negative influence in 

choosing walking as a transport mode. In this sense, applying the prioritization 

approaches proposed this thesis could also change individuals’ choices in specific 

areas and encourage some types of walking activities that are commonly neglected, 
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such as pedestrian access to industrial areas. For instance, an interesting implication 

of the prioritization approaches could be related with the results discussion of RQ2, 

since in order to encourage walking instead of car trips, it would be important to 

consider spatial considerations. In this regard, Martín and Páez (2019) assessed 

geographical variations of active mobility in Vitoria-Gasteiz. In their study, by 

analyzing the HMS trips with a model using spatially varying coefficients they found 

that walking is concentrated in the city center with lower rates in the industrial, and 

new urban fabrics. These results are complementary to those discussed above, and 

they indicate that there is much potential of improvement on pedestrian mobility on 

the outer areas of Vitoria-Gasteiz city center. 

Regarding the results of the studies performed in this thesis, the analysis of the 

prioritizations results is not only useful, but also the results of the evaluation of 

existing and proposed urban configurations and their implications in walking. As 

discussed under RQ3, the pedestrian corridor urban configuration showed a greater 

improvement potential than the superblocks in terms of pedestrian travel times. 

However, it should be stressed, as stated in Study III, that decisions should not be 

made based solely on these results, since the superblocks urban configuration has a 

broader focus on improving the quality of urban spaces and not only on the reduction 

of pedestrian obstacles. The results of this thesis suggest that there should be no one-

size-fits-all solution when it comes to pedestrian mobility; but instead a combination 

of prioritization approaches considering integral views of the city may be the way 

forward towards pedestrian mobility maximization.  

5.3 Limitations and further research  

The research studies discussed in this thesis have presented original and promising 

results in the evaluation and prioritization of pedestrian oriented urban design. 

However, it is important to state that this Studies showed some limitations, especially 

regarding the availability of data and their use in the methodologies. The specific 

limitations that each study faced were previously presented under the discussion 

section of each Study. In this section there will be a more integrated discussion of 

these limitations, along with further research and policy recommendations. 

One of the main limitations of the research studies presented in this thesis is the lack 

of pedestrian mobility data. In this respect, it is worth noting the lack of real 

pedestrian routes. In study II and III the input for the methodologies were minimum-

cost routes calculated with network analysis using origin and destination points 

obtained from the HMS. As stated several times over the thesis, travel time is one of 

the main factors influencing pedestrians, but the built environment could also 
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influence their route choices. By using minimum cost routes, the possible influence 

that other factors may have is neglected. Additionally, during the thesis not having 

real data on the importance that pedestrians give to certain barriers in the specific 

case of Vitoria-Gasteiz, was also identified as an important limitation. This limitation 

that was identified in Study I, could have had negative implications in the 

parametrization of the habitat quality model used in Study IV to incorporate micro 

level features of the built environment.  

In this regard, the suggestions for future work in order to obtain reliable pedestrian 

mobility data are many. The various data limitations dealt with in the previous 

paragraph could be interrelated and solved together from the collection of pedestrian 

routes obtained through GPS tracking methodologies. GPS tracked pedestrian routes 

will solve the uncertainties of using minimum cost routes in the methodologies of 

Studies II and III. Real pedestrian routes could be also useful in the development of a 

pedestrian route choice model specific for the case study of Vitoria-Gasteiz. If this 

model is developed for Vitoria-Gasteiz, the results could be used in order to compare 

with the results of similar models developed in other parts of the world. Additionally, 

the results could be used to parametrize the habitat quality model of Study IV. 

Another possibility that may be explored in order to obtain the relative importance 

of the different barriers is to involve citizens and stakeholders by using qualitative 

methodologies such as workshops or focus groups or quantitative surveys such as 

the one used to analyse cycling barriers in Study I. 

Another limitation of the methodologies presented in this thesis was not being able 

to develop completely automated procedures. In this sense, the methodology that 

presents an almost automated procedure is the analysis of travel times by using the 

Google API in Study I. However, in order to obtain the travel times through this API 

involved previous calculations with GIS methodologies to obtain the coordinates of 

the origins and destinations obtained from the HMS, which made it not a fully 

automated process. Studies II, III and IV faced the same limitation in the acquisition 

of origins and destinations from the HMS. Additionally, Studies III and IV used NKDE 

functions which impeded the development of an automated ArcGIS procedure, 

whether from a model builder approach or a Python add-on. Although the procedures 

of the methodologies presented in this thesis could be long and complex, there are 

several improvements that can help to simplify the procedures.  

In this respect, a line of further research involves the development of automated 

procedures in order to simplify the use of the methodologies by urban planners. 

Regarding the obtention of the origin and destination coordinates, the use of mobile 

applications can be explored. The use of mobile applications in order to gather travel 
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information has been already investigated (Cotrill et al., 2013; Berger and Platzer, 

2015; Safi et al., 2017). In the frame of the methodologies presented in this thesis, the 

incorporation of methodologies that gather travel data through mobile applications 

can be an important breakthrough that could allow to simplify the first parts of the 

procedures. In relation to the NKDE functions a recommendation for further research 

is to explore a greater integration of this functions in the frame of GIS tools.  

In the case studies presented, only built environmental factors were included in the 

methodologies. However, there are other types of environmental factors such as 

safety, design and socioeconomic factors that could also affect and influence 

pedestrians and the modal choice of walking. Some studies argue that in relatively 

homogeneous areas, these extra factors may have little influence on pedestrian 

mobility (Guo and Loo, 2013). Still, it may be useful to incorporate these factors in 

further studies and investigate the influence on pedestrian mobility in the broader –

city- level.  

Finally, another recommendation for further research is to study the spatial 

differences in the potential of reduction of short car trips that was investigated in 

Study I. Once these spatial differences are investigated, and if the results show 

significant differences, it could be evaluated whether to incorporate the results in the 

prioritization methodologies of Studies II, III and IV. In this way, the prioritization 

methodologies would also incorporate an extra factor considering the areas with the 

greatest short car trips reduction potential. 

The case studies developed in this thesis present the above-mentioned limitations, 

however they provide a framework to develop further research on pedestrian 

mobility. To conclude, a compilation of the key recommendations is presented. 

Key recommendations from this thesis are:  

 Incorporate in future Household Mobility Surveys a questionnaire about the main 

barriers found by citizens while walking in Vitoria-Gasteiz (similar to the one 

used in Study I to investigate cycling barriers). Using mobile applications in order 

to gather GPS real pedestrian routes could be relevant and interesting in future 

studies. 

 Disseminate the methodologies and results presented in this thesis to urban 

planners. Linear urban configurations and prioritization approaches could be 

explored by urban planners in order to favour pedestrian mobility. 

 Further work could be done to simplify and automatize the methodologies and 

facilitate their use by urban planners. 
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 The case studies presented in this thesis were conducted entirely in the context 

of Vitoria-Gasteiz. Further studies in other contexts will be valuable in order to 

investigate the transferability of the use of the developed methodologies. 

 Further studies should be undertaken in order to determine the role of extra 

environmental and individual factors on pedestrian mobility behaviours in 

Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
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